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Murray transfer
station slates
new hours
To provide better service to
the public. the Murray Transfer
Station has new hours of operation. The public can now dispose of garbage from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday and 8 a.m. to noon on
Saturday. Call 762-0380 for more
information.

South 641 Water
District to flush
hydrants Sunday
The South 641 Water District of Hazel will flush fire
hydrants Sunday at noon.
Residents in the district are
asked not to wash clothes until
the water runs clean.
For more information, contact the district office at 4928130.

Officials identify
Benton body

Residents seek new area code
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
PADUCAH -- An overwhelming majority of approximately 60
area residents opposed an "overlay" of the 502 area code during
a public hearing Thursday at the
Executive Inn.
The hearing was sponsored by
the Kentucky Public Service tommission in response to resident
protests of a plan that would require
users to dial 10-digit numbers -the area code in addition to the
standard seven numbers -- when
,
making a local call.
Hearings were also scheduled
in Bowling Green, Louisville and
Owensboro.
Under the suggested overlay
system, a 270 area code would
be assigned to new customers beginning April I. The overlay would
mix two area codes among residents of the same city.
"Since we publicized a plan to
institute an overlay system, we've
had numerous letters and phone
calls that were in opposition to
this system,- said Bill Willis, a

member of the PSC general coun- and proposing possible solutions,
the PSC received questions and
sel.
"This prompted us to stay the comments from those in attenorder and decide to hold public dance.
hearings throughout western KenAll but one of about two dozen
tucky to get public input on this speakers were in favor of a geomatter. No decision has been made graphic split.
yet," he added.
Roy Hodges, a small business
While in opposition to the over- owner from Marshall County,
lay system, most western Ken- opposed the heavily-favored split
tucky residents favor a geograph- because changing the area code
ic split of the 502 area that would could prevent customer calls to
assign a new area code to a por- his business - Hodges Custom
tion of western Kentucky. The 502 Haulers in Benton.
code would be retained by the
"I have an emblem that goes
Louisville-Frankfort area.
on every product that I build,"
According to commission mem- Hodges told the PSC. "I've been
bers, a new area code must be in putting our area code on this
place by the first of April because emblem for 23 years, and I would
all available numbers in the 502 hate to lose that number. It would
area will have been assigned.
hurt my business.;'
"The date for the exhaustion
Murray residents Howard Giles
of those numbers has been fore- and Dick Weaver both spoke in
cast for April 1999," said Wayne favor of the geographic split.
Bates, a PSC commissioner. "Less
"The 502 area code should be
than 90 prefixes remain for us to split," said Giles. "The more rural
use. We have to do something to areas should be allowed to keep
retain some of these numbers ...
Doing nothing is not an option."
After explaining the problem • See Page 2

The body of a woman found
Wednesday near Benton has
been identified as Marilyn Kathy
Johnson, 41, of Smithland,
according to the Marshall County Sheriff's Department.
Johnson, a native of Marshall County, had been missing since Oct. 20, said Sheriff
Terry Anderson in a press
release Thursday.
According to Deputy Coroner Mitchell Lee, the state medical examiner ruled Johnson's
death as foul play, but the exact
cause won't be known until
tests are completed.
Johnson's identity was determined through dental records.
Her body was found about
Wednesday afternoon on Benton-Briensburg Road by a local
resident.
Anderson said there are no
suspects now and that the investigation is continuing.
(Please see obituary, Page
5.)

Airport faces project expenses

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Annual leaf
pickup set
The annual fall leaf pickup
for the City of Murray will run
from Nov. 9 through Dec. 23.
The first area to be picked
up will be the north side of
Main Street to the north city
limits, working east to west.
The second area to be picked
up will be the south side of
Main Street to the south city
limits, working west to east.
The entire city will be covered twice to ensure that all
leaves are picked up. Do not
rake leaves into the street,
street gutters or over water
meters. Leaves should be raked
two or three feet from the street
curb, but not over any sidewalks.
No brush or tree trimmings
will be picked up by the leaf
crew this fall. For an estimate
of cost of brush pickup, call
762-0380 or dispose of brush
at the Murray-Calloway County
Transfer Station.

WEATHER
Tonight... Becoming mostly
clear. Low near 30. Light wind.
Saturday... Partly sunny and
a little warmer. High 50 to 55.
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(Top) Wayne Bates, a commissioner with the Kentucky Public Service Commission, refers to an illustration while explaining the
area code system. Murray
resident Dick Weaver
(right) speaks to the PSC
during a question and answer session.

LIGHTING UP THE FUTURE: Jacquline and Jody Richardson light candles in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
boardroom Thursday during a program to increase awareness of Alzheimer's disease.

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Airport board officials will try
to establish a line of credit in
anticipation of needing money to
pay unexpe,:tvd expoises in the
runway's expansion and widening
project.
The airport closed Thursday for
two to three weeks so work on
the project can continue, chairman
Jim Fain said during the MurrayCalloway County Airport board's
meeting later that night.
The board, following treasurer/secretary Otis Erwin's suggestion, authorized its executive committee to try to get a $100,000
line of credit. Fain, Erwin and
vice-chairman Justice Fortenbery
comprise the executive committee.
The main reason is a cost overrun for the building of five small
hangars and three larger ones.
Hangar construction will cost

$175,000 to $200,000 instead of
the expected $150,000. Fain said
prior to passage of the line-ofcredit resolution.
"We've got to have something,"
Fain said. "We don't have to use
it if we don't need to."
"We'll use it," Erwin replied.
Fain said after the 50-minute
meeting the board won't need the
whole $100,000.
"I'm sure we'll have to use
some of it for the simple fact
these hangars cost more than
expected," he said.
Another reason for the financial concern is a holdup caused
by the soft, clay-filled ground on
which the 25-foot widening section is being built.

the Frankfort-based engineering
firm in charge of the project.
The durable mat, made of fibers
that distribute weight evenly over
the ground, will cost $16,740, Taylor told board members.
"Really, it's the cheapest way
out," Taylor said. "The state Uses
it a lot on highways."
Taylor said the ground is soft
and porous about 1 1/2 feet belov,
the surface along nearly all of the
5,000-foot runway.
Fain also noted the board has
ongoing payments toward its fivepercent share of the $2 million
project. The state pays five percent of the cost, while the federal government picks up the remaining 90 percent.

A stabilization mat that will be
placed beneath the runway was
expected to arrive at the airport
Friday morning, according to Jerry
Taylor, the resident inspector of

In other finance-related matters,
the board also discussed a possi-

111See Page 2

Universities plan to upgrade halls
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Because of a fatal dormitory fire
at Murray State University, the
state's public universities plan to
bring residence halls_ up to modern fire codes.
That will mean sprinkler systems in areas that cannot be quick-

ly evacuated, Gordon K. Davies,
president of the state Council on
Postsecondary Education, said
Thursday..
Kentucky has required sprinklers in high-rise buildings since
1972, but many college dorms
were built earlier.

The fire at Murray State, which
killed one student and critically
burned another, was on the fourth
floor of eight-story Hester Hall.
built in the mid-I960s. Police said
the fire was arson. Seven people,
including five students, were indicted last week.

Details of the project remain
to be worked out, and the number of dormitories affected is not
yet known, Davies said in an interview and in testimony to legislators.
However, it will take at least
four years and may cost $25 mil-

lion, Davies said. Presidents of
the institutions agreed Wednesday
to finance the work from housing
and dining funds or to issue bonds,
Davies said.
Northern Kentucky University

II1See Page 2

The Man in the Middle:
Scholars say
Clinton case
falls short

Hyde: Responses would
speed Clinton inquiry
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton could speed the
impeachment inquiry by answering 81 written questions, including whether he made "false and
misleading" statements under oath,
House Judiciary Chairman Henry
Hyde says.
The questions submitted to the
White House on Thursday are
Hyde's price for avoiding lengthy
impeachment hearings. With Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr
scheduled as the only major witness. Hyde,
said Thursday
that Clinton's responses would "narrow the issues and being this matter to a close more quickly."
The questions try to resolve
conflicts and flesh out details of
Clinton's conduct that could not
be cleared up in his Aug. 17 grand
jury testimony that was limited to

four hours.
Hyde asked Clinton about his
efforts, and those of his friend
Vernon Jordan, to help Monica
Lewinsky obtain a job in New
York; the president's conversations
with his secretary, Betty Currie,
after Paula Jones' attorneys surprised him with questions about
Ms. Lewinsky in Mrs. Jones' sexual harassment lawsuit against the
president; and whether he lied to
his closest staff members as well
as the American public.
Hyde's questions attempt to clear
up some conflicts between Clinton's Jan. 17 testimony in the
Jones lawsuit — when he and Ms.
Lewinsky denied an affair — and
his responses before the grand jury
Aug. 17, when he admitted to
inappropriate sexual conduct.
The responses must be submit-

AP Photo

U.S. Rep. Henry Hyde answers questions at a news conference earlier this week. The Illinois Republican is the chair of
the House Judiciary Committee
tcd under oath, but "shall not be
considered to have any bearing or
effect" on any other legal.actions
that might be taken against the
president, Hyde said in a letter to
the White House.
Among the questions were:

— "Do you admit or deny that
yoU gave false and misleading testimony under oath in your deposition" in the Jones case when
asked about gifts received from

II1See Page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — As a
congressional subcommittee prepares to consider what constitutes
grounds for impeachment. more
than 400 legal scholars arc issuing a report saying the case against
President Clinton falls short.
Republicans plan to counter at
Monday's hearing of the Judiciary Committee's Constitution subcommittee with their own scholars endorsing the impeachment
inquiry.
Nineteen scholars arc listed as
witnesses to debate the what the
Founding Fathers meant when they
wrote that "high crimes and is demeanors" would be grounds for
impeachment.
Democrats requested the hearing, saying the Republican-controlled committee should decide

• See Page 2
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Mother: Fire caused by'messing around'

From Page 1
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
mother of one of seven people
charged in the fatal fire at Murray State University says rugby
club memheis "were just messing
around" when they made prank calls
to a freshman about his room
being on fire.
Kim Baker, the mother of Jeremy Baker, said the prank calls
"are as close as they can come"
to connecting anyone to the fatal
fire before dawn in Hester Hall
on Sept. 18.
Kim Baker spoke to The Courier-Journal in a telephone interview
from her home in Morganfield on
Monday.
Authorities haven't said whether
the fatal fire, on a Sunday. was
connected to an earlier blaze, the
previous Friday. Both, however,
were ruled arson, and they were
in nearly the same location.
Baker said the earlier fire
inspired the players to make the
prank calls.
_Five rugby players and two
fale friends have .been charged
it:the case.
Baker said her on made the

calls to Ryan Leader, a "rookie"
rugby player who lived in Room
406, near where both fires were
set.
Authorities believe some people took the prank further — and
set the fire that killed Michael
Minger, 19, of Niceville, Fla.. and
seriously injured Michael Priddy
of Paducah, who is recovering
from severe burns.
Kim Baker said it was a "strange
coincidence" that a real fire was
set with gasoline soon after the
prank calls.
"It looks bad that an hour later
there was a fire," she said. But
she said her son never left the
brick house he and two other rugby

players rented, and where several
people had gathered for a party
before the fire.
Commonwealth's
However,
Attorney Mike Ward believes that
three people — Fred McGrath,
Melissa Mounce, and her boyfriend,
Michael McDonough — did leave
the party. The charges allege that
McGrath set the fire while Mounce
and McDonough were in Hester
at the time.
McGrath has been charged with
murder and arson. The other six
face lesser charges.
Jeremy Baker, who was released
on bond last Friday after being
arraigned, confirmed his mother's
account of the events Wednesday.

• Halls ...
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From Page 1
will not be affected because all
its dorms were built after 1972,
Davies said.
Not every dorm will be fitted,
he said. Some institutions may
decide to disperse students through
more buildings and convert upper
stories of high-rise dorms to other
uses, Davies said. "The priority
will generally be: tallest first," he
said.
The project will pose significant logistical problems, including
alternate housing for students who
would be displaced. "This is going
to take some time. There are not
enough contracting companies in
the state to do it all," Davies said.

To pay for the work, Davies
said, increases in room and board
rates cannot be ruled out, but the
institutions "are going to do everything they can not to."
Older dorms present several
problems, like asbestos above their
ceilings, Davies told the General
Assembly's interim Education Committee.
"Once you find asbestos, you
don't have a sprinkler problem.
You've got an asbestos problem,"
Davies said.
One community college dorm
is to be included in the project
— a building at the former Lees
College in Jackson, now a branch
of Hazard Community College.

• Code ...
From Page 1
the 502 code.-

Paulette Wilford, a direct marketer based in Paducah, said an
overlay of the area code would
be a detriment to her working
environment. •
"I sell Mary Kay Cosemetics,
and I have over 100 customers,"
Wilford noted. "I have some friends
in this business who have 400
and 800 clients. Would you want
to have to update all of those
records? ... I don't think you
would."
"I do not like the idea of a
10-digit number,and I would protest
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Sponsored by:

it if that system was put into
place," said McCracken County's
Ward Thomas. "I do not believe
that many people in this area would
be in favor of that."
Dwight Payton, an employee of
Lockheed Martin in Paducah, said
an overlay system would require
additional costs and time.
"Our business makes about 7.2
million phone calls per year. Of
those calls, a little over 1 million
are local," Payton explained. "If
we are required to dial three additional numbers each time we make
a call, it would require many hours
of work and would .cipt the company several 'Thousand dollars:"
No time frame was given for
a decision on the proposed changes.

Judge throws
out Kentucky
anti-abortion law
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
federal judge on Thursday threw
out a new Kentucky law that
banned certain late-term abortion
procedures.
U.S., District Judge John G.
Heyburn II said the law is "unconShell stitutional and invalid." He
prohibited any prosecution of doctors
who perform such abortions, which
the statute from the 1998 General Assembly made subject to criminal penalties.
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An Israeli soldier prepares to remove a body from the street in
Jerusalem Friday morning after a car-bomb attack on the city.
The bombing left two dead.

Property tax relief
bill causes concern
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
newly ratified constitutional amendment that allows state lawmakers
to provide property-tax relief has
raised concerns among city, county and school officials wanting to
protect their budgets.
The local officials are gearing
up to fight any loss of revenue
as a result of the amendment,
which would let the General
Assembly reduce taxes on personal property such as cars and
trucks. The amendment won overwhelming voter approval Tuesday.
"This puts local governments and
schools on a very strong notice
that we have to begin working
with the General Assembly to make
sure that if they cut people's taxes,
they've got to identify some
replacement source of revenue,"
said David Keller, director of the
Kentucky School Boards Association.
School systems estimate that
they get $85 million a year from
property taxes on vehicles. The state
Revenue Cabinet estimates the
amount at $74 million.
Cities and counties across the
state have similar concerns.
The Kentucky Association of
Counties opposed the amendment,
saying it feared the measure would
lead to tax cuts that could force
local officials to cut services. Just
over $12 million a year in vehicle taxes goes to 267 Kentucky
cities; the state's 120 counties split
about $21 million.
"That may not sound big,- but
it takes a big hole out of some
of these tiny city budgets," said
Sylvia Lovely, director of the Ken-

II Airport

• ••

From Page 1
ble increase in hangar rental rates,
as well as the sale of airplane
fuel.
Erwin noted that board hasn't
had an increase in the hangar
rental rates in three years. Current monthly rates are $75 for
small hangars and $200 for larger ones.
The board authorized its executive committee to set the new
rental rates, Fain said.
The committee also has been
authorized to negotiate fuel prices
with Gardner Aviation of Hopkinsville and Turner Aviation of
Dexter for high-volume fuel purchases.
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tucky League of Cities. "We hope
this is an opportunity for a major
tax-reform drive."
The extent to which lawmakers will use the new tax-cutting
power as a way to look at the
big picture of state revenue is uncertain.
Before the election, Democratic Rep. Harry Moberly of Richmond, who heads the House appropriations committee, said lawmakers would be inclined to use the
new authority to exempt at least
part of a vehicle's value from
taxes.
He also said he thought lawmakers would try to protect local
governments and schools from
being hurt by the changes.
The amendment passed with 78
percent of the vote. That strong
support, along with talk about tax
exemptions, has some local-government officials worrying the issue
may turn into a widespread move
for bigger tax cuts.
No one seems to be panicking
yet about what the change might
bring when lawmakers meet in
regular session in 2000, Keller
said. But the issue is still a sensitive one for those with a budget on the line.
"Any time we start talking about
reducing taxes, it takes strong,
committed leadership on the part
of the General Assembly to look
at that revenue in a -responsible
way," Keller said.
"What you don't want is a bidding war where you see who can
go the farthest. We hope to see
disciplined leadership that makes
sure tax cuts are coupled with
replacement revenue."

Ms. Lewinsky.
— "Do you admit or deny you
had knowledge that any facts or
assertions" in Ms. Lewinsky's affidavit in the Jones case were "not
true?" Ms. Lewinsky and the president denied, in the Jones case,
that they had an affair.
Presidential press secretary Joe
Lockhart said it was too soon to
say how Clinton would respond
to the request, but "we plan to
cooperate with this committee."
Clinton's lawyets were reviewing
Hyde's letter, and "I expect they'll
respond," he said.
Clinton was not only asked
about misleading statements under
oath. Was he being truthful, Hyde
wanted to know, when he commented last January that "1 never
told anybody to lie, not a single
time, never."
One question attempted to
resolve a conflict between Clinton's testimonies.
Clinton was first asked whether
the president testified falsely in
January — when he said he did
not know Ms. Lewinsky had been
subpoenaed in the Jones case.
The next question asked Clinton whether•he testified falsely in
August when he told the grand
jury that he in fact did know that
Ms. Lewinsky had been subpoenaed.
In questions related to potential obstruction, Hyde asked Clinton whether he admitted employing individuals to gather "information about witnesses or potential witnesses" in any court case.
Specifically, Clinton was asked
about private investigators Terry
Lenzner and Jack Palladino — and
a top Clinton aide when he was
Arkansas governor, Betsey Wright.
Lenzner was hired by Clinton's
attorneys in connection with the
Jones case and also was used by
the Democratic National Committee to investigate questionable campaign donations. Palladino was
hired by Clinton's 1992 presidential. campaign to investigate allegations about Clinton's relationships
with other women.
In questioning Jordan, prosecutors tried to show that Clinton on
Oct. 11, 1997, got Jordan to begin
a job search for Ms. Lewinsky.

• Scholars
From Page 1

what constitutes an impeachable
offense before investigating Clinton's conduct in the Monica Lewinsky matter or other charges probed
by Independent Counsel Kenneth
Starr.
One of the Democratic witnesses,
Georgetown University law professor Susan Low Bloch, was releasing a letter today signed by 400
legal academicians arguing that
Clinton's behavior does not warrant impeachment.
"The lower the threshold for
Gardner wants to relocate one impeachment, the'weaker the presof its three planes at the local air- ident," they wrote to committee
port after the runway expansion members. "If the president could
is done, according to a letter from be removed for any conduct of
Kevin Colson, Gardner's director which Congress disapproved, this
of corporate flight operations, to fundamental element of our democracy — the president's independthe board.
The subsidiary of Gardner Wall- ence from Congress — would be
covering also wants to buy 4,000 destroyed."
Several Republican witnesses
gallons of JET-A fuel to be kept
at the local airport, the letter said. were expected to counter that argu"I think it's good business to ment with one of their own: Congress cannot allow a president to
get them over here," Fain said.
Fain said the board recently remain in the White House office
received a request from Turner who has displayed a pattern of
Aviation for a reduction in fuel behavior that makes him unfit for
prices.
office.
In other business, the board voted
"The constitution itself shows
to allow Peoples Bank to install that (the) framers would have
propane tanks at its corporate always regarded lying under oath
hangar in order to heat it.
as a serious matter ... (that) warThe approval was granted on: rants consideration of impeachthe' condition that the tanks are ment," GOP witness John 0.
not in a high-traffic area and that McGinnis, a Yeshiva University
they meet Federal Aviation Admin- law professor, says in remarks preistration guideline
pared for Monday's hearing.
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The Body'cites experience, but how'd he do?
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Jesse
"The Body" Ventura climbed into
the ring plenty of times as pro
wrestling's feather boa-waving bad
boy. The hulking governor.eles0
lone bout with politics has been
his four-year stint as mayor of
suburban Brooklyn Park.
Ventura — who also has radio
talk show host and movie actor
on his resume — often pointed
to that mayoral experience during
his shockingly successful run for
governor as the Reform Party candidate.
"I can do the job," he has said.
"It's not like it's transplanting kidneys."
Despite his bravado, reflected
in his new moniker, "The Mind,"
some in Brooklyn Park say he is
merely a showman without a plan
for running state government —
a $12 billion enterprise that has
48,000 employees.
Even so, the gravel-voiced man
who will be Minnesota's next governor has his political fans: those
in Brooklyn Park who say it became
a better place during the Ventura
years.
"All in all, I think he did a
good job," said City Councilman
Joe Enge, Who was Ventura's main
ally on the council. "He made

some changes that needed to be
made."
Crime dropped considerably
while Ventura, 47, was mayor, and
economic development quickened,
Enge said. He said Ventura helped
raise public awareness about city
government by working to put council meetings on cable television.
Although Brooklyn Park is largely run by a city manager, Ventura presided over City Council meetings. His vote was just one of
seven and he had no veto authority, but he likes to brag about
occasionally forcing City Council
members to stay through the wee
hours until they could reach decisions. However, some critics said
his attendance was spotty.
Council minutes reviewed by
the Star Tribune indicate that most
of the votes during his tenure were
routine and many were unanimous.
Many were simply the zoning and
development changes needed in a
fast-growing suburb.
During Ventura's tenure, Brooklyn Park's general fund grew by
more than 18 percent, mostly to
pay for increased demand for city
services. The average homeowner's property tax levy increased
by more than 29 percent.
Ventura has made broad prom-

ASSOCIATED PRESS photo
Minnesota governor-elect and former pro wrestler Jesse
"The Body" Ventura makes a point to reporters during a
press conference Thursday.
ises to review all state government programs, veto any new tax
increases and make schools better.

Critics say he is long on talk
and short on alternatives or tangible plans, and they suspect he
plans to figure it out when he

gets there.
State Sen. Linda Scheid, DBrooklyn Park, thinks Ventura's
ideas are simplistic but says he's
a "willing learner." She was a fan
of Ventura's wrestling hut was
unhappy when he was elected
mayor in 1991. "I thought it was
Just awful and I told him so," she
said.
And now'?
"I've kind of had to eat my
words," said Scheid, counting herself among those who think the
suburb was a better place after
Ventura's four years as mayor.
"I think he sincerely cares," she
said. "Maybe things aren't as simple as he suggested. On the other
hand, maybe we take ourselves
too seriously. Maybe we all should
ride motorcycles to work, sometimes."
Toward the end of his tenure

SAVE LIVES

in Brooklyn Park, Ventura's critics challenged whether he still
lived in the city after he put his
home up for sale and bought a
new one elsewhere. But he survived an attempt to remove him.
LeAnn Larson, who owns a
Brooklyn Park stained glass company called Pane in the Glass,
believes Ventura wasn't qualified
to he mayor and has no business
being governor.
"I think it's embarrassing to
live in Minnesota right • now," she
said.
Nate Marshall, 22, sees it quite
differently. He voted for the exwrestler and credits him with lowering the crime rate in Brooklyn
Park.
"It's a lot better now," Marshall said. "I think he's not a
bookworm. He knows what's been
going (in. He's a regular citizen
like us."

GIVE BLOOD

AROUND THE WORLD
Chelsea feels scandal impact
PARIS (AP) — Chelsea Clinton has been deeply affected ,by
the Monica Lewinsky sex scandal, her uncle Roger says.
Clinton's younger brother said in this week's Paris Match that
Chelsea was carrying on with life as usual, but things weren't
easy.
"She's going to class every day and I imagine that, in that her
milieu, there's no shortage of talk," he said.
Chelsea is a sophomore at Stanford University in Palo Alto,
Calif.
"For the moment, the situation isn't easy because things have
been blown out ,of proportion. Despite her sense of humor and
gaiety, Chelsea has been deeply affected by the scandal, like Bill,
like Hillary," Clinton said.
Clinton, a rock singer who overcame cocaine addiction in the
mid-1980s, said he had no idea what Hillary was feeling and had
no intention of trying to guess.
"No one can put themselves in her shoes," he said.

Demonstrators condemn segment
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — A handful of demonstrators gathered outside the offices of 20th .Century Fox on Thursday to condemn the altering of national park land for a new Leonardo
DiCaprio movie.
About 100 coconut trees will be replanted and some vegetation
temporarily removed from an island to broaden a beach for a
football scene.
The movie "The Beach," based on a best-selling novel, is
scheduled to begin shooting in mid-January on Phi Island off
southern Thailand.
"The government is making only 4 million baht ($105,000),"
said Manit Sriwanichpoom, wearing a DiCaprio mask. "But can
we afford paying for the damage to the environment?"
He delivered his message to a somewhat disappointed crowd,
many of whom were female office workers who had heard the
Hollywood heartthrob was in Bangkok and were disappointed to
find a masked Thai activist instead.
Santa Petanji, the film's Thai coordinator, said plans for the
movie set are environmentally friendly and 20th Century Fox has
put down a $130,000 damage deposit.

The only things
smaller than
the phones
are the rates.

Orphans sing to Charles
BUCHAREST, Romania (AP) — Orphans sang "I believe in
Angels" as Prince Charles visited an 18th-century Orthodox
monastery on Thursday.
Charles stopped to chat with the choir of 15. As he stepped
into the recently restored Stavropoleus monastery, the only one in
Bucharest, nuns and priests hovered at the entrance.
Earlier, in a village near Bucharest, he shook hands with disabled Romanians and was told how they construct their own
wheelchairs. Hundreds of people pressed to get a glimpse of him,
shouting "We love you" in English and "Charles, Charles."
Charles leaves Romania on Friday.
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Thatcher among top faces
LONDON (AP) — Margaret Thatcher is one of Stephen Hawking's British faces of the 20th century.
The National Portrait Gallery asked 10 people from the media,
arts, fashion, science and business to choose 10 photographs of
famous and unknown Britons for a "Faces of the Century" millennium exhibition in October 1999.
The panel, Hawking included, has to cover each decade and
consider who might be remembered 100 years hence.
Hawking, the Cambridge physicist who wrote "A Brief History of Time," said he "didn't admire many of her policies," but
included Thatcher anyway.
Geneticist Francis Crick and physicist Paul Dirac are among
Hawking's other choices.
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AROUND THE NATION
Ross files for divorce
NEW YORK (AP) — The millionaire husband of Lt. Gov.
Betsy McCaughey Ross has filed for divorce, a day after the
party-switching pol was shunned by voters in her bid for the governor's office.
"It's always a shame when things don't work out in a marriage and people grow apart as Betsy and I have," investment
banker Wilbur Ross said in a statement Wednesday.
The two were married in 1995.
In 1994, McCaughey Ross was plucked from a conservative
think tank by Republican leaders intent on making Gov. George
Pataki's ticket more appealing to female voters.
The strategy worked, but McCaughey Ross had a bitter falling
out with Pataki and became a Democrat last fall. Fueled by her
husband's money, she then mounted a challenge to Pataki. As her
campaign faltered, Wilbur Ross pulled back most of his money.
McCaughey Ross, a former professor at Columbia and Vassar,
racked up only 76,172 votes Tuesday's election, won by Pataki.
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FROM OUR READERS
address my needs quickly and accurately.
Use American Education Week to visit and learn.
Make an appointment with a teacher, school secretary, administrator or school board member who
you know. Have lunch at one of our schools, and
find out what's taking place that's exciting and
Dear Editor:
promising.
Roughly 70 percent of our fellow Kentuckians
Attend a PTA, school council or board of eduhave no direct, regular contact with the efforts for cation meeting and hear about the issues that face
student achievement that take place daily in our our schools. These are public meetings where you
state's 1371 public schools.
can do much more than just listen. You also can
That's why the Kentucky School Boards Asso- participate, ask questions and share with us your
ciation invites your readers to use American Edu- ideas for possible solutions and opportunities.
cation Week 1998 (Nov. 15- 21) as reason, excuse
One of the strongest aspects of public educaor motivation to come and see for themselves what tion in America is that our schools are integral
public education is doing with the foundation of parts of their communities.
our future - Kentucky's children.
They aren't isolated, brick and steel buildings
• What's taking place in our classrooms and gym- set up for use by others for eight to nine hours
nasiums, in our music rooms and our computer five days a week. They aren't holes we pour our
labs is crucial to your future, even if you have no tax dollars into with no interest or impact on the
children in school today.
final product.
I'm not just a school board member. I'm a
Our schools aren't just for students, teachers
father and a grandfather. I'm an employer who and parents. What goes on in those, classrooms
needs to have new entrants into the workforce with has meaning for each and every one of us, today
the basic skills and knowledge to help my busi- and for the rest of our lives.
ness.
I'm a consumer who depends on that physiJohn W. Smith
cian's assistant, that sales manager, that bank teller,
200 Democrat Drive
that electrician and that emergency dispatcher to
Frankfort, KY 40601

Reader touts
education week

GOP agenda gets tougher
WASHINGTON(AP)— Despite
a narrowed- and shaken Republican edge in the House next year.
Speaker Newt Gingrich claimed it
won't be much harder to manage
the GOP agenda.
It will.
President Clinton said there was
vindication for his policies in the
Democrats' off-year
election
strength, and a message from the
voters that they want the GOP
Congress to act for his programs.
It won't.
Instead a divided government,
with Democrats emboldened and
Republicans divided. may be prone
to gridlock.
First, of course, House Republicans have to decide what to do
about the impeachment proceedings against Clinton in the Monica Lewinsky scandal.
Hearings in the Judiciary Committee open in about two weeks.
"Our duty has not changed," said
Rep. Henry Hyde, the chairman.
But the atmosphere has. The edge
is dulled, and Republicans who
resisted limits on the case . now
are saying it probably will be over
by the end of the year. Clinton wouldn't speak of it.
"That's in the hands of Congress
and the American people." he said.
Gingrich talked of hammering
Republican issues more forcefully
in the 126th Congress, where the
GOP House majority apparently
will be whittled to six. It was
trimmed from 11 by Democrats
in the first midterm election gains
for the White House party in 64
years.
After a standoff in the Senate,
where Republicans were held to
their current 55 seats, a 10-vote
margin but not enough to take full
command of business — they'd
need the 60 they once forecas't —
Sen. Trent Lott said he would be
happy to push a massive tax cut
early in the new Congress.
He said he'd like one bigger
than the $80 billion passed by the
House but shelved in the Senate.
where it would have been fili-

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Columnist
bustered by Democrats. Clinton
had said he'd veto it anyhow.
Gingrich said he'll be back on
taxes. too. "We probably should
have aggressively pushed cutting
taxes and saving Social Security
much harder than we did this
year," the speaker said Wednesday.
Clinton and the Democrats, of
course, have another game plan.
The president said the elections
were evidence of voter support for
programs he sought and couldn't
get in the last Congress such as
federal aid for school construction
and health care reforms. He did
win partial victories — notably,
funds to begin hiring 100,000
schoolteachers — in the compromise budgets negotiated at the end
of the session.
To get the deal done. Republicans relented on their tax cut, and
agreed on spending terms they had
resisted. Conservatives said it was
a surrender that blurred the Republican message, and those complaints
were louder after the Democrats
upset the off-year election odds.
There were calls from the right
for a change in GOP leadership,
although none is likely at the top.
After all, Gingrich said, Republicans won Congress for the third
straight election, which hadn't happened in 70 years.
"I would suggest it's pretty hard
to argue thfit the onry team to
have bsen successful in 70 years
somehow ought to be replaced by
somebody who has not ever won
a nationwide election," Gingrich
said. "And I think the people who
are normally quoted on this are
the people who would in fact take
the party to a narrower base with
fewer members."

Time for the awards
After an exhausting year of
political coverage and the election
season over (until the flock of
Kentucky statewide officer seekers hit next year), I'm ready to
hand out some awards.
MOST INTERESTING CANDIDATE: With the possible exception of the local candidate who I
believe was drunk when I talked
to him on the telephone in the
middle of the afternoon. I'll pass
on Jesse Ventura and pick Vermont's
Republican senatorial nominee Fred
Tuttle. Tuttle, a retired dairy farmer,
ran to promote a low-budget documentary film and spent just $16
to win the GOP nomination against
a millionaire businessman.
Tuttle's main campaign theme'
was that he needed the job.
He lost this fall to veteran
Sen. Patrick Leahy, but it was fun
watching him.
THE MOST COURAGEOUS
CANDIDATE: Wisconsin U.S.
Sen. Russ Feingold tried to limit
soft money in his campaign for
re-election, since he is the sponsor of a key campaign finance
reform effort that would ban soft
money.
Feingold's decision almost cost
him, his seat, as his challenger
pushed him to the edge.
Fein-gold said his real opponent
was Kentucky's own Mitch
McConnell, who has almost singlehandily
blocked campaign
finance reform in the Senate.
THE GLAD IT'S OVER
CAMPAIGN: Rarely has a political race been as disgusting as the
New York Senate race.
Charles
Schumer
defeated

Clinton conferred with his economic advisers on Social Security reform Wednesday, after calling the Democrats' showing astonishing. He said the voters' message to both parties was: "We sent
you there to work for us and we
want you to find a way to do it."
WASHINGTON (AP) — From
House Democratic leader Dick
impeachment
to taxes and health
Gephardt said, "People don't want
deadlock abd they don't want ide- care, the unfinished business of
ological answers to these prob- the departed 105th Congress is
certain to dominate the early agenlems."
But it will be hard to avoid either, da of the lawmakers who take
or both. Clinton has called a White office in January.
The voter verdict on Nov. 3
House conference on Social Secuwill determine how that agenda
rity Dec. 8, saying it is to begin
shaping a bipartisan proposal for plays out.
Republicans are telling voters
future financing of the system.
Lott, however, said the presi- they will make large tax cuts a
dent Ought to take the first step priority. Democrats are campaignhimself, sending Congress his pro- ing as saviors of Social Security
posal. "He can't holler down to and advocates of strengthening peoCongress, 'Help, we need to do ple's options in dealing with mansomething on Social Security. Good aged care.
The impeachment inquiry, of
luck."
But on Social Security, the most course, will 'not wait. After the
sensitive of political issues, the elections, the House Judiciary Comproblem always has been deter- mittee will move ahead into the
mining who's to go first, and risk public hearing phase of its invesblame for steps that can't be cost- tigation - into whether allegations
against President Clinton merit his
free.
That's for the new Congress ,inspeachment and trial.
Should the committee approve
where, Gingrich said, the narrowed
GOP majority will be able to stay articles of impeachment, the House
on the Republican message. "It would return to the Capitol this
year to decide whether the presiwas hard at 228, it will be hard
but it won't be dramatically hard- dent should stand trial in the Senate and, if convicted, be removed
er at 223," he said.
from
office.
But let a handful of RepubliNo
Senate trial would take place
cans stray on one test or another
until next year, after the 106th
and the majority is gone.
':When we and the president Congress has convened.
A strong Republican showing
agree, we ought to cooperate,"
Gingrich said. "When we and the in House and Senate races would
president disagree. we ought to give new impetus to advocates of
pushing ahead to impeach Clinfight."
ton.
They usually disagree.
Republican election gains could
counter opinion polls taken over
the last couple of months that find
more than six out of 10 Americans saying they oppose impeachment.
More than half, 52 percent, in
a poll released last week by the
Pew Research Center. said they
believe Republicans are pushing
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Alphonse D'Amato in one of the
nastiest races in New York history (and they've had plenty of
them).
All the other races finished tied
for second.
MOST OVERLOOKED CANDIDATE: Few would have bet on
Larry Elkins to become Calloway
County Judge-Executive at the start.
of the year.
Elkins was an easy winner over
some political veterans in the May
primary.
In the fall, Elkins turned back
a strong campaign by Melvin Henley, even though Elkins was outspent and Henley was backed by
many of Murray's political and business leadership.
BEST CAMPAIGN LINE
(LOCAL DIVISION): George
Weaks, when asked last fall why
he was running for Calloway County Judge-Executive. "I'm bored.
All I do is mow the lawn."
BIGGEST SURPRISE: A
month ago, Newt Gingrich was talking about adding 40 Republican
seats in the House.
He was 45 short, as the Democrats added five and Gingrich may
be facing a leadership challenge
from Rep. Bob Livingston or former NFL pass catcher Steve
Largent.

This can only be good news
for Democrats, who might find it
interesting to watch the other party
fight amongst itself for once.
THE LOOK OUT NEXT
TIME AWARD: Goes to Ed Whitfield, whose less-than- outstanding performance against Tom Barlow means Democrats are likely
to make a much stronger effort
to oust Whitfield in two years.
• Whitfield won by 15,000 votes,
but a Republican friend of mine
said earlier this week that he expected a 30,000 vote victory for the
congressman.
Barlow's lack of. money and
baggage from his own two-year
tenure made it almost impossible
for him to beat Whitfield.
Democratic leaders in western
Kentucky were privately secondguessing not finding a stronger
candidate against Whitfield this
year.
Many want one of Kentucky's
brightest young Democratic stars,
Murray's own Bob Jackson,to make
a race against- Whitfield in 2000.
Jackson said Wednesday that he's
flattered by the speculation, but
he plans at this time to seek reelection to his state senate seat.
Even without Jackson, expect
a spirited Democratic push in 2000
for the congressional seat.

Le overs await 106th
POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
oo hard for impeachment, while
one-third say they agree with the
GOP's handling of the matter.
Candidates in next week's elections are talking far more about
taxes and Social Security than
about a White House sex scandal.
Managed care, teen-age smoking,
abortion and campaign finance
overhaul are all campaign issues
and likely agenda items for the
next Congress.
Will the emphasis be on tax
cuts or what the Democrats call
a patient's bill of rights? Watch
the election results.
Will it be on banning a lateterm abortion procedure or on legislation penalizing tobacco companies? Watch the election results.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
R-Ga., and 9ther GOP leaders have
sought to make the projected $1.6
trillion, 10-year budget surplus a
national campaign issue by promising repeatedly to push for a huge
tax cut if voters add to the Republican House and Senate majorities.
House Budget Committee Chairman John Kasich, R-Ohio, who
yearns to run for president in 2000,
says he will seek a 10 percent
cut in income tax rates,costing $715
billion over 10 years, when lawmakers return in January.
Democrats counter that the priority should be to "safeguard Social
Security" with projected budget surpluses rather than use them for
„tax cuts.

Letter Policy...
All letters must be
signed by the writer, with
the writer's address and
telephone number included. Letters must be brief
and are subject to editing.
Send to: Letter to the
Editor, Murray Ledger
and Times, P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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One key to what happens in
the next Congress is the magic
number 60. The Republicans have
a 55-45 majority in the Senate. If
they pick up five more seats they
will have the votes to break Democratic filibusters. A gain of that
size also would likely provide the
votes needed to override a Clinton veto of legislation banning the
late-term abortion procedure. The
override effort fell three votes short
earlier this year.
But on campaign finance, the
filibuster was by Republican opponents.
Should Republicans realize their
fondest election hopes, they would
add about 40 seats to the 228 that
give them a majority in the 435seat House, in addition to five or
more in -the Senate.
For the Democrats, a wildly
successful election result would
give them the II additional House
seats they need for a majority.
That result would counter the Illstonic trend under which the party
in control of the White House has
lost an average of 37 seats in the
midterm election of a president's
sixth year in office.
Given that history, the Democrats would claim victory if they
hold the Republicans to modest
gains next week.
But one result of a big Democratic upset would be the end of
,the impeachment inquiry,and aCongress with a markedly different
agenda than its predecessor.
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Attention Washington!
Let your elected officials know what you think. For
information regarding your elected officials, call the
Ledger at 753-1916.

WALTER L. APPERSON

AMY WILSON

Publish. r

Managing Editor

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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For the second consecutive year and our university"
Muraythe
The Murray State News is proState News has been
named one of the top 20 univer- duced weekly during the fall and
sity newspapers in the country.
spring semesters by a staff of 40
The student-produced newspa- students. Each week, 7,775 copies
per has been notified that it is a of the newspaper are distributed
1998 national Pacemaker finalist. on and off campus.
The Pacemaker contest is spon"Being named a finalist again
sored by the Associated Collegiate this year in this prestigious comPress and the Newspaper Associ- petition is the culmination of another year of hard work by our staff,"
ation of America Foundation.
From the 20 finalists, 10 news- said C.D. Bradley, a print journalism
papers will be named Pacemaker major from Louisville, who served
winners at the 77th annual Nation- as editor-In-chief for the 1997-98
al College Media Convention being school year.
Serving as editor-in-chief for
held in Kansas City, Mo., Thursthe
current school year is Jennifer
day through Sunday
Other 'finalists Include newspa- Sacharnoski. a print journalism'
pers at Western Kentucky Univer- major from Frederick, Md.
"Each year we have new edisity, Indiana State University, Wake
Forest University, Clemson Uni- tors, reporters, advertising personnel, photographers, designers and
versity, Pepperdine University, Calcartoonists,"
Sacharnoski said."The
ifornia State at Chico, Loyola Unichallenge for a university newsversity, Saint Louis University and
paper with an ever changing staff
the University of Colorado.
is to continue a tradition of excelA panel _of judges from the
lence. The Murray State News has
Kansas City Star selected the finalconic to represent excellence; our
ists.from 200 college newspapers.
students expect it and push each
We are obviously in very good
other to continue that tradition."
company," adviser Joe Hedges said.
Hedges and II student journalists
"The award speaks well for our
from MSU are attending the fourstudents, our journalism program
day convention.

TVA offering reward
after cemetery damage
The Tennessee Valley Authority and Lands Between The Lakes
Association are offering a $1,000
reward for information leading to
the arrest and conviction of the
person or persons who vandalized
a cemetery at TVA's Land Between
The Lakes National Recreation Area
in October.
The Acree Cemetery, located in
the Stewart County portion of LBL,
was severely vandalized during
October, with some 40 monuments
knocked over and damaged. The
damage was discovered by a group
of hunters, who then notified TVA
police.
'We are shocked about this
destruction, and urge anyone with
information to come forward,- said
Ann Wright, LBL general manager. "These cemeteries are a continuing legacy of the families who
lived 'between the rivers,' and we
are extremely Concerned about the
lack of respect this vandalism indicates."
Anyone with information is
urged to call TVA police at (502)
924-2194 or the LBLA toll-free
at (800) 455-5897.
"Work has begun to repair the
damage, but some of the monuments will require professional
refurbishing," said Wright. "LBL

staff is providing manpower and
heavy 'equipment to lift some of
the toppled monuments, and is
researching methods to repair the
most severely damaged stones.".
Vanetta Stavely, of Rescue Our
Cemeteries, and Jim Baccus, of
Save.Our Cemeteries, have spear.
headed clean-up efforts as well
Anyone interested in participating
can call Jim Baccus at (502) 3882555.
There are more than 220 cemeteries at LBL.- and more than 50
of them are still active, all legacies of the days before Land
Between The Lakes was made a
national recreation area. For more
information, contact LBI. at (502)
924-20(8), or visit the LBL website at www.lbl.org,

DEATHS
James Ralph Shell

Lewis (Buck) Bucy

James Ralph Shell, 71, 912 Dawnwood Rd., Midlothian,
VA
23113, died Tuesday, Oct. 27, 1998, in Richmond, Va.
Mr. Shell was born and raised in Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Alice Shell; two
daughters, Mrs. Rebecca Ann Hardison and Mrs. Karen
Sue Spe,ers and
husband, Jack, and five grandchildren, all of the
Richmond area;
two sisters, Mrs. Jo Ann Davis and husband, John,
Memphis,
Tenn., and Mrs. Jane Cornette, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Services were held in Richmond.

Lewis (Buck) Bucy, 81. Louisville, formerly of MaLray, died
Thursday, Nov. 5, 1998, at 6:02 a.m. at Wesley Manor Retirement
Home, Louisville.
Mr. Bucy had been in the used car business here for many
years.
His wife, Mrs. Anne Bucy. died Feb. 26, 1998. One brother,
Creston Denzel Bucy, also preceded him in death. Born May 14,
1917, in New Concord, he was the son of the late Loyal Tilman
Bucy and Minnie Lee Bucy.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Bettelu Bartoszek, Louisville,
and Mrs. Donna Tay Tanner and husband, Delbert, Owensboro;
two sons, Tilman Lewis Bucy and wife, Cindy, Detroit, Mich.,
and Teddy Joe Bucy and wife, Karen. Batavia, III.; one stepson,
Billy Brinn Williams and wife, Donna. Louisville; one sister, Mrs.
Ruby Allie Cunningham, Benton.
The funeral will be Saturday at I p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John • Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Friday).

Bob Kane,Batman
creator,dies at 83
LOS ANGELES (AP) — When
Kane was born in New York
Bob Kane created a comic super- City on Oct. 24, 1915. He broke
hero with a fearsome bat mask into comic book work in the midsix decades ago. he considered it 1930s. Batman was born a year
just another one of his doodles.
after the debut of "Superman"
But Batman became an instant when DC Comics editor Vincent
sensation when he debuted for DC Sullivan asked him to devise a
Comics in 1939. He continued to new superhero.
Kane took inspiration from his
inspire Young and old fans through
the years, whether fighting villains childhood reading and saw a book
such as the insidious Joker or the that "had a picture of a flying
modern ills of drug addiction and machine with huge bat wings. ...
It looked like a bat man to me."
poverty.
He also drew on other influences,
"Bob described himself as a
doodler, so he found it absolute- including the somber 1930 movie
ly amazing that one of his doo- "The Bat Whispers," featuring a
dles should live this long and costumed villain who wore a fullbecome the symbol that it is," Jim face bat mask.
Leonard, Kane's attorney, said
The result, concocted in a single weekend, was the Batman. He
Thursday
Kane -died Tuesday of undis- lacked the inherent powers ofclosed causes at Cedars-Sinai Med- Superman, relying instead on
ical Center- at age 83.
strength, agility, a fortune in high"The day before he died he tech equipment and a fearsome
was sitting there looking at 'fan hat niask and cowl to terrorize
mail," Leonard said. "They get criminals. stacks and stacks every day.DC Comics president and ediKane's "Dark Knight" began as tor-in-chief Jenette Kahn said Kane
a noir figure of vengeance, did a was "one of a handful of people
buffoonish turn in the kitschy 1960s who launched the comic book
TV series, turned grim again in a industry and gave the world a
graphic adult novel in the 1980s group of characters so colorful and
and became the star of a new inventive that- they continue to
multimillion-dollar captivate every new generation."
series
of
movies, for which Kane was 'creKane also created the televiative consultant.
sion cartoon characters Courageous
The comic continues to be pub- Cat, Minute Mouse and Cool
lished and read around the globe. McCool.
"He adapts to each era,"- Kane
Kane is survived by his wife,
said of his creation in 1989. "He Elizabeth Sanders Kane; a daughfights against all injustices in the ter, Deborah Majeski of New Jerworld. He fights the battle for the sey, a grandson and a sister.
little man. ... He rights the wrongs
Private services were scheduled
that they cannot."
for today in Los Angeles.

MONEY-IN-MINUTES"

Ms. Marilyn Kathy Johnson
Ms. Marilyn Kathy Johnson. 41. David Lane. Smithland, died
at an unknown date and time. Her body was found Wednesday,
Nov. 4, 1998, in Marshall County.
She was the daughter of the late Melvin and Peggy Rhodes.
Survivors include one son, David Hill and wife, Morgan, Almo;
two brothers, Keith Rhodes and wife, Becky, Benton, and Kenny
Rhodes and wife, Melissa, Fredonia; one niece, Stephanie Cox.
The funeral will be Saturday at II a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-ColemSn Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Paradise
Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Saturday.

Test to be given Dec.5
The State Challenge Test— CSC (including all four components:
199, Introduction to Information Word, Excel, Access, Powerpoint)
Technology, will be given Dec. 5 and fundamental computer literaat 9 a.m. on the campus of Mur- cy concepts.
ray State University in Room 201
A $15 fee must be paid in
advance of taking the test. Fee
of the Business Building North.
The minimum passing score for payment receipt is required. Applications must be picked up in Room
the test is 80.
The test covers the following 652, Business Building South, by
applications: Windows 95, with spe- Dec. I.
For more information call (502)
cial attention to file management;
Microsoft Office ProfessiOnal 762-2094

HOG MARKET

Report Not Available

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

Cash Advance
on your
Personal Check
Call Or Conte In Today!

SEE WHO'S
THE BEST...
PUT US TO
THE TEST!

Specializing in Dean
and General Tires

The
MoneyPhiee
513-A S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-8900
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Open Mon.-Fri.8-5, Sat. 8-12

Our services include:
•Local & Long Distance Hauling
•Sate. Secured Storage Facility
.24 Hour Emergency Service

762-0000
Owner
Ronnie Melvin

401 N. 4th St.

AUDIO SPECIALIST
•We Install & Repair Automotive.
Home Theater. Whole House.
Commercial & Professional Audio
Equipment.
*Whole House Audio Systems
pres,,,ng 0,New Homes At I

*Authorized Dish Network
Home Satellite Systems
Guaranteed Best
Deals Around.

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

Dow Jones Ind. Mg..*93535 + 20.08
Air Products
*A.-% intel
Kroger
AT&T
62% +,16
LG&E
Bell South
Lucent Tech
Briggs & Stratton
48% -% Mattel
Bristol NIIers Squibb ....110% + 1% McDonalds
Caterpillar
mints- 1% Mercantile Bank
Chrysler
.51%
Merck
Dean Foods
47% + 1% Microsoft
Exxon
72% -% J.C. Penney
Ford Motor
54siu +n/u Quaker Oats
General Electric
9If/u
Schering-Plough
General Motors
66% +'/,. Sears
Goodrich
-38%6+% Texaco
Goodyear
.56% At Time Warmer
HopFed Banc
18 B 19A
Union Planters
IBM
147% - 11/16 UST
Ingersoll Rand
4814 - 1%. Wal-Mart
'Hilliard 1 yoi,s Is a market
UNC-price unchanged

mailer

94%+6/u
.557/u +ufs
27%

.89%.+1%.
.31fru4268%+ 1

44% -'I.143% + 1%
1063/4+%
49 -6/1.
60'4 -Its
.106%+ 15/u

Last Chance For Nashville
Christmas Village Day Trip

407
HILLIARD
LYONS

Owner. DWAIN WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Audio & Electronics

759-0704

From savory stews to classic cookies, it's homemade or no way! Send us your favorite
recipe — the one that draws rave reviews from your friends and family — and share it
with our readers! Recipes will appear in our upcoming annual cookbook to be published on Tuesday, November 24, 1998.
Rules: .:41:16.:immeassro-iimmummisommilimillimmiammerai.tais

2 All recipes should be typed or printed legibly on a separate
sheet of paper Spell out all measurements — do not
abbreviate. Include your name,address and telephone
number on your recipe Include par) size, oven temperature
and cooking time, if appropriate

4. All recipes must be received by 11/13/98
5 Each person submitting an entry or entries will be eligible to
win the following 1st Prize- 1 year subscription to the
Murray Ledger & Times. 2nd Prize - 6 month subscription.
3rd Pnze - 3 month subscription (Only one chance per
person regardless of the number of entries)
6 Murray Ledger & Times employees and families may
submit entries but are ineligible for prizes

3 Recipes should not be taken directly from cans boxes or
other publications

A. 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12' footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
•
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
F. Treated bottom
plates
F. *1 studds. 16'
0.0
G 7 1/16 Blander(
undersiding
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I Self-supporting 2:6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0.C.
J 112' plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
1. Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
O 2:4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2:10 headers
0. 4:4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

Category

Don i forget to Include

Editor
53.525
S4 325
$4 625
$4825
S5425

1 . CAR (12:20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR(2404)
LARGE 2 CAR (241130)

LedgerTimes

Nome ot Dish

Time to Prepare (approximate)

SON
$4025
$1,725
S5.125
55.225
55.925

Mail or hand-deliver entries to:
What's Cookin'?

State

Number of Servings

of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

Hwy. 121 S., Murray, KY

Barry James

RSVP by November 6th • 753-4646

1 Recipes must be submitted under one of the following
categories Lite & Luscious, Appetizers, Soups & Salads;
Main Courses; VegetablesNegetarian: Desserts & Breads

Yr(

I CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (1800)
LARGE 2 CAR (2202)
2 CAR (2404)
LARGE 2 CAR (24100)

753-5562

•Christmas Village • Christmas Wedding at Belle Mead
• Dinner at the Rawlings

70%

Our Best investment Is You.
W I yv,ni In. • 5U...her NY5f
I I It I

MELBER. KY.•(502)674-5530

502•Maple St., Murray, KY

95I+ 1%.

in this siock

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

"When It Comes To
Sound...Don't Fool Around!"

FAR LANDS TRAVEL

YOU, Recipe On A Separate Sheet Of Paper'

N
N
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Best Copy A
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Senior Citizens' activities
announced for next week
By Teri Cobb
Activities Director
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens have planned activities
for the week of Nov. 9 to 13.
We invite you to come and
Join us each week day for lunch
Nwhich is served at 11 a.m. The
suggested donation for the meal
is $2. Milk, coffee, and tea are
the daily choices of beverages.
We will start the week out on
Monday with Armchair Aerobics
at 8 a.m. followed by Lifting Hand
Weighs at 10:30 a.m. Bridge play
will start at noon and Bingo at 1
p.m.
On the lunch menu Monday
will be steak with mushroom gravy.
mashed potatoes, green beans,
bread, and applesauce.
On Tuesday a local minister
will give a devotion at 10 a.m.
Representatives from the County
Extension Office will be at the
center at 12:30 p.m. to hold a
"Gifts From the Kitchen Class."
Join us as we learn ways to create easy and inexpensive gifts.
The Tuesday lunch menu will
be dinner franks On buns, tator
tots, cucumber salad, and banana
pudding.

Wednesday we will have Armchair Aerobics at 8 a.m. After
lunch we will hold a "Recognition of Veterans." If you are a
veteran and wish to be recognized, call the office at 753-0929.
Pinochle play will start at 12:30
and this is always open to new
playas.
On the lunch menu Wednesday will be lasagna, tossed salad,
garlic bread, and oranges.
Wednesday is also Transportation Day. To take advantage of
this service of transportation to
any where in the city, call the office,
753-0929 by 9:30 a.m.
Thursday events will include
Dominoes Club play at 9 a.m.
and a program on "Safety in the
Home" by Nicole Canter from the
Purchase District Health Department at 10:15 a.m.
The Thursday lunch menu will
be chicken and dumplings, broccoli, bread, and apples.
Friday activities will include
Armchair Exercise Class at 8 a.m..
and Bridge Club, open to new
players, at noon. On the lunch menu
will be baked chicken strips, French
fries, green beans, wheat bread,
and cheesecake.

SUBSCRIBE
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The Water Boy
•
PGI3 1:20 3:20 7:15 9:15 •
•
•
•
The Siege
•
•
R 1:15 3:40 7:20 9:35 •
•
•
John carpenter's Vampires
•
•
R 1:10 3:35 7:05 9:20 •
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•
Pleasantville
•
PG13 1:00 3:30 7:00 9:30
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•
Bride of Chucky
•
R 1:30 3:40 7:30 9:35 •
•
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•
Rush Hour
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•
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can prevent colon cancer,
even beat it."
• HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON"'

MAKE THE TIME TO GET
A TEST THAT COULD
SAVE YOUR LIFE
111C secolio le,itiing
cancer killer and everyone aged 50
and older is at risk. More than
50.000 Americans will die from
colon cancer and 131,600 new
cases will he diagnosed this year.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
It is such a pleasure to be able to publish pictures for all
types of happenings.
For engagements, weddings and anniversaries of 61 years
and under, we have a charge of $6 per picture for processing
the print for publication. These are printed two columns wide.
For children's birthdays and pageant winners, our charge is
$6 per picture. These are printed one column wide. This change
on pageant pictures is being made because of space limitations.
We are happy to be able to publish pictures of these types
along with other local pictures of interest. For more information call the newspaper at 753-1916.

Telethon benefit Saturday
The Youth of Palestine United Methodist Church will serve
breakfast Saturday from 7 to 10 a.m. at the church. Donations will
be accepted with all proceeds to go to the Paducah Lions' Club
Telethon.

Fire District No. 5 will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 5 will meet Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the No. 5 station near Kirksey. All residents
of this district for Kirksey and Lynn Grove are urged to attend.

Bruce and Kennedy
wedding on Dec. 18
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bruce of Paris, Tenn., announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Billie Jay Bruce, to Jason
Call Kennedy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Kennedy of Puryear, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late J.C. and Mary
Roberta Triplett, and Ethel Hall and the late James Bruce, all of
Paris, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Bill and Edna Moody, and
Opal Kennedy and the late Ralph Kennedy, all of Puryear, Tenn. His
great-grandparents are the late Gobel and Julie Moody and Marvin
and Pauline Garland of Murray.
Miss Bruce is a 1998 graduate of Henry County High School and
is now employed at McKenzie Banking Company of Paris.
Mr. Kennedy is a 1995 graduate of Lakeside Christian Academy,
Paris. He is now employed with his father at Kennedy's Dozer and
Trackhoe Service of Puryear.
The wedding vows will be exchanged Friday, Dec. 18, 1998, at 7
p.m. at Puryear Baptist Church.
A reception will follow at the church.
All relatiires and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

SALES • SERVICE

Talk to your doctor about getting tested.
SPONSORED BY THE NATIONAL
COLORECTAL CANCER
Rot:N DTABLE
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL THE
AMERICAN CANCER
SOCIETY

ABI{

AT 1-800-AC5-2345

Home & Industrial
Over 25 Years Experience
Layaway Now For
Christmas

The Flower Ladies
"Copper Vases
403 Chestnut St., Murray
502-759-2017
Hours: Tues.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.

(5-Ar,,itr4rgr
75.3-3444

ft

95 Chestnut St., Murray
www.designaquitt.com

Children's Shoes

Save 25%-50%

JUST A FEW DAYS UNTIL1

On Selected Items

o_
_o
loi

Saturday,
November 7

Southside Manor • 753-4383

Calloway County Fire Protection District for the Hazel and Harris Grove communities will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Taylor
Store Substation. All residents of the district are urged to attend.

St

Need Line Board meeting Monday
The Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line will meet
Monday at noon in the United Way Board Room of Weaks Community Center. Margaret Boone, president, urges all board members to attend.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the clubhouse. Mitzi Key, guest speaker,
will discuss "Decorating for the Holidays." All members are reminded to bring in their extra Quality stamps. The monthly project will
be donations for Operation Christmas -Project. Hostesses will be
Catherine Sivills, Martha Andrus, Annette Cowan, and Stephanie
Balmer.

Kirksey seniors will meet
Kirksey Senior Citizens will meet Monday at the Ponderosa
Restaurant, Draffenville. The group will assemble at Kirksey United Methodist Church at 11:30 a.m. to carpool, or meet at the
restaurant at noon. All interested seniors are welcome. For information call 489-6094.

MHS Backboard Club will meet
The Murray Tiger Backboard Club will meet Monday at 6:30
p.m. in the Murray High School cafeteria. The main topic of discussion will be the upcoming "Tiger Night" on Nov. 21 from 5
to 8 p.m. All interested persons are encouraged to attend the meeting.
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753-7728
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • 759-1400

Come Get An the Spirit NVith Vs!
for two big days of celebration
Due to the tremendous response to our

Annual quggage 5ag 5runk Show
and
(y
Holida Open(House

we have decided to celebrate both
Saturday Nov. 7, from 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 8, from 1:00 p.m. until 5:00 p.m.

.cibulous 5reasures
• Apparel,*wets,(Home Accessories
(Everythini3 Goes!!!

*ro"&Conoally

.
JCPenney

(Bout iqu e Scion
and Skin Care Studio
Solon Hours
Mon •Fn 9 a m -8 p m
Sat Is m -6 pm
Sun 1pm -Spm
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Sigma meeting on Monday

400

Doors open at 7am!
*
15-50% Off throughout the store
Plus, save even more with
5-hour doorbusters and get an
extra 10% off sale prices
7am-noon only!

tC

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Saturday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 464, east
of Almo. All members are urged to attend, according to James
PreKott, master.
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Save Our Park Group will meet Monday at 5:30 p.m. in the
meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library. This is for
all persons interested in promotion of the Murray-Calloway County Park.
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Save Our Park meeting Monday
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A reunion of the descendants of the late Ruffus King Bailey
will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at the Cayce School at Cayce. All relatives including those from Calloway County are urged to attend.
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Fire District meeting Sunday

Billie Jay Bruce
and Jason Kennedy

Sewing Machine
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Corner of I7th (-Broadway
(Agyftefd,(kntucky
(504247-7900
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MCMA sets group rates

HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Nov. 4 have
been released as follows;
Newborn admission
Brown baby boy, mother,
Tgrethia Milliken, Murray.
Dismissals
Louis Moore, Fancy Farm; Mrs.
Clover Lillian Jones, Almo; Miss
Kathie .Lee Oliver, Cadiz;
Jimmy
Miller
Gallimore,

)K

Puryear, Tenn.; Brinkley bah.
Benton; Steve A Burgess, Kirksey; Thomas Clifford Gargus,•Dexter;
Thomas A. Johnston, William
Sylvan Darnell, Keys Futrell Keel.
Mrs. Robbie Elizabeth Wilson, Mrs.
Lucille Flora Mauk,
Mrs. Ursula Huefner, Edward
H. Adams, Troy Vaughn, Alan
Wade. Griggs, and Aubrey Evans,
all of Murray

Eastwood Academy
releases honor roll
The honor roll for the first nine
weeks of school at Eastwood Christian Academy has been released
by Larry Duffer, principal, and
Libby Conley, assistant principal.
First Grade - Katrina Wulff and
Shayne Harvey, all As, and Cathy
Miller;
Second Grade - Jo Beth Scott,

for all
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as wide.
harge is
change
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se types
nfor ma-

all As, Zachary Stewart, Thomas
Wilson, and Jordan Thompson;
Fifth Grade - Jordan Harrell,
all As, Elizabeth Wilson, James
Hastings, and Tara Perdue;
Sixth Grade - Jamie Stewart;
Eighth Grade - Justin West;
12th Grade - Josh Harrell and
Emily Cutini.

The Murray Civic Music Association, currently celebrating its
40th anniversary season, announces
group rates for two attractions to
he presented thii season.
The Nashville Ballet's "The Nutcracker" will be on Nov. 29 at 2
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on the
campus of Murray State University. The Broadway musical, "Me
and My Girl," is scheduled for
Feb. 22 at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Prices are as follows:
STUDENTS
*Regular price at the door,
$10.
*Groups of 10 or more - $8
per ticket: one free adult admis-
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Couples League
plays at Kenlake

will meet
speaker,
: remind)ject will
will be
'Stephanie

The Couples Golf League played
Nov. 1 at the Kenlake State Resort
Park Golf Course.
Winning couple in the blind
hole event was Stan Hargrove and
Nancy Burcham. Other couples in the event were
Leonard Waddlington and Hazel
Hill, Bill Cody and Bobbe Manning, Dan and Sue Thetford, Bob
and Dotty Elliott, and Ina and
Clint Horton.
The couples will play Sunday
with tee time changed to 1 p.m.
at the Kenlake course.

Ponderosa
iey Unit:t at the
or infor-

at 6:30
c _of disI from 5
the meet-

Congratulations
to Danny, Tonya &
Ashton Williams
on the birth of
Aleesa Danielle
born Friday
November 6,
at 8:43 a.m.

You Can Count
On Us To Solve
Your Problems
Quickly.

Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

là

Tony Boyd

302 N 12th St

"healthy- products succeed in locus
groups and research, only to gather dust on store shelves. Kellogg's
Heartwise cereal flopped several
years ago. and Campbell Soup
Co.'s Intelligent Quisine fared no
better this year.
Critics argue many of the products must be taken over an extend-

sion
• Groups of 20 or more - $8
per ticket; two free adult admissions
ADULTS Regular price at the door, $20.
*Groups of 10 or more: $17
per ticket
To obtain group rates, tickets
must be ordered and paid for in
advance.
Group rates will not be available at the door on the day of
the performance. Send request with
check to: Sally Hopkins, Treasurer, Murray Civic Music Association, 2216 Gatesborough Circle,
Murray, KY 42071. For more information call (502) 762-1717.

SERVICE NOTES
Air Force Airman Christian A.
Woods has completed the airlift
aircraft electrical and environmental systems apprentice course
at Sheppard Air Force Base, Wichita Falls, Texas.

Kellogg introduces new food line
CHICAGO (AP) — Kellogg
Co. is hoping t6 put a little snap,
crackle and pop back into its sales
with a line of foods aimed at
health-conscious consumers.
The 21-item Ensemble food
line, touted as reducing bad cholesterol that leads to heart disease, is expected to hit supermarket shelves in five Midwestern states by March and be rolled
out nationwide by fall 1999.
It includes frozen entrees and
muffins, bread, dry pasta, baked
potato crisps, cookies and a readyto-eat cereal similar to General
Mills' popular Cheerios line.
"(It Marks) the beginning of a
new era for people who are in
pursuit of improved health and
well-being, foods that wiH actively help reduce the risk of disease
and manage specific health conditions," said Arnold Langbo,chairman and chief executive of the
Battle Creek, Mich.-based company.
All contain soluble fiber that
studies show can reduce cholesterol when taken with a hearthealthy diet.
The claim was recently approved
by the Food and Drug Administration, allowing Kellogg to market the line after two years of
research and development.
Many companies have seen
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ed period of time.
Kellogg's new product line, for
instance, requires consumers to eat
three servings a day over three
weeks before "bad" cholesterol
falls by about 9 percent.
Those effects can be negated
if that person eats other unhealthy
foods and drinks.

HAILEY ROSE
WALLACE

ASHLEY BREEANN
WALLACE

Girls win honors at event

The student was taught the principles of operation and troubleshooting of typical aircraft electroenvironmental systems, subsystems, components, wiring, and soldering. Also included were the principles of the aircraft management
system, use of test equipment, and
ground safety.
Woods is the son of Carl T.
and Belinda Woods of 1504 Dudley Dr., Murray. He is married to
Amanda Kleyer.
He is a 1995 graduate of Murray High School.

Hailey Rose Wallace and Ashley Breeann Wallace, daughters of
Debbie Adams Parrish, won honors at events by Reni Productions
at Huntingdon, Tenn., on Oct. 31.
Hailey won the 2-3 year-old
Queen and also awards for Best
Dressed, Most Photogenic, Prettiest Smile, Prettiest Eyes, Prettiest
Hair, Best Personality, and Best
Halloween Costume in her age
division.
She was crowned Overall
Supreme Queen for the 2-6 year-

old Division. She received nine
trophies, a queen banner, overall
queen banner, two crowns, and a
large bag of gifts.
Ashley, 18 months, won the
13-23 months-old Queen and also
awards for Best Dressed, Most
Photogenic, Prettiest Smile, Prettiest Eyes, Prettiest Hair, Best Personality, and Best Halloween Costume in her age division.
She received eight trophies, a
crown, queen banner, and a bag
of gifts.

SUPPORT YOUR HOMETOWN
Gary Murdodc
Rayann Butterworth
1206 Johnson

Heather Hutson

Sponsored Each Week By
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Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

filiA)
Hwy. 641 North
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city schools
for the week of Nov. 9 to 13
have been released by Jancie
McCuiston ,and Judy Clark. food
service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool
Breakfast
Monday - donut, mixed fruit; Tuesday - steak on biscuit, grapes: Thursday - scrambled eggs. toast and bacon,
juice; Friday - lin—school. Milk is
served daily.
Lunch
Monday
Oriental chicken
w/pineapple, peppers and onions, stirfry vegetables, rice, sweet and sour
sauce, egg roll; Tuesday - ravioli
casserole, roll, California vegetables.
orange wedges; Wednesday - turkey and
Swiss cheese sandwich, whole kernel
corn, peaches:—Thursday - spaghetti
w/meat sauce, Texas toast, tossed salad
w/dressing. green beans; Friday - no
school. Milk is served daily.
East, North, Southwest
Break fast
Mond* - pancakes and sausage
w/syrup; Tuesday - scrambled eggs,
toast. hashbmwns; Wednesday - sausage
and biscuit; Thursday - oatmeal and
Poptart; Friday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy. Cereal, toast, muffin. juice,
fruit, and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - country fried steak w/roll,
corn dog, grilled cheese sandwich:
Tuesday - chili and crackers, chicken
sandwich, peanut huller and jelly sandwich; Wednesday - baked chicken
w/roll. hot ham and cheese sandwich.
grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday spaghetti w/meat sauce and Texas toast,
turkey and cheese on bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - pizza.
Chuckwagon sandwich, grilled cheese
sandwich. Chef salad, vegetables, fruits,
desserts, fruit drink and mills are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit: Tuesday - ham and cheese on sheet bun;
Wednesday - donuts; Thursday - graham crackers w/peanut butter; Friday
- cinnamon rolls. Cereal, toast, juice.
fruit, and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - spaghetti w/meat sauce
and roll, deli turkey w/cheese on bun;
Tuesday - pizza, chicken pattie sandwich; Wednesday - fish nuggets w/hushpuppies. ham and cheese on bun;
Thursday - oven fried chicken w/roll,
pizzaburger; Friday - ham and cheese
wrap, hamburger w/cheese on bun. Chef
Salad. vegetables, fresh fruit, cold
sandwiches, fruit • drink, and milk are
available daily.
Calloway High
Break fast
Monday - pancakes and sausage
on a stick w/syrup; Tuesday - ham
and cheese biscuit; Wednesday - chick-

Murray
° 753-5842

Ti

s

Guess
What?
Christmas
Is
Coming!

en on biscuit; Thursday - scrambled
eggs, toast, hashbrowns; Friday - steak
on biscuit. Cereal, toast, donuts.
muffins, juice, and milk are available
daily.
Lunch
Monday - chili/cheese baked potato w/brealc sticks,Ipizzaburger on bun.
Tuesday - chili cheese burrito w/Mexican cornbread; Wednesday - oven
fried chicken w/roll, corn dog; Thursday - spaghetti w/meat sauce and roll;
Friday - fish nuggets w/hushpuppies,
foot long hot dog on bun. Pizza, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, fries, chef salads, cold sandwiches, fresh fruit, tea.
fruit drink, and milk are available
daily.
MURRAY CITY
Breakfast
Monday - waffles and syrup; Tuesday - scrambled eggs and toast; Wednesday - Danish roll; Thursday - sausage.
gravy and •biscuit: Friday - peach
turnover. Cereal, toast, juice, and milk
are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - hamburger. ham and
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - pizza.
chef salad; Wednesday - taco salad,
grilled cheese sandwich, peanut butter sandwich; Thursday - fruit yogurt
and turkey sandwich, fish sandwich
w/cheese; Friday - pizza, roast beet
and Swiss cheese sandwich, peanut
butter sandwich. Vegetables, fruits.
juice, and milk are available daily.

YES!
WE INSURE •
CITY HOMES...
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753-4703
310 South 4th Street

Brent Williams, Manager • Gayle Toon, CSR
1304A Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071
Located in Dixieland Center
(502) 759-0310 Phone
(502) 759-8731 Fax
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

EL,

_ Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday - blueberry muffin; Tuesday - bacon, egg and cheese bagel:
Wednesday - cinriamon toastie; Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Friday cinnamon roll. Cereal, cinnamon toast.
juice, and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - turkey and Swiss cheese
submarine, fish sandwich w/cheese.
pizza; Tuesday - soft shell taco, tuna
plate, hamburger; Wednesday - burritos w/meat sauce, chef salad, pizza:
Thursday - hot ham and cheese sandwich, Sloppy Joe sandwich. cheeseburger; Friday - foot-long chili dog.
hot turkey melt, pizza. Vegetables.
fruit, and milk are available daily.

Murray High
Breakfast
Monday - waffle stix; Tuesday
- biscuit, sausage and gravy,
- banana nut mufWednesday
fin; Thursday - sausage ,and biscuit; Friday - cinnamon roll. Cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, juice and
milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets. hero
sandwich; Tuesday - taco salad
bar, chef salad. French bread pizza,
Wednesday - Salisbury steak
w/gravy, tuna salad plate; Thursday_ - chili and sandwich, ham
and cheese sUbMarine;- Friday Oriental stir fry, BBQ ribette sandwich. Pizza, hamburgers, cheeseburgers. potatoes, vegetables, fruit.
juice. and milk are available daily.

A Special Health Service For Men
PROSTATE CANCER
• most common cancer in men.
• second leading cause of cancer
death in men.
• symptoms are usually present in
early stages.
• can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early!

The free screening is a quick,
painless blood test and
examination.

FRIDAY, NOV. 13
Dr. H. S. Jackson will provide
screenings on Friday, Nov. 13,from
1-1 a:m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Call Monday through Thursday 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. or Friday 9 a.m to noon fOr your
appointment.
SATURDAY, NOV. 21
Dr. Steven Trevathan will
provide screenings on Saturday, Nov. 21,
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call Monday
through Wednesday or Friday 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. for your appointment.

H.S.Jackson,M.D.
rcvathan Urology Clinic
Urology Associates
307 South 8th Street
300 South 8th StretioSuite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-9240
753-7440
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
1-800-599-9240
1-800-342-6224
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Group looks to expand priesthood
Philosophically, FutureChurch
CLEVELAND (AP) — Lisa
Frey has two contradictory visions has much in common with the
of the future Roman Catholic bigger. Chicago-based Call to
Action.
Church.
But whereas Call to Action genIn one, a priest shortage means
lobbies on a larger scale
erally
Catholics often stay home on Sunin the Catholic Church,
change
for
rarity.
a
is
Mass
day because
But in Ms. Frey's preferred FutureChurch focuses on the parish
vision, Mass is said frequently level.
Ms. Frey, who is single, already
because the priesthood has been
expanded to include women, like has a feel for what life might be
her, and married men who aspire like in the priesthood: She serves
with a priest and a nun as part
to ordination.
"I actually have begun to think of a three-member team running
if it's open to me. I would seri- a Suburban parish.
A former teacher at a Catholic
ously consider seminary," said Ms.
Frey, 38, a leadership council mem- girls' high school, Ms. Frey has
ber of FutureChurch, a group work- preached at communal penance
ing for grassroots Catholic accept- services at the 1.200-family Church
ance of a priesthood not limited of the Resurrection in Solon, a
Cleveland suburb.
to unmarried men.
Sometimes presiding at weekThe organization tias about 1,000
members, 40 percent in the Cleve- day ,prayer services, sometimes disland area where FutureChurch is tributing communion. Ms. Frey
based. There are several hundred also directs youth ministry and
more donors, some anonymous to social justice programs at Resuravoid criticism from conservative rection. The priest in the trio handles liturgy matters like the Mass,
Catholics.

but "we all sign checks," Ms. Frey
said.
• Nationwide, seminary enrollments have dropped 60 percent
since 1965. Between 1980 and
1998, the number of priests in the
United States decreased from
58.621 to 47,582 while the number of Catholics increased from 49.6
million to 61.5 million.
FutureChurch, founded in 1990
with the backing of Resurrection
parishioners, distributes educational materials and encourages rankand-file "pew Catholics" to lobby
bishops to support ordaining women
and married men.
"The Eucharist is at the core
of everything we are about as a
Catholic community," said Sister
Christine Schenk, executive director of FutureChurch. "We think
the gender or marital status of the
presider is not nearly as important as having Mass available."

She is encouraged that Cleveland Bishop Anthony M. Pilla,
president of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, has
declined to condemn the efforts
of groups like FutureChurch. (To
at 7:30 p.m., Monday through Sat- avoid conflicts with critical bishurday. and at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. ops, some of her speaking engagements have been scheduled away
on NOv. 14.
from church property.)
Pilla, who will preside over the
The Rev. David Cunningham,
pastor, invites the public to attend. bishops' Nov. 16-19 meeting in
Washington. responded to a request
for comment on FutureChurch with
a brief written statement saying
that the group isn't a diocesan
er a song vocally, but can slam organization, doesn't have his
kick it against the wall. She touch- approval and is responsible for its
es your hear. She'll make you
laugh, she'll make You cry."
The Rev. E.F. Clere. pastor,
invites the public to attend this
special program at the new church
building located on Highway 641
Various churches in the city and
North, Murray.
county have announced speakers
and sermon topics for services on
Sunday as follows:
North Pleasant
Grove Presbyterian
"The Effectual Fervent Prayer of
The Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor,
a Righteous Man Availeth Much" will speak about "Updating Our
from James 5:16.
Religion" with scripture from Luke
The prayer event will continue 5:33-39 at the 11 a.m. service.
until daybreak Saturday, accordEmmanuel Baptist
ing to Clara Brantley, pastor, who
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pasinvites the public to attend.
tor, will speak about "The Contemporary Church" with scripture
from Revelation 3:14-22 at the 11
a.m. service, and about "Waking
and watching" with scripture from
and vegetable soup, desserts, and Romans 13:11-14 at the 6 p.m.
drinks will start at 6 p.m. .
service.
Crafts. • baked goods, canned
Grace Baptist
goods. and other items will be on
The Rev.'Jerry M. Lee, pastor,
sale.
will speak about "Authority and
A hayside and games will be Prayer" with scripture from Luke
featured.
10:17-19 at the 10:45 a.m. servDonations for the festival will ice, and about "What Manner of
go toward the church building Person?" with scripture from II
fund, according to a church mem- Peter 3:10-18 at the 6 p.m. servber who invites the public to attend. ice.

Bethany church plans revival
Bethany Baptist Church, located at New Concord, will have
revival sen ices starting Monday
and continuing through Nov. 15.
The Rev. Roy Markuess Jr. will
be the evangelist for the services

Higher Praise to hear Welsch
Renee Welsch will present a
program of gospel music on Sunday at 6 p.m. at the Higher Praise
Worship Center.
Her single, "God Has A Plan,"
can be heard nationwide on 1.000
Christian radio stations. Benson
recording artist Pam Thum said
"Renee Welsch not only can deliv-

Mason's Chapel plans festival
Chapel
United
Mason's
Methodist Church will have its
annual fall festival on Saturday at
the church.
Serving of chili, homemade beef
For all your heating &
cooling needs...

Iffin

itiodisi.
Serving the area
with Honesty &
Experience

SEW TODAY WITHOUT PAY
UNTIL THE YEAR 2000

Glenn
Cossey
HYLIC1403400

9307 State
Rt. 94E
Murray

First Presbyterian
The Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery, co-pastor, will speak about
"Are We Saved?" with scripture
from II Thessalonians 2:13-17 at
the 10:45 a.m. service.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn M. Orr, pasfar, will speak about "The Choices of Discipleship" with scripture
from Matthew 6:19-34 at the 10:30
a.m. service. The video series on
"Share Jesus Without Fear" will
be at 6 p.m.
University Church of Christ
Alan Cooper, minister, will speak
about "Who Will Know?" at the
10 a.m. service. Joseph Rikumahu,
minister from Borger, Indonesia,
will speak at the 6 p.m. service.

E

First United Methodist
The Rev. Larry Daniel, senior
minister, will speak about "Take
Up Your Cross" with scripture
from Mark 8:34-38 at the 11 a.m.
service.
First Baptist
Dr. Terry Ellis, pastor, will speak
about "Wasn't there something You
Were to Do with Your Life? God
Offers a Plan For You" with scripture from Jeremiah 1:4-10 at the
10:45 a.m. service; and about
"Grant Me Patience. NOW!" with
scripture from Matthew 18:23-35
at the 6 p.m. service.
Glendale Church of Christ
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
speak about "That There Be No
Regrets" with scripture from James
4:13-15 at the 9 a.m. service; and
about "...that your prayers may
not be hindered" with scripture from
I Peter 3:7-12 at the 6 p.m. service. A short service is at 5 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. David Riley, pastor,
will speak about "A Time to
Repent" with scripture from Luke
18:14 at the 10:15 a.m. service.
St. Leo Catholic
Fr. Ray Goetz, pastor, will conduct masses at 4:30 p.m. Saturday and at 8 and 11 a.m. on Sunday.

Houses
of Hope

three ministers on the panel," Hale
said. "And we answer Bible questions. If it is in the Bible, we
answer it."
The questions come from listeners.
"We get the questions in the
mail," Hale said.
The new technology of television enables Green Plain to send
out a message that is very oldfashioned - and basically unchanged
since the church opened its doors
in 1854.
"We try to stick to the book,"
Hale said. "There is no addition,
subtraction, multiplication or division. We believe we stay on the
right path that way."
The congregation averages about
125 for Sunday services.
Sunday morning services start
at 10 a.m. with Bible study and
include worship services at 10:45
a.m. and 6 p.m.
On Wednesday,the worship service is 7 p.m. during the winter
and at 7:30 p.m. during daylight
savings time. .
The church conducts two gospel
meetings each year and is preparing for its 16th annual gospel
singing.
The gospel singing is scheduled for Nov. 20.
For more information about
Green Plain, contact the church at
492-8206.

SPACE FACTO'2:
Taking a shower or a

bath in
space is very difficult for
astronauts because water is not
pulled downward by gravity:
but cats & dogs have it made —
licking oneself clean is a
snap in microgravity.

Greer
Houston

Serving the Nashville Area

Voic

NWe/Sell/the,Be4tawul,Service/ the/'Reg"
502-898-7501 - 1-800-599-USEW(8739)
Benton Road, Paducah. KY • Hwy.68 Near 1-24 Exit 16

Res 615-353•0505
MObile 615.406-5937
Greer Houstoegicorn puserve.torm
www.citysearch.cominasigreeritoustost

4301 Hillsboro Road
Nashville, TN 37215
Bus 615-383-0183
FA X 615-353-6583

Brought to you by NASA Space Life
Sciences Division and
Paws. Inc

SIXTH ANNUAL OPEN
HOUSE/GALLERY OF ARTIST
PHILLIP POWELL

34e River/pont Plantation inn
Crow Jam*, 2Apowe,

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Although it is located in a rural
area southwest of Murray, Green
Plain Church of Christ has a ministry that expands across the region.
Through television and radio
programs, Green Plain reaches
believers as far south as Mississippi and as far north as St. Louis.
Green Plain is the major sponsor of "Searching the Scriptures,"
a television show broadcast out
of Memphis and distributed
throughout the region.
Green Plain also sponsors a
radio version of "Searching the
Scriptures" Sunday mornings at
7:30 a.m. It is broadcast locally
on WNBS-1340 AM.
Green Plain minister Virgil Hale
serves as moderator of the program.
"I'm the moderator and we have

Shirley Zeitlin
& Company
Realtors*

With Approved Credit

24 hr. Emergency

753-9911

Green Plain church
reaches across region

First Christian
The Rev. William C. Horner,
minister, will speak about "A Test
of Love" with scripture from II
Corinthians 8:8-14 at the 10:45
a.m. service.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak at 10:40 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. His morning subject will be "Do You Have an
Unsinkable Faith" with scripture
from Hebrews 11:6-7.

On All PFAFF
New & Used

Also specializing in
commercial, refrigeration
& cooking equipment.,
window & mobile home units

Owned &
Operated By

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST

Churches set services, sermons

Prayer program starts tonight
The Church of the Living God
at 502 North L.P. Miller St., Murray, will have an All Night.Prayer
Shut-in Breakthrough starting at
10 p.m. tonight (Friday).
"Prayer Can't Wait" will be the
theme with the scripture being

own programs. He has said he
supports the Vatican position limiting the priesthood to unmarried
men.
Michael S. Rose, 29, a conservative Catholic from Cincinnati
who publishes several religious
magazines, believes bishops should
denounce such groups.
"I think it should be made clear
that these people are working
against the church," Rose said.
Dioceses where seminaries have
emphasized traditional rituals like
devotion to the Eucharist — in
which Catholics believe Jesus is
physically present — have done
well recruiting young men, he said.
As for women, Rose said, they
have "quite a bit of say in the
church's governance, especially on
the local level."
The Rev. Lou Trivison, an early
FutureChurch backer who retired
two years ago as pastor of Resurrection, said Pilla never limited
his right to speak out on the issue.
Parishioners never complained to
him either, but Ms. Frey said the
daily Mass crowd of 25 or 30
people drops about five or six if
she or her nun associate leads a
prayer service instead. "I don't
know if our homilies are poor or
(it's because) we're women," she
said.
FutureChurch leaders say they
will be patient. Sister Schenk sees
her role as assisting in divinely
inspired changes in due time. "I'm
not doing this as much as supporting
energies that are there for bringing forth new life in the church,"
she said.

511• 931.232-9492

Now accepting reservations for:

THANKSGIVING DINNER
Cheese Straws Relish Tray
Roasted Turkey Sausage and Pecan Dressing Giblet Gravy
Brown Sugar Baked Ham
Sweet Potato Casserole Pole Beans with New Potatoes
Bishop Rolls Cornbread Muffins
Pumpkin Pic Cheesecake Dixie Generals Cake
Dinner will be served at 12 noon and 2:30 p.m.
Limited seating available so make your reservation early
931-232-9492

Riverlront Plantation inn

Make your reservations now for the most elegant of Christmas
Gatherings Call today for a copy of our !Spatial Christmas Menu
Celebrate Christmas with your guest at rhe Riverfront
Plantation Inn. enjoy a gourmet meal in the elegantly ant orated hnitoric inn Mire to hong Christmas ioy to All

Saturday, Nov. 7, 1998
10:00 a.m.•4:00 p.m.

Diverticulosis
(Continuedfrom last week)

One of the best way to keep diverticulosis from causing
symptoms or turning into diverticulitis is to eat lots of fiber(20
to 30 grams a day), especially from fruits and vegetables, even
those with seeds. Choose whole-wheat bread over white, and
brown rice over white.
Eat produce unpeeled when possible. Chew your food well,
and drink plenty of fluids. There's also some evidence that
active people are less prone to diverticulitis and to constipation.
so get regular exercise. A high-fiber diet should
prevent constipation, but if you need a laxative,
try prunes or a bulk-forming laxative such as
psyllium. Avoid stimulant laxatives.

Walter's
Pharmacy
604 S. 17th St. • 753-7688

Li
Walter Mehr
Pharmacia

41 the home of Phillip,
Susie, Charlie & Lydia
Powell
Paintings and Limited Edition
Prints featuring:
•Barns
•Mouming Doves
•Whitetail Deer
•Hummingbirds
•Turkeys
•Waterfowl
•Butterflies and much more.
All in Western Ky. settings.

For Directions Call
(502) 436-2684
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Murray-Galloway County.
Church Directory
This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.

ADVENTISTS

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
..
D
Auto (
Home

614 South
4th St.
Murray,
K •.

a-

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
Sat. 9:00 a.m.
Worship
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Over 12 Years Coast to Coast
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CARROLL TIRE &
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1305 N. 12th St.
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12th Street

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury
753-5273

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 Years In Business ,

1\

formal Wear 1.abPf:.4)/‘

4

Formal Wear and Limousine

•Weddings • Proms .Banquets •Birthdayg .Anniversaries
304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242

(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-M7-6757

(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Book Limousine
Services For
Your Wedding'

schedabout
trch at

Your Ad Could Be Here
In
not
e-

Support your local church directory.

Call 753-1916
To Advertise Your Business

e
,
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JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9:30 a.m.
Public Talk
1030 a.m.
Watchtower Study

401,

cHnyst Fri-Pt YMOU TH.00DOEVEEP
HWY. 641 N. • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448

nney
JCPe
I „, I V.

1/14 Sly 1

SALON HOURS:
M-F 9-8, Sat. 9-8
Sun. 1-8

SOUTHERN STATES
(A
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE
110 East Sycamore
(across from Animal Shelter) 753-1423 or 753-0182
UCENSED • BONDED • INSURED

TERMITE AND
SEI—Arid.PEST CONTROL

FREE 1NSPEC77ONS Salving You Sine* 1963
Phone 502-753-8433 • Toil Free 1-800-284-1433
SR 121 ByPass. Murray, KY

1604

rs)
Arbys

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

753-8841

507 N. 12th

KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
Call In Orders 753-7101
205 N. 12th
The oldest independent repair s op in Murray "

, Cunningham
Auto Repair
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5

619 South 4th St.

Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

Our ShOU'rEHME is.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School & Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
1015 a.m.
Worship

FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
BLOOD RIVER
10:15 a.m.
Worship Service
a.m.
11:00
Morning Worship
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
BETHEL UNITED
10:30 a.m.
Worship
CORNER
CHERRY
930 a.m.
Morning Worship
930 a.m.
Bible School
a.m.
10
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service
p.m.
6
&
a.m.
11
6:00 p.m.
Worship
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
5 p.m.
Church Training
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
p.m.
7
Wednesday
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
a.m.
9:45
School
6:00 p.m.
Sunday
1st 8c 3rd Sun. Night
Main St , Murray
11:00 a.m.
Morning Services
COLDWATER
10:30 a.m
Sunday
6:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
School
Sunday
p.m.
7:30
2nd Wednesday
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Serv.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
12-3 p.m.
Reading Room Every Wed.
10:00 a.m.
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship-Service
11:00 a.m.
9:50 a.m.
Worship Service
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10:00 a.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Bible
School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Worship
Evening
11:00 a.m.
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Church School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
COLDWATER
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Worship
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GOSHEN METHODIST
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
FIRST BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER
930 a.m.
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
10:50 a.m.
Worship
Morning
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship Services
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FLINT BAPTIST
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
10:00 a.m.
School
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:45 p.m.
10:00 a.m
Evening Worship
Sunday School
GREEN PLAIN
GRACE BAPTIST
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Study
Bible
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
KIRKSEY UNITED
10:45 a.m.
Service
Morning
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
900 a.m.
Worship
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
730 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
LYNN GROVE
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
11:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Study
Bible
6:00 p.m.
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
Church School
9:50 a.m.
Worship
Morning
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Eve.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
9:00 a.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
Worship
k
Mid-Wee
8.915 & 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
Worship
Sunday School
HICKORY GROVE
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
CHURCH OF CHRIST
6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Bible Class
Sunday
7 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
Wed. Worship
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
MT. CARMEL
7:00 p.m.
Night
Wednesday
10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Worship
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
School
Sunday
530 p.m.
MT. HEBRON
Church Training
10:50 a.m.
Worship
Morning
7:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
11:00 a.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
CHURCH OF CHRIST
OLIVE
MT.
11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
5:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
Evening Service
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Worship
Morning
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
6:00 p.m.
Worship
Evening
11:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship
NEW CONCORD
6:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Sunday School
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
9.- 45 a.m.
BAPTIST
Sunday School
7 p.m.
Wednesday
10:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
PROVIDENCE
NEW
6:00 p.m.
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Preaching
Evening
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
7:00 p.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Wednesday Night
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service
10:00 a.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
Morning
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
1000 a.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
Sunday School
SECOND STREET
2:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
1st Sunday
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Worship
Morning
2:00 p.m.
Pastor William J. Pratt
3rd Sunday
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
9 a.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Evening Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study
11:00 a.m.
MOUNT HOREB
Morning Worship
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m.
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
7 p.m.
Study
Bible
Wed.
9:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
Evening Worship
UNION GROVE
11:00 a.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
Worship
10:50 a.m.
Worship
Morning
9:45 a.m.
NEW LIFE GENERAL BAPTIST
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
UNIVERSITY
6:00 p.m.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Evening Worship
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
6:30 p.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL
Wednesday Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
MISSIONARY
WEST MURRAY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
CHURCH OF GOD
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
1100 a m. & 600 p.m.
Evening Worship
Church
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Wednesday
7 00 p to
Wednesday
10:00 a.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 630 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
• Sunday School
Sunday School
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Worship
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday School
520 S. 16th St.
11:00 a.m.
2205 Coldwater Rd.
9:00 a.m
Preaching
Sunday Priesthood
5:30 p.m.
10-11 a.m. & 700 p.m.
10:00 a.m
Sun . Ser.
Prayer Service
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
10:50 a.m.
Church
Sacrament Meeting
3 miles east of Almo
POPLAR SPRING
10:00 a.m.
9 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
11 a.m. di 7 p.m.
1015 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
Worship
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
SALEM BAPTIST
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
1620 W. Main
10:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Worship & Junior Church
Morning Worship
Holy Eucharist 8 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday
6 p.m.
7:15 p.m.
Worship
Evening Worship
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
7 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Wednesday
5:15 p.m.
& Fn Services
Wed
11:00 a.m.
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
600 p.m.
Saturday Evening
Evening Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Worship
BELIEVERS
BIBLE
11:00 a.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Sunday School
CHURCH
COMMUNITY
CHRISTIAN
11_00 a.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Worship
a.m.
10:30
Worship
10 a.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
a.m.
11
School
Sun.
Children's
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Worship
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
7 p.m.
1000 a.m.
Wednesday
Sunday School
Rd.
Chapel
Martin
1619
11:00-7:30 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Worship Serv.
m.
a
9.45
School
Sunday
9.00 a.m.
Sunday School
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10 a.m. & 6 pm
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship Services
Sunday Services
p.m.
7:00
Wednesday
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
CENTER
WORSHIP
&
PRAISE
IMPACT
ST JOHN
' 9 a.m.
Sun. Spiritual Training
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
10 a.m.
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
7 p.m.
Study
Bible
Tues.
a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Worship
ASSEMBLY
GOSPEL
FULL
SHILOH
1000 a.m
Sunday School
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
p.m.
7.00
Night
Thursday
10.00 a.m.
1100 a.m
Morning Worship
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
1100 a m.
600 p.m
Evening Worship
Worship Service
p.m.
7:00
Evening
Sunday
600 p.m
Mid Week Services
MOUNT PLEASANT
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
1100 a.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
3 p.m.
Sunday
700 p m.
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
p.m.
7
Wednesday
6:00 p.m_
PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday Evening
NORTH
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
11:00 a to
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
Worship
930 a.m.
Bible School
1000 a.m
wESTS1DE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
7
&
p.m.
m
a
1130
Worship
910 a.m.
Sunday School
OAK GROVE
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
10.00 a to
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Sunday School
p.m.
7
Worship
Friday
7 p.m
1100 a to & 7 p.m
Wednesday
Worship Service

CHURCH OF CHRIST

NAZARENE

CHESTNUT HILLS
759-1400
PA-S 10-9; Sun. 12:30-8

Thornton Tile and Marble
Calloway Monument Co.
Murray

1701 west Main

W. have over 40 years' importance
in design and craftsmanship'

•

FIT1'S BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

We ore here to serve you and your loved ones

753- 1 962

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky
118 N. 7th St.

)
SEAF114.14

n+t

EPISCOPAL

INDEPENDENT

PRESBYTERIAN

1045

(AEA,' otrit copOD A./4g

c,sur0"m st,00011/40 nkt oilatio.ru st0000 fr,4a

Great Selections...
Bible Covers
•Bible Index Tabs
BOOK-S-CARD
*Bible Lesson Planners
Chestnut Hills 'Precious Morfients Bible
FREE Imprinting With Purchase
Murray

READMORE •Bibles and

Kentucky
Lake Oil Co.
skim

Serving Western Kentucky
and Western Tennessee

S. 4th St. 753-1323 Chestnut St.

INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS
& FARM SUPPLIES0
1204 Johnson Blvd., Murray • 759-0061
Paris, TN 901-642-0061

McKenzie, TN 901-352-0061

CARROLL
MAZDA-NISSAN
We Have The World's Finest Imports
753-8850
800 Chestnut St.

Do unlo ()filers as you would
'aue &em do unio you.

PENTECOSTAL

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634

Al WAYS LOW PRICES ALWAYS WAL 14A)-•

flar.G0

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

METHODIST

WAL*MART' 809 North
:-ORD
MERCURY
LI NC..024
701 Main St. Murray

NEW LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
Tuesday

LUTHERAN

BAPTIST

7534489

supERcENTER

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
10 a.m.
Sunday School
830 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Worship

CHRISTIAN

96 C.Irestsut • ilarray

" Hale
quese, we

ASSEMBLIES OF ROB

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
5:00 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m
Sunday
7:00 p.m
Holy Eve
6:00 p.m
Holy Day
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
6 p.m.
Saturday Mass
8 & 10 a.m.
Sunday Mass

1 11
P1 \11/
-JC

DAYS A WEER
10% Discount To All Churches
1409 Main St. • Murray • 759-1736
Sales• Service
OPEN 7

• Al Makes & Modals
•OW Fabrics
•Sowing Supplies
96 Chestnut Street

753-3444

"Your One-Stop Building and Home
Improvement Headquarters."

MYERSL umber Co.

SOO South 4th, Murray
(502)753-6450

1401 SOUTH 161h STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

WestView
NUF.11.NO

502-753-1304

.0.VE

Your Ad Could Be Here
Support your

local church directory.

Call 753-1916
To Advertise

Your Business

641 Super Shell i'^•.4„,,
Open

Mon. -

Thurs. 6:30 a.m. - Close 9:00 p.m.

Fridays

open tll 10:00 p.m.
p.m.
Phone 753-9131

Sunday 7:00 a.m. - Close 8:00

•
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MSU looks to keep title drive going
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Murray State hopes to keep
alive its, quest for the Ohio Valley Conference championship Saturday at Eastern Illinois.
The 10th-ranked Racers (6-2;
4-1 OVC) travel to Charleston,
Ill., to battle Eastern Illinois (5-3,
3-1) at 1.30, with the winner staying alive in the conference race
and the loser likely eliminated.
Tennessee State (6-2, 4-1) is
also still in contention for the crown.
The Tigers travel to Tennessee
Tech' this week. A TSU win and
a victory by Murray State would
set tip a championship game next
Saturday between the two at Stew-

EIU next for Racers
art Stadium.
"We've gfr three teams in it
now and we all have each other
left to play," Murray State coach
Denver Johnson said. "It's great
to feel we still have our fate in
our own hands."
Eastern Illinois is coming off a
tough 27-21 home loss to TSU in
which the Panthers led 21-0 at
halftime only to see Tennessee
State roar back to score all of its
points in the third quarter.
"We had a span of about 11
minutes where they executed and

we contributed with penalties and
mistakes," Eastern Illinois coach
Bob Spoo said of his team's game
against TSU. "But the play that
killed us in the end was where
we put the ball on the grOund and
they picked it up and ran for a
touchdown.
"Our team was down afterward
as you could probably figure they
would be, but our guys have a
certain resiliency and they understand the implications of this game,"
Spoo added.
The Panthers feature a balanced • See Page 11

Loses scholarships,
put on probation
By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer

• See Page 11

Murray State vs. EIU
When: Saturday, Nov. 7, 1:30 p.m.
Where: O'Brien Stadium, Charleston, Ill.
Records: MSU is 6-2 overall, 4-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference, Eastern Illinois is 5-3, 3-1 in the OVC.
The series: Murray State leads the all-time series 8-5, having won the last three in a row. The Racers won last season
24-17 and took a 35-28 win in Charleston in 1996.
Last week: Murray State beat Tennessee Tech 23-3 while
Eastern Illinois fell at home to Tennessee State 27-21.
Next week: Murray State hosts Tennessee State while Eastern
Illinois visits Tennessee-Martin.

Kentucky expected to
repeat as SEC champs

Cincinnati
basketball
looks to
move on

CINCINNATI (AP) - From
the university president on down,
Cincinnati wants to get beyond
its NCAA punishment for violations in Bob Huggins' basketball
program.
That's going to take time.
First, Cincinnati has to decide
the delicate matter of whether to
reinstate an assistant coach accused
of improprieties. Then it has to
make sure the program stays clean
to avoid harsher penalties.
There's also the matter of trying to remove the stain on Huggins' program. which has been
under scrutiny for the last .22
months.
Investigators found widespread
violations, leading the NCAA to
conclude there was a lack of insti-

offensive attack, having passed for
1,490 yards and rushed for 1,292.
Justin Lynch leads the ground
attack with 696 yards (87 per
game) with five touchdowns while
quarterback Anthony Buich has
completed 103 of 169 passes (61
percent) for 1,196 yards and nine
touchdowns with just four interceptions.
-They throw a lot of short dump
off passes and screens; they don't
throw a lot of long balls, but I'm
a big fan of production and efficiency, and Eastern Illinois has
that at quarterback," Johnson said.
-They scratch where it itches. They

File photo
Tubby Smith's Kentuc ky Wildcats are picked to repeat as
Southeastern Conference basketball champions. Scott Padgett was selected to the All-SEC team.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) Kentucky forward Scott Padgett
agrees with the media's assessment of his Wildcats as odds-on
favorites to repeat as Southeastern Conference champions.
"I feel this is our conference
to lose," Padgett said Thursday at
/he SEC's preseason basketball
media conference,. , "I'm sure it
sounds arrogant, but it's been that
way for a long time and we want
to continue that trend. There are
certain expectations when you put
on a Kentucky uniform - you
are supposed to win."
The Wildcats were the runaway
favorite among media representatives attending the conference who
were polled for their predictions.
Twenty-four of 27 voters picked
Kentucky to win the SEC East,
and. 17 of the 21 ,who made a
pick for overall league champion
also picked the Wildcats.
Padgett was chosen to the preseason All-SEC team, joining
guards B.J. McKie of South Carolina and Tony Harris of Tennessee, forward Jumaine Jones of
Georgia and center Tyrone Washington of Mississippi State.
Though coach Tubby Smith said
he "wouldn't trade Wayne (Turn

AP BASKETBALL TOP 25
The top 25 learns in the preseason Associated Press' men's basketball poll, with
first-place votes in parentheses, 1997-98
records, total points based on 25.points
for a first-place vote through one point for
a 25th-placevote, and final ranking:
Record
Pts Pvs
32-4 1,747
3
1. Duke (34)
2. UConn (25) 32-5 1.734
6
3. Stanford (12) 30-5 1,652
10
4. Kentucky(1) 35-4 1,509
5
5. Michigan St. 22-8 1,443
16
6. Maryland
21-11 1,378
20
7. Temple
21-9 1,076
24
8. Kansas
35-4 1,067
2
9. Tennessee 20-9 1,030
7
10. Utah
30-4 983
11. North Carolina34-4 956
1
19
12. UCLA
24-9 944
13. Oklahoma S1.22-7 809
14. Washington 20-10 766
27-6 754
9
15. Cincinnati
11
16. Purdue
28-8 729
17. Xavier
22-8 726
23
4
18. Anzona
30-5 706
24-9 535
17
19. Arkansas
20. New Mexico 24-8 493
18
26-9 493
21
tie. Syracuse
22. Indiana
20-12 328
23. Rhode Island 25-9 288
24. Massachusetts21-11 249
15
25. Texas Christian27-6 150

er) for any other point guard in
the country," the senior was left
off the preseason All-SEC squad.
"I can still be All-SEC, and can

achieve my goals on the nurt,"
Turner said. "Not being selected
only motivates me more to reach
my goals. B:J. and Tony are both
outstanding players and deserve
being named to the team, but I'm
sure myself and other guys like
(Alabama's) Brian Williams feel
they should be on the team also."
Turner did get one vote as the
conference's most valuable player.
Smith said Kentucky will miss
the leadership and camaraderie provided by departed players Jeff Sheppard, Cameron Mill, Allen
Edwards, mainstays of last year's
title team.
"That team had been through
a lot together and that made them
special," Smith said. "This year
we are hoping to develop that
same kind of leadership."
Smith, who won the title in his
first season as coach of the Wildcats, said he is not burdened by
hopes for a repeat..
"I don't see the expectations as
pressure," he said. "Obviously at
Kentucky there are high expectations with our tradition, but we
also have the resources in coaches, players and administration to
continue to be one of the top programs in the nation."

Sherrill hopes
Mississippi St.
pressures Couch

NASCAR season
comes to close at
NAPA 500 race

Rockingham. .C., .removing
By PAUL NEWBERRY
drama from this race at the 1.54AP Sports Writer
ifieluding one in which all 11
By TIM WHITMIRE
HAMPTON, Ga. (AP) - mile track south of Atlanta.
defenders
stood up - at the WildWriter
AP
Sports
"Obviously,
we
had
other
things
go
There's still one more race to
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Past cats' offensive line. Couch ended
this season, but NASCAR is get- to race for last year,- said Jarrett,
success doesn't give Mississippi up with 349 passing yards and
one of three drivers still in the
ting a head start on 1999.
State
coach Jackie Sherrill any four touchdown throws but was
the
championship
going
running
for
With Jeff Gordon having already
confidence his defense will be able sacked five times, fumbling on a
clinched • the Winston Cup cham- into the final 1997 event. "There
to pressure Kentucky quarterback fourth-quarter hit that led to State's
pionship. the final event. Sunday's was a little bit of added pressure.
Tim Couch when the teams meet final touchdown in a 35-27 win.
we're
still
coming
in
here
tryBut
NAPA 500 at Atlanta Motor SpeedExpect more of the same when
Saturday in Lexington.
way, will become a testing lab for ing to win the race."
"He's so much different than the Wildcats and Bulldogs meet
Janttt is skeptical that spoiler
changes that might provide closanyone else," Sherrill said of at Commonwealth Stadium for a
and air dam changes will make
er racing next year.
Couch. "He's so good that really 6 p.m. game that's being televised
NASCAR has altered the "five- much of a difference, especially
the chances of being able to sack by ESPN2.
and-five" rule to allow taller rear in Atlanta. Since the facility was
"You have to roll the dice,"
him are not very good, because
spoilers and _longer front air dams. repaved and redesigned into a trihe's going to be able to get rid Sherrill said. "You're not going
which officials hope will bring the oval prior to . last year's race, it
to sit back there and let him pick
of the ball."
cars closer together and perhaps has. basically been a one-groove
"You get a lot of people run- you apart. Last year, we got to
race track.
slow them a bit.
ning and chasing, you just hope him and hit him more than any"There's no way we're going'
"We love to race side by side
to put a lot of pressure on him one else."
and make passes as much as the to race side by side here." Jarrett
Mississippi State has run up a
and make him not sit back there
fans like to see it," said Dale Jar- said. "But the new rules may help
5-2
record (3-2 Southeastern Conand
do
what
he
wants
to,"
Sherin
other
places."
racing
rett. who, like everyone else, waged
ference) against opponents with a
rill said.
In Atlanta. teams will be allowed
a futile attempt this year to keep
Last year, in Starkville, Bull- combined record of 15-39, includto use a front air dam with a 3
up with Gordon.
File photo
dogs defensive coordinator Joe Lee ing Vanderbilt, South Carolina and
Gordon clinched his third title I/2-inch ground clearance rather
Putting pressure on Kentucky quarterback Tim Couch (above) Dunn, threw several of his more
in four years last weekend when
will be key for Mississippi State in Saturday's game in Lex- innovative defensive schemes -- II See Page 11
he won the AC Delco 400 at II See Page 11
ington.

tAkSCI. •VIP Suites•Video Viewers
•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massage
•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion
•
In-home, hotel or office by appointment.
Call Today 759-9555
1IRS:9 a.m.-11 p.m.
301 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

Custom Cabinets
8 Woodworking

Compare The Quality Compare The Price.

'Kitchen Cabinets
'Office Furniture &
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
•Solid Surface Countertops

WAREHOUSE TIRE

502-759-9672

twounrcaro

400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

301 Andrus Drive • Murray
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Pictured are winners in the Optimist Club Soccer Tri-Star
competition. Trophies were awarded for first, second and
third place to both boys and girls ages 8-13.

MSU volleyball seeks OVC tourney berth
The Murray State volleyball team enters its weekend series with Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech still seeking a berth in the postseason Ohio Valley
Conference tournament.
Murray State hosts Middle Tennessee (5.18. 3-11 OVC) tonight at 7 in
Cutchin Fieldhouse, a match that MSU coach David Schwepker hopes solidifies
the Racers hold among the top six.
"Middle Tennessee is one of those teams we have to beat," he said. "So far,
we have beaten those teams that we are supposed to beat. Middle will play well,
and it will be tough."
The Racers (1 1-1 4, 8-6 OVC) play their last home match of the 1998 season
Saturday at 2 against Tennessee Tech (18-5, 11.3 OVC). The Golden Eagles
sport the conference's best overall record and have beaten top-ranked Eastern Illinois and contender Southeast Missouri in the last week.
The Racers are in fifth place in the conference battle following Tuesday's 3-1
loss at Austin Peay. The "magic number" for MSU to clinch a postseason spot is
three -- a combination of Murray State wins and Morehead losses ofr TennesseeMartin losses totaling three would clinch a spot in the OVC tournament for the
Racers.
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Spoo puts Murray State's offense in the same category as Tennessee State. The Racers have the
second best offense in the league,
averaging 408.8 points per outing.
MSU is fifth in the league in rushing and second in both passing and
scoring.
Quarterback Justin Fuente, expected to return after missing part
of last week's 23-3 win over Tennessee Tech with a thumb injury,
has passed for 2,011 yards and 16
touchdowns this season with eight
interceptions. Justin Bivins leads
MSU on the ground with 601
yards.
"Murray State is very explosive
offensively," Spoo said. "They've
got great team speed and good skill
players.
"Their defensive front is the best
we've seen so far, and they're very
sound in all phases of the kicking
game," he added. "They're obviously well coached."
Murray State also boasts the second-best defense in the league, surrendering an average of 324 yards
per outing. MSU ranks first against
the run, allowing just 109 yards per

yards and has gained 118 yards on
two rushing attempts — reverses
that were key in Kentucky's Octo1-AA East Tennessee State.
ber wins over South Carolina and
The Bulldogs are entering a
LSU.
stretch run that includes games
"You can't replace Quentin,"
against Kentucky (5-3, 2-3), Alasaid Kentucky coach Hal Mumme,
bama, Arkansas and.Mississippi.
who said receivers Garry Davis and
For Kentucky, a win would
Lance Mickelsen will see more acguarantee a winning record and tion with
McCord out.
clear the way for the Wildcats' first
Kentucky's offensive line also is
bowl bid in five years.
banged up. Senior tackle Jonas Li"It's nice to be 5-3 and still in
ening broke his leg against Georgia
the hunt, but that's what we are,
and is gone for the year,
just in the hunt," Kentucky coach ior guard Jeremy Streck while senis expected
Hal Mumme said.
to play against Mississippi•State afCouch continues to post stellar
ter injuring his leg against Georgia.
numbers in what could be his final
Redshirt freshman Matt Brown
college season. The junior from
will start in Liening's place. "It's
Hyden has completed nearly 72 just his turn to step up
to the plate,"
percent of his passes, rolling up
Mumme said.
3,108 passing yards and 27 touchThe Bulldogs' offense is powdown passes. In 399 pass attempts,
ered by senior running back James
Couch has thrown just 10 intercepJohnson, who has rushed for 881
tions.
yards this year, a per-game average
Already the NCAA recordholder
of 118.7 yards. Johnson had a subfor best career completion percentpar 76-yard effort in the loss to
age, Couch could add another na,tional record Saturday with four
After starting the season ,behind
pass completions against Mississippi State. That would eclipse the Matt Wyatt, redshirt freshman
652 completed by Houston's David quarterback Wayne Madkin has
Klingler in 1990-91 as the two-sea- started the Bulldogs' last four
games. His numbers are modest —
son standard.
completions in 94 attempts for
45
The 'Cats are coming off an
705
yards and seven touchdowns
open weekend, but are still at least
two weeks _away from getting back on the season — but Madkin has
wide receiver Quentin McCord, avoided making costly mistakes,
who suffered a high ankle sprain in throwing just four interceptions.
"They're ground-oriented,"
the 28-26 loss to Georgia on Oct.
24. McCord has 32 catches for 375 Mumme said,
From
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You Worry
Enough
About Your
Business.
Let Your
Grange
Agent Worry
About Your
Insurance.

than 5 inches. Also. the 5-inch-high
rear spoilers can now be extended
to 6 1/4 inches on the Ford Taurus, hasn't finished lower than seventh
6 1/2 inches on the Chevrolet in the last 19 races and can pick up
Monte Carlo and 6 7/8 inches on his 13th victory of the season Sunthe
Pontiac Grand Prix.
day, which would equal Richard
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
Competition
has become a key Petty's modern record.
(AP) Torin Kirtsey, the Ohio
issue in light of Gordon's dominatValley
Conference rushing
ing season. NASCAR officials are
"They don't have a weakness,"
leader, has left the Middle Tenkeenly
aware
that
Winston
Jarrett, who comes to Atlanta
Cup
said
nessee State University football
third in the standings but
ranked
boomed
in
popularity
because
of
team because of personal reaby a staggering 355
Gordon
trails
bumper-to-bumper
thrills — not
sons.
even with that, it's
one
driver
"And
pulling
away
points.
from
the
Kirtsey, a junior transfer from
rest of the field.
Georgia, had gained 774 yards
pretty incredible to string together
"I still think you're going to
rushing.
what they've done in the :ast 19
have the same teams running up
He will be replaced by Kelverraces without getting caught up in
front no matter what you do," Jarrick Green in Saturday's game
something like a wreck or a flat
rett said. "NASCAR is hoping to
Tennessee
at the University of
tire."
get us back to having closer races
at Martin.
and some side-by-side racing. But
Jarrett'and Mark Martin were
I'm not sure fiddling with the
among
a handful of Winston Cup
game.
spoiler and the air dams is going to
regulars who arrived at the speed"As explosive as Murray State is do that."
way on Thursday to take part in
offensively and with their defense
Maybe they should just attach a
qualifying for a Busch Grand Nabeing number one against the rush, load of bricks to Gordon's car.
tional race. First-round qualifying
a lot will have to happen right for
Even though the Winston Cup
for
the NAPA 500 is today.
• us to win," Spoo said. "It will beA
hoove us to hold the ball as much
as possible."
Murray State won last year's
meeting 24-17 and won the last
time the two met in Charleston in
1996, 35-28. Overall, MSU leads
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
the series 8-5.
305 N. 12th St., Murray

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.

11Cincinnati...

733-9627

1,•,1 r•.lo

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

next-to-last day of the session to
meet academic requirements so he
tutional control over the program. could play immediately on the
The Committee put Cincinnati on 1996-97 team, which was ranked
two years' probation Thursday, No. 1 in the preseason poll.
Steger said it could be a week or
took away three basketball scholarships over two years and restricted two before Loves fate is decided.
"I'm hopeful that after all of
recruiting.
this,
the university won't be harsher
The university avoided more serious penalties, including the possi- on John than the NCAA is," said
bility of a postseason ban, and Steve Owens, who is Loyer's lawyer.
chose not to appeal.
The program faces more severe
"It's over with. That's the'good
part of it," said Huggins, who was penalties if any violations occur
not implicated in any violations. within the next five years. Louisvil"The bad part of it is that it's dam- le's basketball team was barred
aged a lot of people's lives. It's. from postseason play for 1998-99
damaged a lot of people's reputa- when the NCAA concluded it was a
tions, and that part of it you can't repeat offender in September, a ruling that school is appealing.
change.
"During the five-year period if
"It's hard for me to put it behind. There's a lot of things that they have other major violations
went on that I certainly don't agree occur, tilts is very significant and
with. But it's over and you try to the penalties imposed at that time
will be more severe than they are in
move on."
the current case," said Yvonne SlatBefore it does, Cincinnati —
ranked No. 15 in the preseason poll ton, head of the NCAA's Commit— has to decide the fate of John
tee on Infractions.
Cincinnati already has made nuLoyer, Huggins' top assistant. The
NCAA decided that Loyer, who has
merous changes to tighten control
been on paid leave for 20 months, over the basketball program. It
can be reinstated with the stipula- thought those changes, plus a selftion that he doesn't recruit off cam- imposed one-year probation that
pus for one year.
amounted to a limit on recruiting.
University president Joseph Ste- might allow it to escape more seger said Thursday that Loyer will
vere penalties from the NCAA.
remain on paid leave pending a
It was wrong.
hearing on whether he violated the
"I was surprised," Huggins said.
school's code of conduct by his ac- "I thought a lot of the things that
tions as an assistant coach.
happened we had already paid for."
The NCAA accused Loyer of
Huggins defended Loyer. on
unethical conduct for initially pro- Thursday and implied that former
viding misleading information to university compliance officials and
investigators.
former athletic department adminLoyer also arranged for point istrators either approved of his acguard Charles Williams to be en- tions or knew what he was doing
rolled in a summer course on the

1041V1•011(1
.
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I realize that, as an independent business owner, you
have to worry about all sorts of things: inventory, cash flow,
overhead - not to mention whether or not you're carrying the
right amount of insurance. So I'm always ready to provide you
with the coverage and personal service you need to safeguard
your business against the unexpected.
David R. King
Call me today to learn more about
Grange Business Insurance. Because you've already
INSURANCE
Your partner in protection
got enough to worry about.

State Farm Insurance Cornpanlee
Horns Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

NFL STANDINGS
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct.
Buffalo
5 3 0 .625
Miami
5 3 0 .625
New England
5 3 0 .625
N.Y. Jets
5 3 0 .625
Indianapolis
1 7 0 .125.
Central
Jacksonville
6 2 0 .750
Pittsburgh
.5 3 '0 .625 Tennessee
4 4 0 .500
Baltimore
2 6 0 .250
Cincinnati
2 6 0 .250
%VW
Denver
8 0 01.000
Oakland
6 2 0 .750
Kansas City
4 4 0 .500
Seattle
4 4 0 .500
San Diego
3 5 0 .375
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L TPct.
Dallas
5 .3 0 .625
Arizona
4 4 0 .500
N.Y. Giants
3 .5 0 .375
Philadelphia
1 7 0 .125
Washington
1 7 0 125

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Thursday's Scores
SOUTH
Bethel, Tenn 67, Williams Baptist 65
Tenn. Temple 75, Lee 71
MIDWEST
Cent. Bible 95. U. of the Ozarks 86
St. Gregory's 80, McPherson 62
SOUTHWEST
Houston Baptist 109, National 68
EXHIBITION
Alabama 92, Marathon Oil 82
Arizona St. 92, Marathon 86
Arkansas Express 60, SE Louisiana 51
Athletes In Action 62, Butler 59
Belmont 89, Sports Reach 63
Chicago St. 88, Bulgaria 72
Connecticut 79, Marathon 76
Duquesne 85, Team Prestige 77
Frankston Blues 91, Montana Tech 81
Georgia Southern 97, Vascla USA 83
Hartford 80, Citizens All-Stars 68

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

Dollies Presents

-ASUMMER LEIGH

Itt%

WM)Osr YEAR WAILRARTV

Sold in this area, at....

World Class
illen's Club
mailable
passengers

Miss Nude Galaxy '98
Too many credits to list

includes flip to 7 Coveragne,
Champ Roonatrip
Charge &

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

Nov. 11th thru 15th

"Your Hometown Hardware Store"
206 E. Main St.• Nlurra

00
1
,f

NIGHTLV
Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

•

8 p.m.• 10 p.m.• 12 p.m.
18 &

up

Central
7 1 0 875
Green Bay
6 2
.750
Tampa Bay
4 4
.500
Chicago
3 5
.375
Detroit
2 6 0 260
West
Atlanta
6 2 0 .750
San Francisco
6 2 0 .750
New Orleans
4 4 0 500
St. Louis
2 u 0 250
Carolina
7 0 .125
Sunday's Games
Atlanta at New England 12:01 p.m.,
Cincinnati at Jacksonville 12:01 p.m.
Detroit at Philadelphia. 12:01 p.m.
Indianapolis at Miami, 12:01 p.m.
New Orleans at Minnesota. 12:01 p.m
New York Giants at Dallas, 12:01 p.m
Oakland at Baltimore, 12:01p.m.
St. Louts at Chicago. 12:01 p.m.
Carolina at San Francisco, 3:05 p.m.
Washington at Arizona, 3:05 p.m.
Buffalo at New York Jets, 3.15 p.m.
Kansas City at Seattle, 3:15 p.m.
San Dego at Denver, 3:15 p.m.
Tennessee at Tampa Bay, 7:20 p.m.
Mondays Game
Green Bay at Pittsburgh, 7:20 p.m

Ill -Chicago 82. Marathon ON 69
Illinois St. 92, Team Fokius 84
Korahe; Ukraine 68, Holy Cross 66
Massachusetts 84. Team Focus 82
Mcretead St. 94, Vahostav Zilina 82
N. Iowa 102, BC Haaglanden 73
NBC Thunder 78, Illinois 69
Northwestern-85_California AN-Stars 73
Ohio M-Stars 99, Toledo 80
Penn St. 84, Estonia National Select 60
SE Missouri 81. Dreambuilders 60
SW Missouri St. 88, Philippine National
53
Temple 58. Aussie All-Stars 52 -- Tennessee 83, California All-Stars 75
Tulane 82, Double Pump, Calif. 73
UC Santa Barbara 72, High Five America 68
VASDA All-Stars 62, South Alabama 60
W. Montana 91. Son's Blue Angels 81
Weber St. 100, California West All-Stars
77

ORE BENDING!
RakeSyaanC
Spir

range

0144.
Pacitages

OVC rushing
leader leaves
MTSU squad

( next to Century 21)

From
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points system is &signed to keep
things close right down to the last
race, Gordon buried everyone else
with a dominating season. He
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GOOD LUCK RACERS!
Rich Rollins and Kopperud Realty
m a strong team JOr all your if:r
real estate needs.

For all your heating & cooling needs...

4‘kIVIE 9
Murray State (6-2) vs. Eastern Illinois (5-3)

Serving the area with
Honesty & Experience

Novebmer 7 • O'Brien Stadium • Charleston, Ill. • 1:30 p.m. CST

r

Murray State comes into today's game
in Charleston III , seeking to stay alive in
the hunt for its third OVC title in the last
four years The Racers knocked off Tennessee Tech 23-3 last weekend at
home
Eastern Illinois, which has been at the
top of the OVC standings most of the
season, is coming off a 27-21 loss to
Tennessee State at home EIU jumped
out to a 21-0 lead at halftime, but .saw
TSU score 27 unanswered points in 10
minutes, 27 seconds

711 Main St. • 753-1222

Wf
tra

Make The
Winning
Choice

The Series

MYERS

• 'his is just the 14th meeting between
the Racers and Panthers, and just the
third OVC meeting since EIU joined the
conference in 1996 MSU leads the series 8-5-0.
• MSU has won the last 3 meetings
between the two teams
has a 4-2 record
• Eastern
against the Racers when playing in
Charleston However, both of MSU's wins
at EIU have come on their last two trips
1994 and 1996
• MSU wort last year's meeting in
Murray 24-17 MSU broke a 17-17 tie late
in the game when Dan Loyd hit Reginald
Swinton on a 57-yard scoring pass

umber Co.

For All Your Home Improvement Needs

500 S. 4th St.•753-6450
!Delicatessen

()rifle

753-1551
M-F 9a m.-4p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

7531520
Thur Sat 5p m -9p m
Sun Ilam-2pm

e‘ezetgot

CABINETS

4-1
224
195
28 0
3 211
408 8

9307 State Rt. 94E
Murray

KYLICM103400

5-3
3-1
174
199
21 8
2,768
346 0

• Murray Slate comes into today's game trying to stay alive in the OVC title picture, which
remains a three team race MSU. Tennessee State and Eastern Illinois A win today,
coupled with a TSU win at Tennessee Tech, would set up a title game in Murray the
following week (Nov 14)
• Junior quarterback Justin Fuente, a transfer from Oklahoma, had his worst day as a
passer last week against Tech's outstanding defense He was just 11 -of-23 for 86 yards
and no TDs To make matters worse he reinjured the thumb on his throwing hand
midway through the third quarter Although he could've returned, the Racers stuck with
Junior backup Dan Loyd, who came off the bench to complete 9-of-11 for 126 yards.
Fuente did not have treatment on the injury on Sunday and the trainer reported no swell-

4;
(bliZ4C..4e)*CS)
d\1•4$
IPi
**
•
440%**
4•>
4

ing
• Sophomore placekicker Greg Miller was named the OVC's Special Teams Player of
the Week for his three-field goal day vs Tech

1998 SCOREBOARDS
EASTERN ILLINOIS

MURRAY STATE
Date
915
9/12
9/19
9/26
10/3
10r 1 0
1 0/17
10/31
1117
11!14
11121

Opponent
Time
W, 41-13
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
WESTERN KENTUCKY ------W, 36-31
at Southeast Missouri
W, 26-14
at Brigham Young
. L, 43-9
UT MARTIN(NC)
W, 47-35
at Middle Tennessee
L, 35-14
at Eastern Kentucky
W, 28-21
TENNESSEE TECH
W, 23-3
at Eastern Illinois
.
.1 30 pm
1 00 pm
TENNESSEE STATE
at 'notana State
1 30 pm
All Times Central

Date
93
9/12
9/19
9/26
10/3
10,17
10/24
10/31
11/7
1 1 /1 4
11/21

Opponent
St Joseph's
at Central Florida
at Northern Illinois
Tennessee Tech
Southeast Missouri
Illinois State
at Middle Tennessee
Tennessee State
Murray State
at Tennessee-Marlin
at Eastern Kentucky

Time
W, 24-7
L, 48-0
W, 24-10
W. 13-6
W. 35-33
1, 72-36
W, 35-32
L, 27-21
1 30 pm
1 00 pm
12 30 pm

RACERS' WINNING WAYS

RACERS' WINNING WAYS

• Murray State comes into today's game with
a 34-7 regular-season record over the last
three-plus seasons

• Murray State comes into today's game with
a 33-7 regular-season record over the last
three-plus seasons

ers from last year's unit which finished the
season No 2 in total defense on the I AA
level Although they've given up 43, 35, 35
and 28 points in recent outings they
bounced back with a sterling performance
against Tennessee Tech
MSU held Tech to just three points and
limited the Golden Eagles to only 45 total
yards and one first down in the second half
• At BYU, the Racer defense held the Cougars to just 59 rushing yards. 57 yards below their season average (116 ypg)
• Here's how the Racers rank in the OVC
Total Defense
324.4(2nd)
Scoring Defense
24.4 (3rd)
Pass Effic, Defense
120.6 (3rd)
Rushing Defense
109.1 (1st)

• Kitchen Cabinets
& Vanities

•Office Furniture
& Entertainment
Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
301 Andrus Drive
Murray, KY

ULTRA FAT
BURN

OFFENSIVE OUTPUT

New Way To
Blast Off 500
Calories

• Although this was an area of concern to
start the season, the Racers' offense has
been very productive 1998 Here's how the
Racers stack up in the OVC
Total Offense
408.8(2nd)
Rushing Offense
130.8 (5th)
Passing Offense
278.1 (2nd)
Scoring Offense
28.0(2nd)

RACER QUICK HITS
• msu will be playing on natural grass Sat-

#1 Calorie Burning
Workout

urday at EIU and the Racers are 10-3 when

playing on grass from 1995-present

1

3

4

AUTO GLASS...
MIRRORS...
AND WINDOWS!

RACER DEFENSE
• MSU's defensive unit returns eight starters from last year's unit which finished the
season No 2 in total defense on the I-AA
level Although they've given up 43, 35, 35
and 28 points in their last four outings(35 2
ppg), the Racers have still had some impressive performances
• At BYU, the Racer defense held the Cougars to just 59 rushing yards, 57 yards below their season average (116 ypg)
• Here's how the Racers rank in the OVC
Total Defense
338.7 (3rd)
27.4(5th)
Scoring Defense
Pass Effic Defense
128.9 (5th)
Rushing Defense
114.7 (1st)

OFFENSIVE OUTPUT
• Although this was an area of concern to
start the season. the Racer's' offense has
been very productive 1998 Here's how the
Racers stack up in the OVC
422.7(2nd)
Total Offense
135.1 (5th)
Rushing Offense
287.6(2nd)
Passing Offense
28.7(2nd)
Scoring Offense

ON THIS DATE

Quality Glass At Unbeatable
Prices
auto glass • table tops • minor
(JOurS • Storm windows • StOn,
trOntS • shower & tub • satety
giass • insulated glass

Insurance Claims Welcome

753-4527
(GLAS)

WEST KY GLASS S MIRROR
"Your Auto Glass Specialist
203 So, 2nd St. (next to Murray Lumber)

'our test is a good agent! An
Insurance independent State Auto
agent is dedicated toservicing the customer. You get
personalized attention to
all your insurance needs.

McNutt Insurance
Westside of the Court Square
118 S. 5th St. • Murray • 7534451

• Murray State is 4-5-1 in games played on
Oct. 31 MSU last game on Oct 31 came in
1992 when Mike Mahoney's Racers lost 3510 to Tennessee Tech at home

*TAT' AUTO'

Dan McNutt.A.Al

er

2 Medium
2 Toppings Pizza

Includes
1 Private Lesson
1 Group Lesson
Free Gloves & Hand Wrap

1

GOOD
LUCK

Greg McNutt

University
Bookstore

hide, Ihmilinator
99
Carr Out or 1>eliven

1
:1'
7
Call Today!

I Valid at participating wore. only

Not valid with any other otTc<
Prices miar varv Utioomer pay sales tas where applicable Our
drivers carry less than 5/0.00 Cash salter 1/21de 01997 Domino's
117 S 12th Street

cardioKAki-TE

753-3030
• Murray

753-9911

Glenn Cossey

Racer Notes:

RACER DEFENSE
• Mai's defensive unit returns eight start-

II WOODWORKING

75 3-6 1 1 1

73-59-1

Owned & Operated By

2

You'll Love The Food!

$29.95

Bob Spoo
12

Head Coach
Years at School
Record
1998 Record
OVC Record
Points Scored
Points Against
Points Per Game
Total Yards
Avg Yds Per Game

6-2

• Beginning with the championship
season of 1995 the Racers are 10-2 in
games played in November over the last
three seasons The lone regular-season
loss in that span came last year when
the Racers fell 16-13 in OT at Tennessee Tech The other loss was a 35-34.
first-round playoff loss to Northern Iowa

Special Introductory Offer

24 hr. Emergency

Eastern Illinois

Murray State
Denver Johnson
2
13-6

Remember November

Aerobic Kickboxing
Burns 500 to 800
Calories Per Hour!
-Axusefe A Fitness" Maqapne

Also specializing in commercial, refrigeration &
cooking equipment, window & mobile home units

Racers vs. Panthers

THE GAME

wti

deilSi

Delivering a Million Smiles a Day:
i••

En SNP MI_ Mil am um AND MIMI MO

MSU RACERS!

WAL*MART
SUPERCBVTER
Hwy. 641 North • Murray

AL ZitS
Murray State
University

Sweatshirts • Caps •'11-Shirts
'.'uurs: M-F 8-8„Sat. 9-8„5un. 1-4
Curris Center, 2nd Floor
Murray State University

5
A

,
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THE WINSTON

ek

On TV
All Times Eastern
• EIGN, Stihl 300
2 p.m. • Saturday • ESPN
• Winston Cup, Napa 500
12:30 p.m.• Sunday • ESPN
•Trucks, Carquest Auto Parts 420K
6 p.m.• Sunday • ESPN2

BUSCH GRAND NATIONAL
COMING UP: STIHL 300
WHERE: Atlanta Motor Speedway,
Hampton, Ga
WHEN: Saturday, Nov 7

ds...

POINTS STANDINGS
WINSTON CUP
Jeff Gordon. 5,143
Mark Martin, 4,799
Dale Jarrett. 4.444
Rusty Wallace. 4.398
5 Jeff Burton. 4.255
6 Bobby Labonte, 4,146
7 Jeremy Mayfield, 4,039
1
2
3
4

on &
unito

8 Dale Earnhardt, 3,804
9 Terry Labonte. 3.759
10 Bobby HamittoapW636

THE WINSTON CUP SERIES
COMING UP: NAPA 500
WHERE: Atlanta Motor Speedway.
Hampton. Ga.
WHEN: Sunday, Nov. 8
DEFENDING CHAMPION: Bobby Labonte
EVENT QUALIFYING RECORD: Geoff
Bodine, Ford, 197.487 mph, Nov 14, 1997
RACE RECORD: Bobby Labonte, Pontiac,
159.904 mph, Nov 16, 1997
OTHER FORMER WINNERS: Dale
Earnhardt leads all drivers with eight Atlanta
victories. Bill Elliott swept the races here in
1985 and 1992, and has five victories overall
NOTABLE: Bobby Labonte has won this
race in each of the past two seasons.

BUSCH
1 D. Earnhardt Jr., 4,247
2 Matt Kenseth, 4.101
3 M McLaughlin. 3,855

TRUCK
1 Ron Hornaday. 3,902
2 Jack Sprague, 3,889
3 Joe Ruttman, 3,728
4. Jay Sauter, 3,512

4 Randy LaJoie. 3,365
5 Elliott Sadler. 3.358
6 Elton Sawyer, 3,324
7 Tim Fedewa, 3,299
8 Phil Parsons, 3,259
9. Buckshot Jones, 3,178
10. Hermie Sadler. 3.149

5 Tony Raines, 3.499
6 Stacy Compton. 3.430
7 Jimmy Hensley, 3,405
8 Rick Carelli, 3,121
9 Greg Biffle, 3,117
10 Ron Barfield. 3.089

CUP CIRCUIT
oeoail hosting BGN races in 1992
NOTABLE: Jeff Gordon won the first Grand
National race here in 1992 The Stihl 300
was rained out earlier in the year and
attached to the second Cup weekend

MEIER 1111111M•111111113

ALMOST HOME COOKING
It s a tong way from Hampton.
Ga., to Atlanta's Buckhead district.
but the city's restaurant, shopping
and nightclub area is worth the
trip. The diversity is astonishing,
and Buckhead is, at the very least.
the most novel such neighborhood
in any city between New Orleans
and Philadelphia

CRAFTSMAN TRUCK SERIES
COMING UP: CAROUEST AUTO PARTS 420K
WHERE: Las Vegas (Nev.) Motor Speedway.
WHEN: Sunday. Nov 8
DEFENDING CHAMPION: Jos• Ruttman
TRACK QUALIFYING RECORD: Jack
Sprague, Chevrolet, 161.310 mph, Nov. 8,
1997
RACE RECORD: Joe Ruttman, Ford,
125.849 mph, Nov. 9, 1997
OTHER FORMER WINNERS: Sprague won
the 1996 contest at LVMS.
NOTABLE Ron Homaday and Sprague,
the series champions in 1996 and '97,
respectively, will decide this year's title
between them

DEFENDING CHAMPION: Mark Martin
TRACK QUALIFYING RECORD: Tim
Bender, Chevrolet, 179.835 mph, March 7,
1997.
RACE RECORD: Mark Martin, Ford,
151.751 mph, March 8, 1997.
OTHER FORMER WINNERS: No one has
won more than once since the speedway

PROFILE

Atlanta Motor Speedway

11
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WINSTON CUP SERIES
Jeff Gordon wrapped up his
third Winston Cup championship in four years, and
second in a row, in grand style,
winning the AC-Delco 400 over
Dale Jarrett and Rusty Wallace.
It was the 41st victory of
Gordon's career and 12th of
the season. No driver has won
12 races since Darrell Waltrip
pulled the feat in both 1981
and '82.
Gordon could equal Richard
Petty's modern record of 13
victories (1975) with a win in
the final race of the season.
Petty also holds the all-time
record, having won 27 in 1967.
BUSCH GRAND NATIONAL
Elliott Sadler wanted to leave

An
into
;en,I get
to
ds.

"I didn't have the fastest car,
but I had the smartest pit
crew," said Sadler, 23. "I'd
rather be lucky than good any
day."
Sadler is moving up to the
Winston Cup Series next year
to drive the Ford owned by the
Wood Brothers. It may be a
while before he wins a race
again, so Saturday's victory in
the AC-Delco 200 was pretty
meaningful.
"This was the most emotional
victory I've ever had," said the
older of racing brothers from
Emporia, Va.
"It's the first time I ever cried
in a race car."

TOP TEN
Weekly rankings by NASCAR This Week writer Monte Dutton. Last
week's ranking is in parentheses.
1. Jeff Gordon (1)

6. Jeff Burton (6)

He did it in style
2. Mark Martin (2)

Future champion
7. Dale Earnhardt (8)

Deserving of a title

Ending on high note

3. Dale Jarrett (3)

8. Terry Labonte (7)

Stirring second

Lacks consistency

4. Rusty Wallace (4)
Right there again

9. Mike Skinner (9)

5. Bobby Labonte (5)
Atlanta hat trick?

10. Bobby Hamilton (NR)
Took 10th in points

His pit crew's the best

ON THE SCHEDULE
Date

Race

1997 Winner

Pole

Nov. 8

NAPA 500. Hampton. Ga.

B. Labonte

G. Bodine

FEUD OF THE WEEK

IR

bet)

with one more trip to victory
lane with his old Busch Grand
National buddies.

Chevrolet vs. Ford
Sure, there's still a point
race. Not between drivers, but
rather cars. With one race to
go, the Chevrolet Monte Carlo
and the Ford Taurus have
each won 15 races. Chevrolet
leads the manufacturer point
standings by two, 231-229.
NASCAR This Week writer
Monte Dutton gives his
opinion: "What if Pontiac
driver Bobby Labonte wins

next week's race, in Atlanta,
for the third week in a row? If
a Ford is the second-highest
finishing make, then there will
be a tie for the title. What's the
tie-breaker? Victones. That's
tied. Then it's second-place
finishes. Guess what? That's
tied. This issue might be
decided by one of these long,
drawn-out NFL-style tiebreaker progressions."

Photos courtesy of Atlanta Motor Speedway

Above and below, cars are shown in action last year at Atlanta Motor Speedway.
By Monte Dutton
NASCAR This Week
LOCATION: Hampton, Ga.
SIZE & CONFIGURATION:
1.54-mile tri-oval, configured
similarly to Charlotte and
Texas motor speedways.
OPENED: 1960
ALL-TIME WINSTON
CUP RACE WINNERS: Dale
Earnhardt is the all-time
leader with eight victories,
but Bobby Labonte has won
three of the last four.
ALL-TIME NAPA 500
WINNERS: Earnhardt and
Richard Petty have each won
four. Labonte has won the
Roberts won the first two,
last two.
four of the first five and five
of the first seven races held
With apologies to Oldsmo- there.
bile, this is not your father's
The March 1980 race was
Atlanta Motor Speedway.
also notable, both for the
In fact, your father probasecond victory of Dale
bly called it Atlanta InternaEarnhardt's career and for
tional Raceway, which it
the driver who finished 9.55
went by for years. The track,
seconds behind Earnhardt.
originally 1.522 miles and
Rusty Wallace was runner-up
shaped in the form of an
in his Winston Cup debut.
oval, opened in July 1960,
In the final race of the
after a delay of eight months
1992 season, Bill Elliott
due to weather and conbecame the only driver to
struction problems. Fireball
sweep Atlanta's annual races

"
*c\
c'=„•• Who's not
NO'
WHO'S HOT? Dale
Earnhardt has scored
three straight top-10
finishes

wr.

twice, having earlier performed the feat in 1985. But
the accomplishment was bittersweet for Elliott, who lost
the point championship to
Alan Kulwicki by 10 points.
Since Bruton Smith's
Speedway Motorsports
acquired the property —
hence the change to Atlanta
Motor Speedway — the
capacity has been doubled
and the track reshaped.
Bobby Labonte won the first
race after Smith transformed
the layout.

1. Before this season, when was the last time a Winston Cup
championship was decided before the final race in Atlanta?
2. Who was the first champion of what is now known as the
Craftsman Truck Series?
G661.
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Oil
Changes
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Includes filter &
lulw

ift#14
lindhoe.
of Murray

759-9722
Representing cf)SAFECO
and other tine companies

Murray BP
"You Can
Count On BP"
Tony Herndon
Owner

When You Need It

Full El Self
Service Gas
Tire Rotation

We accept

t3 Repair

insurance
work

818.99

Free Car Wash
w/ Gas Purchase
Winterization
Drain &
Flush
Radiater &
Ili'fi II
Antifreeze

824.95
•41.b..t

ar•

Irm k.

1200 S. 12th St.(Next to Racer Inn)• 7534066

JeUUIMS

ure4erui13o8 i awl at.d petpuip tpreyuie3 airc uagv r66l

*

We are on
track to
meet your
needs!

All Work
Guaranteed
& 39 Years In
Business
- Rental Cars
Available -

Specializing in.
• Unibody Collision Repair
• Frame Racks For Adequate Service
• Advanced l' ,[!,! Mixing S\

753-9892

Hopkins Auto
Body Repair
*. 103 N. 7th St. Murray,
(n. r,e

frum

Dear NASCAR This Week,
How can Jeff Gordon be so
dominant in the Winston
Cup Series, winning two
championships(now three -ed.), but is only average in
the champion of champions
races, IROC, where all the
cars are the same.
He has never won any of
these championships.
Sonja Mundey
Clear Spring, Md.
Dear Sonja,
has
Although
Gordon
never won an IROC (International Race of Champions)
championship, he did win
one of the races earlier this
year. Gordon's career is still
relatively young — he was a
rookie in 1993 — so we
wouldn't be surprised if
eventually he added an
1ROC championship to his
list of achievements.
At age 27, however, Gordon has won championships in open-wheeled cars
(United States Auto Club)
and Winston Cup.

.4

If you've got a question or a
comment, write: NASCAR
This Week Your Turn, do
The Gaston Gazette, 2500 E.
Franklin Blvd., Gastonia,
N.C. 28054

TRIVIA

WHO'S NOT?
Darrell Waltrip has finished
21st or worse in the last
seven races.

Letters Front Our Readers

Ferler(7/ Rank ,

• Ray Evernham and
the Rainbow Warriors
made a crucial
mistake, earning a
15-second pit-road
penalty from NASCAR,
that nearly cost Jeff
Gordon the AC-Delco
400 at Rockingham.
But the crew acquitted
itself quite nicely, putting Gordon in second
place and in position
to win his 12th race of
the season.

Fan Tips
Atlanta is a vibrant city with
many reasons to visit, but if
your priority is to avoid
race-day traffic, try to find
lodging away from the city.
The best location is Griffin,
but don't bother looking if
you don't already have a
reservation there. Other
towns include Jonesboro,
Monticello, Peachtree City
and McDonough.

Specialty
Insurance Agency
201 N. 5th Street
Murray

•

Ashley J. Ross - Agent
Barbi Keel-McClure

CSR

Specializing in all types of watercraft, motorcycles. auto, mobile home, dwelling, and all
other forms of insurance

Call us for a quote!
759-4773
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

t I kSS11. 11.1) kl) R k I I.S
\its
$615 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run,
IA11 1 tar M.R Ihislun 6 DI. Prood
S2 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
bar Arts Sew minimum la day be pet word rin day tor each &diakonal consecutive day
S200 eau' loe band da ads
r (Tires . Classifieds
12(J0 cure for
11110

CANIde)

030 Financial
040 Roommate
050

Wanted
Lost And Found

060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Qr Trade
140 Want To Buy

150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

010
Legal
Notice

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.

Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323.
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LiteHouse 753-0700.
LP Gas Refills
Lowest price in town. B&B
Broker's. 701 South 12th
Street. 753-4389.
MACHINE Quilting. Regular size, $31.50. Murray
Sewing Center. 753-5323.
TELESCOPE
service
needed. Want to see Jupiter. Saturn through descent size lens. You set
up. Call for details. 7670377 753-3170.

LOST cat approx. linyrs
old. Resembles Siamese,
tan w/dark markings. Lost
in Fox Meadows. Childs
pet. 753-7731.
060
Help Warded

SON 011 DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or
College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

ARBON N E international
Pure Swiss Skin Care &
Nutritional needing consultants in this area. Mercedes program.
1-800-475-6051.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local darn acmes"
•

SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career/ Do you want to earn S50R+ per year/
package second-to-none/ I am going to
benefit
Do you want a
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these qualifications. I would very much entoy talking to
you, and explain the benefits our company has to offer
Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat. •(502) 753-0580
Call for directions if needed No resume please
I hire people. not paper E 0 E.

PAYROLL CLERK
Murray, Ky division of a Fortune 500 company
has a payroll clerk position available with the
following qualifications: experience in payroll
and Kronos Software knowledge would be a
plus, strong data entry skills, excellent organization, good interpersonal skills. strong verbal
communication skills and must be team
focused. Resumes must be received by
11/14/98. Ryan Foods, P.O. Box 1175,
Murray, KY. ATTN: Human Resource
EOE/AAP

PC/NETWORK TECHNICIAN
Mattel, Inc., the world's largest leading play
company, is seeking an experienced
PC/Network Technician at its Murray,
Kentucky manufacturing/distribution facility.
The person we are seeking will have a minimum of two years working experience in
Novell and NT network administration. PC
software and hardware installation, upgrades,
hardware problem diagnosis. Experienced in
MS Office 97 products. TCP/IP networking
protocol. Prefer BS degree in computer scienceor related area.
Mattel, Inc. offers a competitive salary and
benefits program in a progressive environment.
For immediate consideration please send
resume indicating current salary to:

Mattel, Inc.
Employment Manager
307 Poor Farm Road E.
Murray, KY 42071
Fax: 502-767-1304
An Equal Employment Opportunit
Employer
1141/F'/V/D

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
For company providing
services to people with
MR/DD. Qualifications include: BS in Human Services (I.E., Psychology, Sociology, Social Work, Special Education); supervisory experience; and 1 yr experience working with individuals
with
MR/DD.
EOE/M/F/DN. Send resumes to: Ms. PeIler,
Community Alternatives,
Kentucky, PO Box 39,
Symsonia,
Kentucky
42082.
AVON
Earn extra money for
Christmas now!
1-888-669-6820
Ind/S15/Rep
DEPARTMENT RECRUITMENT COORDINATOR,
Department of Agriculture,
Murray State University.
Qualification! BS Degree
in Agriculture_ Education/
work experience in Agriculture, knowledge of MSU
and our programs. Must
be people oriented and
possess excellent leadership and communication
skills. Varied expenence in
Agriculture is essential_
Proficient in computers
and different databases.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Coordinate departmental recruitment and service activities. Working with freshman and departmental student ambassadors; promoting, organizing and
conducting FFA and departmental student activities; organizing Ag Career
Fair and assisting in the
coordination of the departmental internship programs Other responsibilities assigned by the Chair.
APPLICATION
DEADLINE November 13, 1998
TO APPLY- Send cover
letter, resume and three
letters of reference to: Dr.
Tony Brannon, Chair, Department of Agriculture.
Murray State University.
P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D. AA employer
LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSES
Full- Time, 3-11 shift. PartTime. 11-7 shift. Excellent
Benefit Package
CONTACT. Knsty Stephenson, RN @762-1591
or pick up application at
West View Nursing Home
1401 South 16th Street,
Murray. KY 42071
PART- time 15 hours plus
per week. Home repair experience helpful
759-4599

Drivers

OTR DRIVERS
ROLLINS pCS is currently seeking experienced OTR Drivers for
our MURRAY, KY
operation.
WE OFFER:

438,000 per year aver.
•Excellent Benefits
•Paid Holidays
•l Week Paid Vacation
in 6 mo.
.2 Weeks in a Year
*Company Paid Pension
Plan
.40IK, Safety Bonus
*Late Model Equipment
*Home Weekends and
During Week

WE REQUIRE:
.2 years experience in
last 5 years
•Minimum 23 years of
age
•Good Driving Record

.Pass DOT
Physical/Drug
Please call 1-800-7828759. Ask for Mike or
Keith.

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

150

060

Articles
For Sale

„.

Nodes

•

ADJUSTMENTS

Help Wanted

dim

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
rues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

r

020

ROY'S HOME
MEDICAL
"We're the Home Town
People" in Home Medical
Equipment. 604 South
12th St, Murray, (Inside
Walter's Pharmacy).
753-7565.

Deadline Day & Tin)

Monday
Tuieaday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Legal
Notice

STORAGE LOCKER - ABANDONED
ITEMS SALE
All stored items in storage units 14A, 29A, 7B
& 24B at Murray Store 8z Lock, Highway
641N, Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned and will be sold at Murray Store &
Lock on Highway 641 N., Murray, KY on
Tuesday, November 10, 1998 between 2 p.m.
and 4 p.m. The sale will be conducted by
CENTURY 21/PROPERTY MANAGEMENT.

•

753-1916

165 Antique .
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals

Ad Deadlines
Publish

LOCAL Independent pharmacy needing full or part
time help. Must be mature
and responsible and able
to work momings. Experience helpful but not necessary. Send resume to
PO Box 1040-0, Murray,
KY 42071.

NURSES Aide, PRN work
as needed/ all shifts. Not a
full time job. Must be flexible & dependable. Prefer
experience, but will train
mature person who enjoys
working with the elderly.
Pleasant
atmosphere,
good working conditions.
Apply in person, Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.

NURSES Aide or Nursing
Assistant needed for busy
SALES- CEMETERY
physician's office. Must
possess strong computer Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am& office skills. This position
will be part-time, approx. 4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580.
12-16hrs per week. Must SIRLOIN Stockade now
be available to work hiring Assistant Manager.
9:30am-2pm
Mon-Wed. We offer competitive pay,
health
Send resume to: PO Box comprehensive
1040-Y, Murray, Ky 42071. benefits, along with a fine
working environment. ApNURSES Aide, Full- time, ply in person at: 926 S
11pm- 7am. Variety of du- 12th St, Murray.
ties. Must enjoy working WELDERS/ Fitters needwith the elderly. Good ed. Experience in M16
working conditions, pleas- welding necessary. Blueant atmosphere. Prefer ex- print reading helpful. Must
perience, but will train. Ap- be available any shit To
ply in person, Fern Ter- schedule an interview call
502-395-5300.
race Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.
070
Domestic &
Clitldcare

WANT ADS
WORK

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
Growing company looking for career oriented
person. Entry level human resources/customer
service. Must be energetic and enjoy a fastpaced, multi-tasked environment. Computer
sylls required. College degree preferred but
not required.
Send Resume To:
P.O.Box 1040-B
Murray, KY 42071

IMMEDIATE
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative
a highly,
self-motivated individual. Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
Full-time sales position available for

CHILDCARE
&
afte
school drop offs available
Meals, snacks included
Almo area. 753-9077.
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
HOUSE Cleaning Service.
Reliable & reasonable
rates & references. Call
759-3768.
HOUSE CLEANING
SERVICES

Churches, Offices, Homes.
20yrs experience. "We Do
Windows".
492-6267, 759-5485.
NEED someone to care for
2yr old from 5pm-8pm, 2-3
days a week. Phone
753-7254.
WILL clean houses & offices. Experienced & reliable. Reasonable rates
Refs. Call 492-8596.
WILL sit with elderly. Call
753-1979.

CortirJ401.11

1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS

C.11
CELEBRITY
**** is breaking through! ****
Home Tirne every 7-10 days!
Great Miles - Paid loaded or empty!
Vacation, insurance, 401K, All Conventional
Trucks, Terminals in Paducah, Ky., Memphis,
Tn., Charlotte, N.C. & Mt. Vernon, IL.
Call Walter at 1-800-925-5133

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
POSITION
ADVERTISEMENT

President's
EDITOR AND WRITER,
Office, Murray State University.
QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor's degree

required. Must have excellent writing skills
and experience meeting publication deadlines. Experience as a journalist and/or editor is desirable. RESPONSIBILITIES
Write, edit and be responsible for the publication of a bi-weekly (or monthly)newsletter
from the President's Office to the faculty and
staff of Murray State University. SALARY
$30,000-$40,000. TO APPLY: Send letter of
application, resume, sample of writing and
names and addresses of three references to:
Ms. Sandra Rogers, Assistant to the
President, Murray State University, P.O. Box
9, Murray, KY 42071-0009. Equal education
and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.

A computer provides enjoyment all year and for
years to come. Nothing
down and no payments
until 1999 on a new computer for Christmas now at
Hawkins Research, Inc.
Used
computers also
available- 1304 Chestnut
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
502-753-7001.

1985 FORD Thunderbird
302, automatic. Set of alinimum roll bars and brush
guard for small pick-up
truck. Used computer
parts. 759-0762.
ASSORTED baby angel
fish for sale. Call 759-0428
between 5pm-9pm, M-F.
AUTOMATIC wood burning stove, $100 obo.
435-4190.
BEAUTIFUL large 9ft. artificial Scandinavian Christmas tree. $80. 753-3445
after 3pm.
COOKWARE
CLEARANCE!
We stopped doing dinner
parties after 30 years!
Have a few beautiful new
17pc sets left! 7 ply! Waterless! Was $1,500, now
$394! $69 bonus!
800-434-4628.
COUNTRY blue & mauve
sofa. 75 inches long, excellent condition. $200
obo. 759-4220.
FOR SALE: Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies.
Call 492-8566.
KNIGHT automatic wood

or coal burning stove. 7535677. 753-1140.
LARGE warm Morning gas
stove. $125. 753-5193.
LEER topper, red, fits
Dodge Dakota extended
cab, 64X80. Good condition. $350 obo. Call 4748340 after 6pm. Please
leave message.
NEW Dynaglo Convection
Kerosene Heater. 22300
BTU, $85. 437-4085.
OAK 3x8ft. old country
store counter, makes a
great kitchen island or
snack bar. Nice 1920's or
1930's walnut bedroom
suit. Old light oak hutch
with glass doors. Old walnut day bed, good shape.
Call 437-4319 or 4374616. night.
PLUS size clothing for
sale. Call 901-247-5670.
SCA Wolff tanning bed. 24
bulbs, excellent condition.
Call 753-9645.
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
SYMSON1CS drum set
with baffle, $275. Solid oak
bunk- bed with mattress,
$350. 753-5859.
TROY mower trimmer,
6hp, bought in 1997. Selling due to health. Best offer To see phone 7598669.

Apptlanoes
WEDDING dress. Brides
maid dress (peach), Black
& White prom dress, all
size 9-10. Call 759-5339,
after 6pm

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy 16th
Birthday Heather
Loue Mom, Dad, Papaw, & Nanny

We're Growing...and have
job opportunities at a
financial institution in the
Murray area.
We're offering opportunities for experienced financial and sales-oriented candidates. Requirements include high school
diploma, cash handling skills & strong
customer service skills. Previous financial institution experience a plus.
Full-Time & Part-Time positions available
Send resume and cover letter to:

Human Resources Department
P.O. Box 1040-P
Murray, KY 42071
White Hydraulics, Inc. is accepting applications
for machine operators and assemblers. Please
apply in person at:
Best Western Motel
4101 Ft. Campbell Blvd.
Hopkinsville, KY 42240

November 9, 1998. Between the hours of
8:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Requirements include:
•High School Diploma or GED
•Ability to work any shift
•A good work record
Candidates will be tested as part of the their
evaluation. If you have take the TABE te.1
within the past six months and scored 10th
grade or higher, bring the results with you to the
application day.
*NO PHONE CALLS,PLEASE.*
E.O.EJMIFIDN

World Class Pri•ate Fleet
20 Years of Success
Evpandiii,s;in l'aris. TN arca
'ream or Single OTR I)rivers

WASHER & dryer $75
753-6725

QM%ing Dedicaleil Fleet need. rimers %kith a min-

WASHER & dryer set,
$19.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
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2PC living room g
$14 95/wk Call 753-466.,
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call 7539433
CASH for G.I. Joel Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633

BEDROOM
group,
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
SELL, Buy, Consign preowned, good used fumiture & accessories.
753-2733.
210
Firewood
A

*11.11.1 Odomeiel \Ilk-•
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GOLD couch $50
753-9747 leave message

BALDWIN Piano. Excellent condition. For more information call 753-7274,
after 5.30pm.

details, contact:
TEE. INC.
8774133.5005

CORPOR \IRV%
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400
Musical

Homes for We

B fiat clarinet- good condition $75 Piano/ organ lessons- $50/mo Pianist/ organist for any ner_asion
753-1810
ESTEY spinet piano Good
condition. $600 Call 7538153 after 4pm.
KNABE Consoi Piano Circa 1952. Ebony finish, excellent condition. $1,500
professionally appraised
759-1367. 158 Ironwood
Dr., Murray.

a.
n
.
n.
n.
n.
n
.

982 VvINDSOH 14x7U
3br, 2 lull bath, c/h/a Must
be moved All electric Call
753-5136
1991
16X80 BUCCANEER One owner, 3br, 2
full baths, built in stereo,
refngerator, stove, central
h/a Covered front porch &
back deck
Must be
moved 753-3970
1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD
Reflections, Ltd 3br, 2
bath, immaculate condition. 753-8010.

3BR, 1 bath, patio, porch,
basement, large shop gaLOT set- up ready to hook
rage. On 5 lots near lake.
on Call 767-9435
Call Wilson Realty.
753-5086
Noma for Ws
MOBILE home- Fox Meadows E-15. 2br, 1 bath, liv14X70 3BR, 11/2 bath. Ex
ing room, kitchen, well furtra nice. 753-9866.
nished, clean as new. Carbuilding.
FLEET- port storage
16X80
1998
WOOD, like new. Must Phone 753-6736.
see. For sale or rent.
759-3176.
Homes For Rent
16X80 FRANKLIN mobile
home (93), 3 bedroom, 2 14X80 2BR concrete dnve.
full bath, extra nice, c/hJa, Water & trash pickup.
hardwood $350 deposit. 492-8488.
dishwasher,
floors, dining room. Must
2 BEDROOM trailers for
$27,500.
sell, moving
rent $275/mo. & $225/mo.
753-7731.
753-3860 or 759-3778

"STOP"

er
A Why Pay Higher Prices
U62 On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales

Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
NOW RENTING

Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

UI

Mrs. Ann
Reader & Advisor
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
•I give advice on Business, Marriage, and Love Affairs
•Bring Your Problems to Me—I will Help Solve
Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday

Bring Ad In For Discount
For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0508

3eri,ndihool
rong
rian-

Lble

/ ALPINE
)ockrordroscrie.

Clarion
Fo Pt CP 116 IL/ CO II CM

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music

nt

Dixieland Center

753-0113

Offices of various sizes
and prices. Furnished or
unfurnished, paid utilities.
PROFESSIONAL
BUILDING
415 S. 4th St.
759-0633, 436-2856 evenings.

BUILDING
FOR RENT
at 214 N. 15th St.
On Campus-MSU
Call anytime at
753-61 1 1

1

Retail Space
Available
Immediately
2,000 sq. ft. and
7,800 sq. ft.
Bel-Air Center

STOREWIDE SALE
Use Your
Sears Card
6 Save

SLEEPING
room
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

10th
to the

1 BEDROOM Apt for rent
close to college $250/mo.
753-9562 ask for Tina.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR apartment near campus, 1621 Chris Drive.
Available Nov 15. Call
'a,k for flptatl,
759-8524.
November 5th through 7th
1BR apt, all appliances,
w/d included. $325/mo.
Call Mur-Cal Realty.
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-2310
753-4444.
1BR Diuguid Dr. Call Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1BR unfurnished, 2 blocks
MSU, all ages welcome.
Low income, must qualify.
1tee
)
...„e
Equal Housing Opportunity. 436-5685.
103 S. 3rd • Downtown Murray
1BR, furnished, very nice,
753-3621
2 blocks MSU. No pets,
deposit, references.
436-5685.
2BR & bath, central h/a,
w/d hook-up. 365/mo plus
deposit. 753-4640.
2BR Apt. 908 Hillwood Dr,
$325/mo. 2BR Duplex
1300-A Valleywood Dr,
$375/mo. 759-4406.

GUARANTEED ISSUE
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE

1.1

Now, regardless of HEALTH, you
may purchase any of the Major Medical
Plans approved by the Kentucky
Department of Insurance. The
McConnell Insurance Agency offers all
the plans and represents all the companies offering this insurance to residents
of Western Kentucky.
If your current Major Medical is too
high, call us for a rate quote. You can
now change and shop for price alone. If
your present policy is over twelve
months old, you do not have any waiting period for pre-existing conditions.

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199

Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Call for details

753-6831
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

BUILDING on court square
Paris, TN. 2 story, 2,500
sq ft per floor. 759-4713.

AKC
Boston
Terrier
beautiful black & white
puppies, born Sept. 17.
Excellent disposition and
bloodlines.
Raised
in
home. Priced $250. Call
'435-4289. Leave message
if no answer.
AKC Chinese Pugs. Will
deliver. 502-355-2866.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's. $20-$40/mo.
759-4081.

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

753-5585

No Problem!
Call tho

‘-N Tech Support
Specialist
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade, Trainlri
& Installation
a (502) 759-8662 •(502) 853-3967
1709 College Farm Rd, MI,-

2BR duplex apartment
near MSU. Quiet neighborhood. $300/mo. Lease and
deposit required. No pets.
Call 753-5421 after 5pm.
2BR duplex apt on quiet
dead-end street. 913 Story
Ave. Central gas h/a, appliances furnished. Lease
& deposit required. No
pets. 753-7185.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
w/d hook-up. No pets.
$420/mo. Security deposit.
492-8393.
2BR. 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished. $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 rno deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.

KY

Featuring Honu
Interior & Gift
products

Sat., Nov. 7th
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Cheri Theatre
Game Room
1008 Chestnut St.

Yard Sale
921 N. 18th St.
(near 121)
Sat., Nov. 7
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
collector
Some
Barbie's,
some
antique glassware,
and other antiques.
10
misses
Size
clothes, odd & emts,
etc.

Saturday Only
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
2843 State Line Rd.

Building
material,
kids clothes 2T-6X,
nice toys, baby stuff,
women's
clothes
size 8-10.

6 miles on 94E
next to Conoco
(Burkeen's Grocery)

Saturday
7 a.m.-?

Call now for scheduling
Instructor: Marty McBride
87-A Spruce St., Murray • 502-759-2355

Wolfe Suntana 26-bulb
tanning bed 500+ hrs.,
toys, flannel shirts, nursing uniforms, shoes, 12volt Power Wheels 3wheeler & more.

Need Furniture? Bedding?

GARAGE SALE

For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to.

Sat., Nov. 7
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
1003 Irene Terrace
In Circarama Subd.
Just off Glendale Rd.
Freezer, dining room
turn., b/w t.v., computer
desk, waterbed, grill,
lamps, dishes, cookware, linens

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566
c_IMIRricicrID

Op

The Shed Cafe kl'
'

3BR apartment at 703 S.
4th St. good condition,
new carper refrigerator &
stove furnished $300/mo
with $300 deposit. 1 year
lease Call 436-2935 or
753-0839.

YARD
SALE

Garage Sale

Register For Classes NON!
Offering Cheerleading
Classes
Beginners-Advanced For
Ages 3 & Up
Boys &

I.ocated 9 miles north or Murray on Old 641.

Open Mon., lied., Thurs. & Fri. 7 a.m.-9 sm
P
* ggif.
Sat. 7 a.m.-Midnight
Dikil 2•Ebil attirrlitg tl t *Qat.

giritiltiV 31
cs

IEi

Featuring fish, plate lunches, grill, fantoits
for bean rolls and Sonnv burgers.

For more information call 437-4568 C
s.
ORM-Wan
(.1001EIWUMPLIUMPc_fr.1
3 10

Garage Sale
606 So. 9th St.
Sat., Nov. 7

8 a.m.
Plants, chair, clothes,
2 coats & vests like
new, area rug, clock,
19

platter,

clothes,

baby

maternity,

lamp & etc

YARD
SALE

4 PARTY GARAGE SALE

617 Broad St. Ext.
Sat., Nov. 7th
8 a.m. till ?
Winter clothes, boy's
& girl's toddler to size
5, toys, table w/6
chairs, super single
waterbed and boots.

Sat., Nov. 7• 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
1503 Chaucer Dr.
Nice men's dress clothing - med., lg.
suits & shirts, ladies clothing - size 6, 7,
10, 14, 16, children's clothes size 4-5, lots
of shoes size 7 & 7-1/2 all Stanley products reduced! Beach chairs, dishes, crystal, new gift items., jars & paints, other surprises. Come browse!

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

(Multi Family)
Corner of Kirksey
Rd.(Hwy. 299) &
Poor Farm Rd.
Sat., Nov. 7

7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Large furniture, a variety of household &
kitchen items, clothing
(men/women/children)
& knick knacks.

Sat., Nov. 7•8 a.m.-Dark
Take 94 W to Lynn Grove, turn left onto
Rayburn Rd. At the Y keep right, 7 miles
to Edgehill Trail, right to 2nd house on
right.
1989 Chevrolet Silvered° pickup 4x4, antique

bedroom suite (1935), nice console t.v., 2
Singer sewing machines (1 old), dishes, lots of
clothing, truck tool box, old 45 rpm records,
decorating items, lots of other stuff.

Garage Sale

Large Garage

Fri. & Sat.

4',

McBrides Gymnastic
Academy

3 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Sat., Nov. 7
606 Kingsway Ct
Woodgate Subd.
off 94 W, turn left
Robertson Rd.
Baby clothes, toys, high
chair,
car
seats,
microwaves,
house
items, fishing, hunting
equip , golf equip , deer
kerosene
stand
&
heaters

400

OPEN HOUSE
& SALE

753-3853

1701 College
Farm Road
Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-12
Duncan
Phyfe
table & 4 chairs,
computer, furniture,
Southwestern
decor,
odds-nends.

Pets & Supplies

EASTSIDE
STORAGE

YARD SALE

CONVENIENT store, MO

Yard Sale

Crossed Wires?

rfts For Rent

Quality Bedding at affordable prices
:f Come see what you've been missing. *
Manress sets starting at$19.111
-A

Storage Rentals

320

SEARS

their
test

3BR house in Murray,
$375/mo plus deposit.
753-4509.
3BR, 2 bath brick house
with brick storage building.
Newly refurbished/ redecorated, central h/a, vinyl
trim, deck. Great location1501 Story Ave. 753-1769.
3BR, central hie, appliances. $430/mo plus deposit.
No pets. 753-1059.
BEAUTIFUL home with 2
full baths, large country
kitchen, 3br, laundry room,
fenced yard, stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher.
$625/mo. Call
901-642-0784.
FOR rent or sale: 2br
house with garage on 121
south, 1 mile from city.
$350/mo. $350 deposit.
753-6444.

NICE
2br
apartment.
Northwood
Drive.
C-STORAGE
$435/mo. Call 759-9333.
10x15 storage units, 4th St
NICE 2br apt, Mission Val- & Sycamore E. Next to
ley. 753-5731.
Cunningham Auto Repair.
NICE large apartment in
753-3571
Mayfield with gas, water,
and garbage included.
Neon Beach
$275/mo. & $125 deposit.
Mini-Storage
$100 bonus with 6 month
All Size Units
lease. 435-4027.
Available
SMALL apartment and

Rooms for Rant

Wave Runners 1
Storage &25/mo.

Pit. Owner financing available.
489-2372 or 489-2146.
2BR, stove, refrigerator 8
miles southeast of Murray. OFFICE, shop, and car lot
Deposit,
references on 641 South Call
$250/mo 492-8594
901-247-5619

119 Main • 753-6266

On Everything Even Sale Prices*

In.

113R house, appiiances
furnished No pets 7530728 after 4pm
2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2 BEDROOM 8 miles
north Wind Drive 325/mo
plus deposit 753-8582
2/ 3BR house Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR, 1 bath, electric heat,
stove & refrigerated furnished. $450/mo No pets
753-2905
2BR, 2 miles from town,
$275/mo plus deposit
753-1059

Call 753-4751
•

awns
lease

NEW 1br apt, University
Heights, w/d 7 dishwasher,
stove, refrigerator. 1 yr
Lease, no pets. $325/mo.
753-4937 M-F, 8am-5pm.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.

sleeping room. Block from
University. 759-4826.
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
OFFICE or store space in
duplex w/garage, applianSouthside Shopping Cences furnished, central gas
ter. 753-4509, 753-6612.
h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1
mo. deposit. No pets. 753FOR LEASE
2905.

I.

Le

uici sem

2E1H in country witri stove, 2BR, central gas hia, apfurnished
refngerator, a/c, and stor- pliances
age building Gas heat No $300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
pets $250 plus deposit
437-4386
3BR downstairs apt No
2BR Mobile home with pets. $400/mo, deposit.
stove & refngerator, elec- 5353 121 S. 489-2296.
tric heat Rent negotiable. 3BR, central h/a, low utilitNeeds some help with eld- ies, walk to campus. 2
erly 753-7151
apartments available. Call
2BR, 2 bath Rent to own 753-8767 or 759-4696.
in Grogan s Trailer park
ATTRACTIVE unfurnished
Central tea Coleman RE.
1br, all electnc. $265/mo
753-9898
rent, $265 deposit.
2BR, 641 North. $200/mo.
753-7953.
753-5165.
DUPLEX 2br. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
3 BEDROOM $260/mo
753-6012
EXTRA nice 2br townNEWLY refurnished mo- house. 820A Southwood.
bile home in Murray on pri- All appliances plus washer
vate lot. $225/mo rent, & dryer No pets. $460/mo
lease & deposit. 435-4294.
$225 deposit. 753-7953.
EXTRA nice, lbr, 1 bath,
NICE 14X70 2br, clean
central gas h/a; appliances
641 South 492-8488
furnished, including w/d,
NICE 2br, 6 miles North$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 me
Wal-Mart.
east
of
deposit, No pets.
$200/mo, $200 deposit.
753-2905.
Good references.
FURNISHED
efficiency.
753-6012.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
SMALL furnished 1br, 12
LARGE 2br, 2 bath apt,
miles
from
Murray,
appliances
furnished
436-597
$150/mo
washer & dryer hook-ups,
low utilities. Near Aurora
on Hwy 68. $450/mo. Call
474-2774 or 354-8824.
1/2 ACRE lot, $100/mo.
MURRAY
MANOR
753-6012
APARTMENTS: Make it
LOCATED on Murray Par- your home! Great 1 or 2br
is Rd in small park. Con- apartments with great
crete drive. Lawn mowed, price, central h/a, laundry
water & garbage included
facilities. Office hours
$110/mo. 492-8488.
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
(502)753-8668,
Equal
Housing Opportunity.

Office Space

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

For Awe

homes for Rent

2 PARTY

CARPORT SALE
355 Coles
Campground Road,
1/4 mile off
641 North
Fri. & Sat.
Nov. 6th & 7th
8 a.m. until 4 p.m.
clothes
Antiques,
many other items

7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
1306 Larkspur Dr.
(Campbell Estates)
(1 81. W. off Doran Rd.)
Ladies clothing sizes
6 to 18, coffee & end
tables,

Christmas

items, dishes, jewel-

ry

2255 Cypress

Sale

Rd.

Log home on Hwy. 121 S & 119 to
Cypress Rd. then 2 mi.

Nov. 5- Nov. 15
Some antique furniture, 1 aquarium (new)
with pumps etc., chicken coop, coffee
table, mirrors & pictures, some Christmas
stuff, knick-knacks and lots of misc., ladies
& men clothing, stereo system to name a
Jew items,

Big 6 Party
Yard Sale

3-PARTY YARD SALE

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
121 S., 4 miles.
Watch for signs.
Antiques, household items & name
brand clothes &
shoes
priced
cheap.

600 Lee Street (Woodgate Subd.)
Fri., Nov. 6• 7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 7• 7 a.m.-Noon
Girls & boy's clothes, Waverly comforter set, rocking chair, headboard, wooden rocking horse, toys,
knick knacks and household items.

Huge
Yard Sale

THREE PARTY
GARAGE SALE

Saturday
94 E to Post Oak
Rd. to White Oak
Dr. Follow signs.
8 a.m. - ?

Furniture, tools, chipper-shredder, lawn
mower, lots of misc
Cancel if rain!

Yard Sale
514 S. 6th St.
Saturday,
Nov. 7
a.m.-12
noon
8
Kitchen items, children's
books,
clothes and much
more.

YARD SALE
4027
Brown's
Grove Rd., Murray,
KY, 2 miles off 121
on 893, 4 miles
from Lynn Grove
on 893.
Nov. 5, 6, 7 & 8
6 a.m.-6 p.m.
Guns, knives, antiques,
tools & contractor supplies, crafts

GARAGE SALE
Sat., Nov. 7
517 So. 8th St.
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Baby items, girl's
clothing (infant-3T),
men's & women's
clothing,
trolling
motor, manual tread
mill, wooden storm
windows, wrought iron
posts, toys, & misc.
items

1126 Circarama Dr.
Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m. & Sat. 7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Different items on Sat. RCA 25 inch color
t.v., gas weed eater, computer, dishes,
drapes, bamboo shade, like new
Christmas decorations, winter coats, jackets, boots, purses, lots of misc.

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

`'",0:1NG=GOING=G:0:111E=
ABSOLUTE AUCTION I
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SAT. NOV. 21ST AT 1:00 P. M.
Mildred Robertson Newton Property
Murray, Kentucky
At -Tt-re Corr-14er 4:D if
...1 o Vs n ny Robe rtson Road
And I-ligtivvey 94 West
Murray's Southwest City Limit Edge!!
6Ø4(I

In 13 Tracts & Combinations
Tract 1 - 4.2923 Acres • Tract 2 - 5.5890 Acres
Tract 3 - 2.1119 Acres • Tract 4- 1.8961 Acres
Tract 5 - 1.4686 Acres • Tract 6- 1.4440 Acres
Tract 7 - 4.3961 Acres • Tract 8 - 4.3268 Acres
Tract 9 - 6.9654 Acres • Tract 10 - 6.9531 Acres
Tract 11 - 6.9408 Acres • Tract 12 - 6.9385 Acres
Tract 13 - 6.9162 Acres
Buy Any Individual Tract, Combination.
Of Tracts Or The Entire Pro • eel !!

THE BEST OF THE BEST!!
AN EXTRAORDINARY LOCATION!
The Auction Will Be Held
At The Knights Of Columbus Hall
332 Squire Road - Murray

From The Property, Take Johnny Robertson Rd.
South .5 Mole To Squire Rd., Proceed West .3 Mile!
At 1:00 P.M. - BE THERE!!
15%DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!

R. CASH
JAMES
'1,

WANT ADS
WORK

iRC

I

5AuCTIONEER i REAL ESTATE 8R0tER

FANCY FARM. KY- 5024234466
-pas SELLING MACHINE

,I

R

,

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

16

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Owl Wise

4 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
405 N. 3rd St.
Sat. & Sun.
Nov. 7 & 8
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Baby clothes, toys,
flute, clarinet, coffee table, kerosene
heater & lots more.

YARD SALE
1 mile out 641 S.
on Steely Lane
Saturday
Goose neck rocker.
antique radio, old
child's
desk, old
dresser with chest,
items,
household
stuffed animals and
much more.

Garage Sale
Rain or Shine

121 N. across from
the Murray Shrine
Club
Saturday
Everything from A to
Z. Collectibles, toys,
household goods &
clothes.

1

I & 2 ACRE lots 8 minutes
rom town City water, cablevision now & gas soon.
package
Land/ home
available. 502-437-4838.
100X175 LOT on Fleetwood Dr. in Campbell Estates. Some trees- ideal lot
for house with walk-out
basement. Call 753-3903.
BUILDABLE lot in Southwest Villa Subdivision. Private owner. 1-800-4268135 (Pin-00).
NEW sub. in north Murray.
White Eagle, 3/4 acres. A
lot starting at $8,000.
901-498-8921.

YARD
SALE
641 North
Look For Sign
Saturday
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

TREE covered lot on
deadend street in Sherwood Forest. All city utilites. $12,750. 753-9317.

Babies,

new Oct. releases,
plus retired.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

16.5 ACRES with 1995
16x80 3br, 2 bath mobile
home. Large barn with
workshop, fenced for horses. 8 miles north of Murray. 562,500. 753-0736
CROP acreage for lease in
Hams Grove area. Corn
just cut. Ready for wheat.
Land owner to get clear
third of crop proceeds.
435-4602, 559-8510.

ACTIPIO6
1212 ACRES of wooded
and Very private and secluded in Calloway county.
354-6062

_
Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homes.com
E-mall: carolwood@msn.com

l'adirifi It3felier-

eller

filawer

Free
Pickup
and
Delivery

are

Available
Hand Wash/Wax (inside & out)
gl days • 8 a.m.-8 p.m. cars, trucks, utility
'1750/45.00
;Call 767-0931 or
: 414-0931

mini-vans
full size vehicles

.

'22.50/50.00
50/cc oo

5.00 Off New Customers

ientl,
47
sliferaor• ti",airs3+N
,* Interior
• Exterior
:• Remodeling
:• Roofing

•

• Small Building
• Plumbing
• No Job To Small
• Vinyl Siding

Fast Dependable Service
4362102 ask for Ben

rnbB

1
101
fireaSeNterc
"Paul I arab"

502•4636-2269
14100-821-6907
Tree Trimming
'Stump Removal

rem.

3 BAY garage with rough14 TRACTS OF LAND
ed in upstairs on 3 wooded 7-12 Acres per tract Proptots (502)474-8441 after erly located off of Hwy 94E
6 30pm
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
HALEY Appraisals Bob Rd. Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For
Haley, state certified
more information please
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has view property, review postbuyers waiting to purchase ed data, then please call:
502-441-2253.
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling 14 5 ACRES, fenced with
contact one of Our courte- pond, on Chat Road approfessional proximately 3 miles northous and
agents at 753-1222 or stop west Lynn Grove. Nice
building site. Contact
by office at 711 Main St
435-4307, after 6pm
RESTAURANT in Kirksey
KY for sale. Equipment in- 35 ACRES, mostly woods,
cluded. Attached 2br, 2 699Ib burley base in North
bath apartment. One acre Calloway Co. Will sell all
of land Call for appoint- or part. 759-2316, eves.
ment 502-489-2126 or 40 ACRES, 7 miles east of
Murray, 11/2 mile road
502-489-209C
frontage, for development.
$1,800 per acre. Terms.
1112111ke Property
753-4984.
5 ACRES, nice building
acre
3BR, 2 bath on
sites. 10 minutes east of
gentle sloping waterfron
Murray. $8,950. Easy
lot Panorama Shores
terms. 753-9302.
502
5 TO 275 acres, owner financing possible_ Coldwater 489-2116 or 753-1300.

RESIDENTIAL building lot.
Ideal location in town,
1617 The Lane. Call between 7-9pm 759-1980.

Beanie

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6 1998

Full Line of
Equipment
Free Estimates

• Hedge Tnmming
licensed & Insured - 24 He Service
• •

NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
nice area Must sell, 80 s
753-3312, day 759 9381
NICE 4br house on 1 acre,
electnc heat, $49,500 Ten
minutes east of city
753-9302
ONE owner, 3br, 11.2
baths 2 miles east of Murray. Hardwood and tiles
floors, woodbuming stove
in den, carport & 2 car garage Priced in the 580's
For appointment to see,
call 753-0444
OPPORTUNITY- Owners
need to move from area
and are ready to negotiate
on this immaculate 3br, 2
bath ranch home situated
on 2 acres. Everything is
updated, new and fresh.
MLS* 3001416. Call Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
VERY nice country home,
owner relocated and will
consider rent with option to
purchase. Small down
payment, $70'5. Greys
Properties, 759-2001.
Jean 753-3584

460
Homes For Sale
2 BEDROOM, bnck, nice
lot, 4 minutes west o
own. Natural gas, public
central
h/a
water,
$69,900. Avialiable immechatty. 753-7724 or 7535303.
2BR, 11/2 bath, brick
house. Central h/a, fireplace with gas logs, fully
landscaped, newly remodeled. 32X32 masonry
block building. Small 1 car
garage, 5 acre wooded lot.
Call after 5pm, 435-4014,
2BR, 2 bath, shaded lot. 5
minutes from town. Immediate possession.
753-4549.
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
garage, appliances. Coleman RE. 753-9898.
4 YEARS old, large lot.
753-6725.
ATTRACTIVE 3 bedroom,
2 bath, 2,160 sq. ft. brick
home. Hardwood floors,
large rooms, large closets.
Stove, refrigerator, dish
washer, countertops new,
1995. Newly landscaped,
painted. 1998. Priced in
the 590's. A MUST SEE'
Call 767-0735.
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom, 2
bath home on approx. 1.6
acre lot in a quiet neighborhood. Just 5 miles from
town and just around the
corner from Miller Golf
Course. this home offers
lots of room to roam, both
inside and out. This home
is also just a few miles
from the Wildcat Creek
recreational area and is a
must see at $88K. Come
to 151 Hidden Hills Lane
or call 436-5220. Adjacent
building lots are also available.
COMPLETELY remodeled
3br, 1 bath, in Hazel. City
utilities, large garage.
Priced in $30's. 759-4826.
FRESH on the market,
3br, 11/2 bath home with
central h/a 'at Panorama
Shores. Offered in low
60's. Contact Kopperud
Realty. 753-1222 MLS#
3001469.
GOOD LOCATION Perfect
house for retirement or
first home. 3br, 2 bath,
completely redecorated.
New paint. new carpet
throughout. New roof, gutters, aluminum trim windows, bathroom fixtures
with jacuzzi. Two many
updates to list. $105,000.
Call Billy for more details.
Kopperud Realty
753-1222.

1998 BIG Bear 4X4 with
winch $4500 759-1519
1998 KAWASAKI 300 4wheeler, few months old
489-2018

Sport Utility Vehicles

For Sale
1992 Ford Explorer
Eddie Bauer Edition.
Black w/tan leather
interior, all power,
am/fm cassette & CD
w/changer
player
(factory), many other
options. 82,xxx miles,
excellent condition
$12,200.
Serious
inquiries only.

474-8704 between
4 & 8 p.m.
1991 FORD Explorer 4X4,
()An', pa, cruise, tilt, 4dr,
good condition. $7,450.
753-4445.
1997 GRAND Cherokee,
loaded $24,900 Will consider trade for truck
753-9571

490
Used Cars
1965 CORVAIRE, $1200
or best offer. 753-2581.
1968 CADILLAC convertible Runs, needs work
$1,200 obo 492-8396, after 5pm
1988 PONTIAC 6000
Best offer 767-9484
1989 CORVETTE Convertible. Burgundy w/camel
top, automatic, 52xxx
miles, new tires Mint
cond. Call Mike or Pete
759-1600 days
1989 NEW Yorker, 7591265 after 5:30pm.
1990 FORD Tempo, loaded, excellent condition,
'looks great' 759-1457.
1991 CAMRY, excellent
condition $4,750 Call 7536098 after 5pm
1991 PONTIAC Grand Am
SE, loaded, low mileage,
one owner. 753-6555 day.
753-7542 night.
1993 MITSUBISHI Eclipse
GS, electric blue. loaded.
Call after 5pm, 753-4240.
1993 MUSTANG LX white,
AT, AC, clean, no damage. $5,700. 354-9083_
1994 CAMARO V6, black.
all power, tinted windows,
tires,
cd, a/c, good
103,XXX miles Excellent
condition. $6,650 obo.
762-0189, leave message.
1994 PONTIAC Grand
Am, V6, 2-door, dark
green, tinted windows,
power locks, new tires.
Great condition. 67,XXX
miles. Well kept. $8,000.
489-2753.
1995 DODGE Spirit, 4dr
green, automatic, a/c,
$4800 Call 759-4044
1995 NISSAN
Sentra
GLE 76,XXX miles, one
owner, 5- speed, remote
locks, moon roof 30+ gas
mileage $7,250
753-4437
1995 TAURUS, loaded,
53xxx miles, $7750
753-2479
FOR sale 1983 Toyota
Corolla, auto, air, 4-door
$650 759-4077 after 5pm

GREAT starter home or
excellent rental. Many upgrades to this 2br. 1 bath
home. Fenced yard with
central h/a. Call Mike Conley at Olive Branch Realty_
(502)767-9900.
NATURES BOUNTY
rs complemented wrthis
large 2+ story Victorian
home 5,000+ sq ft under
roof, also has besement.
Sellers are offering to sell
house & 7+ acres for REPRICE
OF
DUCED
$265,000, Up to 40+ additional acres available. Call
for appt. today' Must see'
Call Barbara. Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
502-753-1492 or 7531498,
ext
105.
MLS*4000799.
NEED MORE ROOM- 5br,
31/2 bath, spacious kitchen. formal living room, dining room, family room with
fireplace bookcases on
each side Newly painted
,nside and out. All new 1992 GRAND Caravan LE,
carpet. Ready to move in. dual air, AM/FM cassette,
Quality built home with all new
84,X XX
battery.
amenities Kopperud Real- miles $7,900 753-8734
ty 753-1222. Ask for Billy.
600
NICE country home. 3br, 2
bath, large rooms, garage
with 32X40 block shop On
2 5 acres Call after 5pm
753-3222

530

530

530

J

Offered

used Trucks
1968 (..HE.,./Y truck, swb,
$1,200 obo 492-8396, after 5pm

1997 F-150

Ford Lariat
Extended Cab
Red & silver, runs
..2reat, looks great, is
great. Must sell
though. Call
759-9215 after 4
p.m. or leave
message.
Reasonably priced
for fully loaded.
fully safety
equipped truck
1978 GMC
$1,000. V8, automatic Call 7539892, day or 489-6133,
night.
1985 SCOTTSDALE short
bed Chevy. $2,100 obo.
753-0434.
1993 Chevrolet Silverado,
short bed, extended cab
pick-up. Red, fully loaded,
condition.
excellent
70,XXX miles. 1 owner.
New Michelin tires. Call
435-4597.
1994 FORD 150 XLT has
most options including
electric for trailer brakes
and
captains
chairs.
28,XXX miles. 436-5365.
1994 FORD Ranger XL, 5
speed. H/A, radio, casette, green with white topper. 71,XXX miles. $8,000.
753-7852 after 5pm.
1994 S-10 LS, 5sp, a/c,
black w/gray interior, new
tires. 753-1055 or 7534956 after 5pm.
1995 DODGE extended
cab, 4wd & 1991 Cutless
Ciera. Call 753-7060.
1995 F-150 4X4, Eddie
Bauer, blue- gold, 45,XXX
miles, many extras, never
off road, must see to ap
preciate. 1992 Honda
250X. new engine, brakes,
tires, $1.800. 489-2718
leave message.
1995 NISSAN King Cab
SE truck, excellent condi
tion, white, 4x4, V-6, sunroof, p/w, cruise, tilt, other
Miles,
options.. 36xxx
$15,500. Call after 5pm
502-885-7596.
Boats &Motors
1990 CHAMPION bass
boat, 184' dual console,
excellent shape
436-2242.
1997 YAMAHA Waverunner 1200 $3,000
492-6220
530

Offered
A-1 Tree Professionals
Stump
removal, tree
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.
Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying, leaf
raking,
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling, Repairs. No
Job Too Small.
492-6267. 759-5485.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867.
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp..
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings, remodelinij, repairs,
AGC certified. 435-4272,
ALL TYPES OF WORK
hedges,
Landscaping,
lawn sweeping, seeding
and fertilizing.
Tree trimming. removal
clearing,
Brush, briar
bushhogging, sickle mowing Gutter cleaning with
screen installation. hauling. Message. 753-2092.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system.
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113
BASEMENTS & Homes.
Sub & General contracting. Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007 or
502-436-5264
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
C&D Plumbing & Electric
License* 4695. Office 7531252, home 753-5705,
489-2918 We'll do business for you',

CARPET cleaned by Gen
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime
CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal Free Estimates SatisReferences
Call
fied
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113.
CLEANING Service for
real estate rentals & new
construction Also painting
& repair 759-0484
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience.
753-5592.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DRYWALL Finishing, new
construction or remodeling. Larry Chrisman 4928742.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
ELECTRICIAN
Walter's Electrical Works.
No job too large or too
small. Call for all your
electrical needs. 15 years
experience. 436-5376.
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, at reasonable prices. Dickie Farley.
759-1519.
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
yard
work,
plumbing,
proches & decks. Any job.
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500.
HANDYWORK) odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Moving Service. 437-3939.
6168 Old Olive Rd, Hardin,
KY 42048.
L&J HOME BUILDERS
New construction. Remodling. Electrical, vinyl siding.
Plumbing repair. Licensed
& Insured. 753-0353.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed & Insured. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
LEAF
Raking, gutter
cleaning and hauling. 4362102 ask for Joseph.
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels. Free estimates.
All work guaranteed!
489-6125
No job too small!
MONEY going out your
windows'? Call the Window
Doctor for a free energy
loss inspection. 759-4599.
MORRIS Home
Improvement
All types home repair &
improvement. One call
does it all. 759-4599.
PAINTING
BLACK'S DECORATING
CENTER OF MURRAY
KENTUCKY, INC.
Residential- Commercial
Free Estimates
Fully Insured
Call 502--753-0839 between 7am & 5pm. Call
502-759-8609 after 5pm.
PAINTING
Interior - Exterior.
Free estimates. 437-4364.
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.
R & R Construction
Additions, remodeling, vinyl siding, roofing, barn repairs, decks, replacement
windows. Free Estimates
436-5370.
RILEY Rerrpodeling & Construction. Additions- Garages- Vinyl siding & trimRoofing- Metal Roofs- Replacement
WindowsDecks- Pole Bams. Free
Estimates. 502-489-2907.
ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional. Residential. Commercial or Industrial. 502-435-4645
STOCKWELL METAL
ROOFING
The best in imperial rib,
standing seam, stonecoated steel, & copper
Best deals December
through February.
753-6585.
SUPERIOR LEAF
RAKING
Hauling & odd jobs. 4366032 or 436-2102, ask for
Ben.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

Meal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

753-5726
LAWN EQUIPMENT RENTAL
LANDSCAPE SUPPLY CENTER
• Mums
• Mulch
• Grass Seed
• Bulbs

• Aerators

• Spreaders
• Blowers
• Bulb Auger

"One Snip Shopping"

1408 Coldwater ltd., Iplurrity

Now is a Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints &
Lions we can give you a contract price before we
dart.If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialir.e in construction of lake
• homes, large or small.

Green
(-on I iiit'Ior.,

Bruce

tnuirding
15(72) 753-8343
..N.N.

NN.

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates
759-9609
VINYL & aluminum siding
All kinds of construction &
home repairs. Also mobile
home repairs. 759-4401.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WILL clean and screen
gutters or trim your trees
Call David 436-5394.
WILL clean homes & offices after 5pm on weekdays or anytime Saturdays. Have references
Call 753-8355 ask for Patsy or 436-5394.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network Mon-Fn, 1-5:30.
753-0530.

FREE Commercial ice
cream freezer. Needs
compressor.
759-4492.
Can be seen at: 410 Main
Street, Murray.
FREE To Good Home. Female Cocker Spaniel,
spayed, approx. 61/2yrs
old. All shots. Not very
good with children.
753-0122.
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Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

A

an

Fe

www.automobllesonline.com.

OK.
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Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair

Custom Backhoe

Work
Phone:

ME

(502) 437-4545

7
--

mb Brothers
ee Ser. ce
502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262

With the Classifieds'

Pick up a sportscar
or unload the family

LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

DRIVE A
HARD
BARGAIN

Tree Trimm
Cleanup
Full Line of
Equipment "
"Quality Servi '

wagon in our
Classified pages.
Check our
Automotive listings

daily.

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing

if you have been aimed down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
j
i
i
iradapile
c-redit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

CUSTOS KITCHEN CAIIIIIETS
CUSTOM INOCIONKINKINO

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
409

stxdoPrg

MURRAY (Wind Sunny Bre•d)
753-5940

•

To pan a Cleaward ad
ol row own call

753-1916.
Murray

Ledger &
Times
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DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT: The skin over my
lower legs is pink and scaly My doc,
tor says this is due to poor circulation,
and he advises me to wear elastic
stockings. Is there anything else I can
do?
DEAR READER: You appear to be
suffering from vascular insufficiency.
To ease your symptoms, in addition to
wearing elastic hose, you can elevate
your feet when possible (to promote
venous drainage), avoid prolonged
standing, try warm compresses three
times a day, use a moisturizing skin
cream daily (to prevent drying and
breakdown of tissue) and be especially careful not to injure your skin. Such
injuries, even if trivial, can produce
troublesome consequences because
tissues that are deprived of oxygen
(as is the case with this disorder) do
not heal at a normal rate.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor prescribed Monistat cream for a genital
rash. Is this a fungus? How did I get
it?
DEAR READER: If you have genital candida, a type of fungus, the
Monistat should do the trick.
However, genital rashes can have
other causes, including other yeasts.
If the rash doesn't clear up in a couple
of weeks, you will require further testing, such as a skin scraping and culture, to identify the cause of the eruption — and a blood sugar test to make
sure that you don't have diabetes, a
common cause of genital yeast infection.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D
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DEAR ABBY

DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been treated
for erythema multiforme for 10 years.
The skin eruptions are severe at
times. Is this the same thing as lupus?
DEAR READER: Erythema multiforme is an allergic rash that appears
on the skin and mucous membranes.
It consists of bumps, pimples and blisters, and it can occur with drug reactions, infections and pregnancy. It is
also associated with a variety of
autoimmune diseases, including
lupus, in which patients develop
inflammation in normal tissues.
Lupus is a specific disease that usually affects many organ systems, including the kidneys, nerves, blood vessels,
Joints and skin. It is usually diagnosed
with blood tests.
To send you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report -Lupus: The Great Imitator."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station. New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT. I usually breathe
about 28 times a minute. Is this hyperventilation? I smoke two packs of cigarettes a day. Could this be the
cause?
DEAR READER: Hyperventilation
(increased rate of breathing) is one of
the ways in which the body compensates for inadequate oxygen. The
usual resting respiratory rate is below
20 breaths per minute; therefore, at
28, you are hyperventilating. This may
be the first sign of chronic bronchitis
and emphysema due to your cigarette
habit. Stop smoking and see if your
respiratory rate improves. If it does
not, make an appointment with a
physician.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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Choose Direct Deposit to receive your Federal government payment.

To learn more, visit any bank, savings

and loan, or credit union. Or Jsk your
Federal paying agency.
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DEAR ABBY: We have read your
column for years, with its examples
of acts of kindness and references to
Iowa hospitality. This letter is
about that hospitality.
During the week of Aug. 16-22, I
was visiting my terminally ill aunt
in Waterloo, Iowa. I am severely
hearing-impaired. One of my hearing aids shorted out and left me virtually unable to use the telephone. I
contacted several hearing aid offices
before finding help. The person who
came to my aid was an audiologist
named Ron Potter.
When I contacted Ron and
explained my situation to him, he
came to my motel and inspected my
hearing aid, but was unable to
make the required repairs. He took
me to his shop and fitted me with a
loaner hearing aid. When I asked
about my bill, he said, "No charge.
Just mail the aid back when you get
home."
I was in a state of shock. I
couldn't believe that someone was
trusting me, a complete stranger,
with an item worth several hundred
dollars. I mean, no deposit, no ID
check, nothing! I persuaded him to
make a copy of my driver's license
and let me buy him lunch.
Yes, Abby, there are some good
people left in this world. What really made me feel even better is the
fact that I am black and Ron is
white. Yes, we can get along!
DIAMOND B. BEARD JR.,
SACRAMENTO,CALIF.

exam. Registered dietitians are food
and nutritional professionals who
provide counseling in maternal and
sports nutrition as well as for vegetarians and individuals with heart
disease, diabetes, eating disorders,
and a host of additional medical
diagnoses that are affected by a person's eating habits.
The American Dietetic Association is the world's largest group of
food and nutrition professionals
serving the public. The ADA is currently active in trying to get states,
insurance companies and the federal government to allow for reimbursable "medical nutritional therapy," so that the public may benefit
from health-promoting counseling
to prevent and sure disease.
Thank you for the opportunity to
inform you of the work of these
professionals.
MARY M. BILZ, M.S., RD.,
RUTLAND, F.

DEAR DIAMOND: Although
it may be out of season, I'm sure
Ron Potter will be thrilled to
see your "valentine" in the
newspaper. And, may I add —
your letter made my day!

Abby shares more of her favorite,
easy-to-prepare recipes. To order, send
a business-size, self-addressed envelope, plus check or money order for
$3.95 44.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby,
More Favorite Recipes, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, 111. 61054-0447.(Postage is
included.)

DEAR MARY: I have mentioned the American Dietetic
Association in my column in the
past. Although it didn't occur to
me that a registered dietitian
might also be able to help the
mother of the little boy who
refused to eat meat because of
the cartoon he saw on television, it makes sense that an RD.
could offer valuable input to
mothers of picky eaters. Thank
you for the timely reminder.
..1(***
,

***
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DEAR ABBY: I'm writing in
response to the recent letter by
CONTRACT BRIDGE
"Linda of Howell, Mich.," regarding
her son who decided to become a
vegetarian. In addition to your suggestion that she visit her pediatrician. I thought you might like to
know of the services that can be
Assume you're declarer with to play the jack if South follows
provided by a registered dietitian.
The initials R.D. indicate that a the West hand at Six Clubs and low.
By adopting this line of play,
person has completed at least a North leads the queen ofdiamonds.
declarer makes the contract in each
four-year degree in dietetics or How would you play the hand?
of the following six cases:
EAST
WEST
nutrition, a 900-hour internship in
•A 4 3 2
1.IfSouth has no spade higher
the areas of clinical and community •K J 7
nutrition and management, and has
II A 4 3 2
than the six.
K J6
passed a national credentialing • A
•—
2. If South errs on defense and
+ K Q 9 8 3 plays the five or six of spades on
Alb A J 7 6 4 2
***
the first round of the suit when he
This excellent problem, pub- holds the eight, nine or ten.
3. If South has the queen of
lished in the British Bridge Magazine some years ago, was composed spades, in which case the number
of spades he was dealt makes no
*NOUGHT MR BUMSTEAD by Paul Lukacs, Israeli expert.
West should begin by ruffing the difference at all.
WOULD SAY TkAT
AND i.E'S NOT kERE
4. If North has either the
queen of diamonds lead in dummy
Rie‘-ir NON
(it would be wrong to discard a singleton or doubleton queen of
spade or a heart). He then draws spades.
5. If the six spades held by
both missing trumps, ending in
dummy, and leads the deuce of North-South prove to be divided
3-3.
spades.
6.Ifthe potential heart finesse
IfSouth follows suit with the five
or six, or shows out ofspades, West — taken as a last resort after the
plays his seven and is sure to score spades fail to divide favorably —
the rest of the tricks regardless of wins because South was dealt the
which suit North returns after queen.
Only if all six chances go wrong
winning the seven of spades.
IfSouth produces the eight, nine would declarer fail to make the
or ten of spades on the deuce lead slam on the recommended line of
BE
TO
dummy, West wins with the play. If they all did go sour, defrom
GOING
rm
If
HAUNTED, I WANT TO BE
king, returns to dummy with a clarer could easily be forgiven if he
HAUNTED B\-1 A GHOST
trump, and leads the three of decided to give up the game for a
WHO LOST WEIGHT.
Spades toward his hand, planning while.
Tomorrow: A delicate operation.

LAME FROM
LII0E0 GAMES
IN THIS OFFICE.
C,AN'T TAKE
FREb's OFFICE.
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rice Ryan to the Murray Independent School Board, Ferrell
Miller. Bill Stubblefield, and Lubie
E. Parrish to the Calloway County School 'Board.
Prof. Joseph Lee Rose, a faculty member of the Social Science Department. Murray State University, spoke about "Political
Myths of the Vietnam Situation"
at_a meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
Forty years ago
On Nov. 8 at I I p.m., Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company officials here will switch
the local telephone service to the
dial system, according to F.H. Riddle, local manager. A special dinner meeting will be at the Murray Woman's Club House prior to
the change. Two new buildings
have been erected here by the
company for the new dial system.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Thomas
McElrath, Oct. 24; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Hutchins, Oct. 31.
Fifty years ago
Published is a picture of Prof.
Price Doyle directing the West
Kentucky Symphony Orchestra at
a rehearsal for a concert here Nov.
10.
Charlene Haley and Orland P.
Tyler were married Oct. 30 by the
Rev. C.H. Wilson at his home in
Hazel.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat the Morehead
Eagles 33 to 0 for the sixth win
of the football season with Fred
Faurot as head coach.

Test Your Play

Otieds!

Jr

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Jim
Fulton and Stan Meadows balanced on rafters of a house they
are building at Kirkwood and Broad
Streets, Murray. Bill Page is the
general contractor. The photo is
by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Mrs. Flossie Jones Mercer is
today. Nov. 6, celebrating her 87th
birthday. A Mercer-Jones scholarship has been established at Murray State University by Dr. and
Mrs. Charles Mercer of Memphis,
Tenn., in honor of his mother,
Mrs. Mercer, and his grandparents, the late Horace and Ella
Jones.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of two
workers, Eloise Myers and Sue
Spann, preparing the set for "the
Music Man," the latest MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre production slated Nov. 9, 10,
17, and 18 at the A. Carman Pavilion at Murray State University.
Mary Linda Pace and Clifton
David Emerson were married Oct.
7 at Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church of God.
A picture of the student body
of McCuiston School in 1916 is
published.
Thirty years ago
In the General Election Richard
M. Nixon was elected as president and Spiro T. Agnew as vice
president of the United States;
Marlow Cook as state senator;
Boyce Clayton as commonwealth
attorney of the 42nd Judicial District; Dr. C.C. Lowry and Mau-
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partner
38 Ringlet
40 Famed
composer
41 Symbol for
calcium
43 Sodium
symbol
44 Tim or Tyne
45 Element in
salt
47 Goddess of
healing
49 Tennis player
Maria —
51 Sandra —
52 1944
invasion date
(hyph wd )
54 Actress Ryan
55 Habit
56 Ancient slave
57 Letters of the
alphabet
58 "Leave — —
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1 Hairdo_
2 Famed CBS
newsman
3 Ending with

rTODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Nov. 6, the
310th day of 1998. There are 55
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 6, 1860, former Illinois congressman Abraham Lincoln defeated three other candidates for the presidency.
On this date:
In 1861, Jefferson Davis was
elected to a six-year term as president of the Confederacy.
In 1888, Benjamin Harrison of
Indiana won the presidential election. defeating incumbent Grover
Cleveland by gaining the required
number of electoral votes, even
though Cleveland led in the popular vote.
In 1893, composer Peter Ilyich
Tchaikovsky died in St. Petersburg. Russia. at age 53.
In 1900, President McKinley was
Democrat
heating
re-elected,
William Jennings Bryan.
Five years ago: Heavyweight
boxer Evander Holyfield defeated
Riddick Bowe in a 12-round fight
in Las Vegas; the match was interrupted in the seventh round when
an intruder, using a paraglider,
tried to fly into the ring.
One- year ago: The Clinton
administration warned Iraq it could
face military action or economic
sanctions if it continued to bar
U.N. weapons inspections. Former
President George Bush opened his
presidential library at Texas A&M
University; among the guests of
honor was President Clinton, the
man who'd sent him into retirement.
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'act'
4 Martin ID
5 Frightening
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7 'Mad About
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9 Outfit
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20 "— McBeal"
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Proud
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31 — degree
33 'My — Sal"
34 Famous
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36 Cancer
constellation
37 Angelic
constellation
39 N Y landmark
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blows
41 Give up
42 Lends a hand
44 The —
Hunter'
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46 Mother of
Apollo
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Thurman
51 Period
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55 Cheese St
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday,
Nov. 7, 1998:
Expect to be unusually productive
and creative this year. Your mind
might wandei a lot, but it is through
this process that you connect with
others. You learn to see things in a
different perspective because of this
ability to explore mentally. If you
are single, it is only because you so
choose, because you'll certainly have
an opportunity to begin something
more serious and committed. Love
could be quite torrid at times. If
attached, you will discuss each others' needs more often, but you could
judge your partner to be distant.
keep communicating! CANCER encourages you to dream.

will be happier as a result. Tonight.
Make a party happen.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Others look to you for direction. A much-needed talk opens your
eyes. Reversing a stand could upset
someone, but it's an issue of integrity for you. Make a must appearance. Stay on top of work, even if
that means putting in extra hours.
Tonight: Be the lead actor.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your abilities to survive and
move forward directly relate to your
willingness to take a risk. The status quo is easy but unfulfilling. Discomfort over a financial change reflects how normal you are. Still,
you're more important than your
wallet. Tonight: A new nightspot.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You revise your thinking
because of an intimate chat with a
loved one. You express your ideas
explicitly; someone receives your
message. You can blaze a new trail if
you choose, together or alone. Be
supportive of a co-worker. Tonight:
Stay on a one-to-one level.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Others seek you out. You,
however, are busy in your head as
you attempt to think through a decision. Trust your ability' to process,
and enjoy what is happening around
you. Your earthy' ways,even held in
check, put someone in hot pursuit of
you. Tonight: Say yes!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Head into work if you must,
but you need a day offjust for you.
You aren't ready for the social scene
just yet. Do some fall housecleaning,
or visit a child or loved one. Make
this a slow, easy day where you do
things that are good for you. Tonight: Let someone entertain you!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Talk to that difficult associate. Maintain a sense of humor;
don't let this person bring you down.
Do more of your hobbies, whether it
is rollerblading or just getting together and laughing. A new friendship develops a serious tone. Tonight: Dance the night away.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** A discussion is intense, but
don't let that interrupt your Saturday. Pull back and relax. You need to
handle a domestic matter; a roommate or family member pitches in to
help. Make low-key plans, and aim
for a slower pace. Tonight: Opt for a
leisurely dinner.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You hear a partner quite
clearly. He changes his mind on a
key issue. Emphasize improved conversations and a better sense of togetherness. Make time for a visit,
and do something fun together. A
movie and dinner together works
well. Tonight: Let the flirting begin.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** A partner does a full-out flipflop. Fortunately, you are flexible
and can easily adjust. Listen carefully to feedback, but take care of
yourself first. Intuition about a covert money issue forces you to think
about this person in light of the
request. Tonight; Indulge a little!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You wake up knowing it is
time for a change in how you structure your daily life; follow through.
Others agree. Do what vou want,
and ask for what you need. Popularity soars. Tonight: Wish upon a star.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22;
** You need to keep an intense
encounter hush-hush.Listen to other
points of view, especially those of a
respected relative or associate. You
might find him slightly negative,
but you know you aren't going to
change him. Tonight: Do your thing!
0
VIRGO Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Aim for what you want,even
if a roommate doesn't agree with 0
you. Discussions must precede a
change of any kind. Join friends,
after you make an important call.
Work with other people's plans. You.

Societies
hold first
debate
The Residential College Debate
Societies, in conjunction with the
Murray State Speech & Debate
Team, held their first debate of
the school year Oct. 26, in the
Hart Coffee House.
Morgan Hardy and Eric Espy
of Regents College defeated Jena
Duerr and Rachel Peterson of Hart
College. Hart College affirmed the
resolution. "Religivs sects should
be allowed to preach openly on
college campuses," and Hart College was the negative.
All colleges have now won an
on-campus debate since the debate
societies inception two years ago.
White College Debate Society under
captain Angela Simpson's leadership, is ahead with two wins.
There are two on-campus debates
remaining this semester. The next
on-campus debate will he Nov.
16, in the Curris Center Theater
from 8-9 p.m. Hester College will
be affirming the resolution, "The
media should regulate television
violence." Richmond College will
be arguing the negative.
The last on-campus debate will
he the annual "Board of Regents
Debate," on Dec. 3, in Wrather
Museum Auditorium. This debate
will take place from 7-8 p.m.
White College will be affirming the resolution, "College administrators should be allowed to conduct searches of student's college
rooms if there is sufficient reason
to believe, that a crime could take
place."
Franklin-Springer College will
argue against the resolution. Everyone is invited to attend and the
winners are decided by the audience. Admission is free.
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Are you looking for more from your Senior
Checking Account than just free checks?
Well, we'll give you the free checks too, but
we'll also give you a lot more! In fact, this
photo was taken during one of our Prime 50
group trips...this time to Austria.
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With the United Commonwealth Bank
Prime 50 Checking Account you can expect
premium interest rates with many other perks,
including product savings and free travelers
checks and notary services. You'll even receive
a newsletter tailored to your interests to inform
you of special trips, seminars and events.
We're always planning something...a pot luck,
birthday lunch, day trip or the annual gala. So
if you're looking for more from your Senior
Checking Account, check out United
Commonwealth Bank!
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1991 Pontiac Grand Am
#51525
1990 Dodge Dynasty
#72152
1993 Chrysler LeBaron
#61636
1991 Toyota Camry
#17103
1992 Mercury Cougar
#38331
1989 Toyota Camry
#20654
1997 Chevrolet Metro
.#46856
1995 Chevrolet Corsica
#88657
1996 Chevrolet Corsica
#75419
1995 Chevrolet Corsica
#72317
1992Pontiac Grand Prix
#82308
1992 Buick LeSabre
#43997
1996 Chevrolet Cavalier
#46826
1995 Nissan Altima
#19692
1994 Ford Tarus Wagon
#82355
1996 Saturn
#70062
1996 CEO Prism
#53623
1995 Toyota Corolla
#79729
1994 Mercury Cougar
#48044
1993 Toyota Camry LE
#94762
1995 Pontiac Grand Prix
#11273
1996 Olds Cutlass Ciera 2 To Choose From
#35267
1998 Olds Achieva
#4727
s 1997 Chevrolet Lumina
#90395
1997 Chevrolet Malibu
#35062
1996 Toyota Camry
#17264
1997 Toyota Camry
#33380
1996 Toyota Camry
#94362
1995 Toyota 4-Runner
#77015
1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee
#9928

$3,988

$4,988
$5,988
$6,988 ,
$6,988
$6,988
$7,588
$7,988
4

$7,988 4
$7,988
$7,988
4

$7,988
$8,988
$8,988.
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$8,988
$8,988
$9,988
$9,988
$9,988
$9,988
$10,988
$10,988
$11,888 ,
$12,988
$13,988
$15,988
$17,988
$19,988
$21,988
$24,988
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Showroom Hours:
8a.m.-7 p.m.
Monday - Friday
8a.m.-5 p.m.Saturday

Our Senior Program is bigger and better than
ever before...and it's here to stay!
Preston Barrett

Jared Lassiter
Sales

David York
Sales

Gary Key
Sales

1
Charles Jenkins
Sales Manager
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Jeff Taylor
Sales

Chad Choeran
14*Mo Now

We Mapes
Sales

Roger Knott
Sales

Don Jones
Sales

